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General Studies Paper - III 
 

Topic: Indian Economy; Economic growth and development; Mobilization of resources 

Q) Non-performing assets, restructured loans and written-off assets — collectively called 

‘stressed assets’ — have become a major challenge to the country’s banking system. To 

combat these, what has government done? Will these measures be effective? Examine. 

(200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The stockpile of bad loans has had several ill-effects on the economy at large. With 16.6 per cent of their loan book tied 

up in stressed assets (bad and doubtful loans), banks have been fighting shy of new lending. This is constraining new 

investments in projects that can power the economy. Even if the Government were to infuse fresh capital into public 

sector banks, there’s worry that this may go to write off older bad loans rather than kick-start lending. 

Public sector banks, which hold over 70 per cent of all deposits, are the worst hit by the bad loan problem. For some of 

these banks, the provisions for bad loans have already overtaken operating profits, leaving them short of capital to 

sustain operations. 

Steps taken by government- 

 The Recovery of Debts Due to Banks and Financial Institutions Act, 1993 

 The Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest 

(SARFAESI) Act, 2002– 

The Act has empowered Banks / Financial Institutions to recover their non-performing assets without the intervention 

of the Court, through acquiring and disposing of the secured assets in NPA accounts with outstanding amount of Rs. 1 

lakh and above. The banks have to first issue a notice. Then, on the borrower’s failure to repay, they can: 

1. Take possession of security and/or 

2. Take over the management of the borrowing concern. 

3. Appoint a person to manage the concern. 

 Recovery of Debts Due to Banks and Financial Institutions (DRT) Act: 

The Act provided for setting up of Debt Recovery Tribunals (DRTs) and Debt Recovery Appellate 

Tribunals (DRATs) for expeditious and exclusive disposal of suits filed by banks / FIs for recovery of their dues in 

NPA accounts with outstanding amount of Rs. 10 lac and above.  Government has, so far, set up 33 DRTs and 5 DRATs 

all over the country. 

 Lok Adalats:  

Section 89 of the Civil Procedure Code provides resolution of disputes through ADR methods such as Arbitration, 

Conciliation, Lok Adalats and Mediation. Lok Adalat mechanism offers expeditious, in-expensive and mutually 

acceptable way of settlement of disputes. 

Government has advised the public sector banks to utilize this mechanism to its fullest potential for recovery in Non-

performing Assets (NPAs) cases.   

 Further, the enactment of Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code (IBC), 2016 has opened up new possibilities for time-

bound resolution of issues related to stressed assets. The IBC was enacted to consolidate and amend the laws 

relating to re-organization and insolvency of corporate persons, partnership firms and individuals in a time-bound 

manner for maximization of the value of assets in order to promote entrepreneurship, availability of credit and 

balance of interest of stakeholders. 

 Central government also created a specialized body called Public Sector Asset Rehabilitation Agency or PARA 

which is an independent entity that will identify the largest and most vexatious NPA accounts held by banks, and 

then buy these out from them. By consolidating problem accounts across banks, the PARA is expected to solve two 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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problems. One, it can effect speedier settlements with borrowers by cutting out individual banks. Two, as a single 

large lender, it can drive a better bargain with borrowers and take more stringent enforcement action against them.  

 Recently government promulgated Banking Regulation (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017 to fight the menace of 

stressed asset. 

1. The ordinance enables the Union government to authorise the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to direct banking 

companies to resolve the issues related to specific stressed assets, by initiating insolvency resolution process 

wherever required. 

2. The government has introduced two new provisions — Sections 35A and 35AB, under Section 35A of the 

Banking Regulation of Act of 1949 through which banking companies can initiate insolvency proceedings. 

 The RBI has also been empowered to issue other directions for resolution, and appoint or approve for appointment, 

authorities or committees to advise banking companies for stressed asset resolution. 

Will these measures be effective? 

However just enacting laws, creating new institutions and formulating policies themselves do not ensure its success. It 

needs strong political and administrative will to take on the banking problems like NPAs both on the part of banks and 

government. 

The effectiveness of these steps would be primarily dependent on following things- 

 Time bound recovery: These measures would be effective only if they are able to recover loans in a time bound 

manner. 

 Deterministic approach: The government needs to be deterministic in its plans to implement these policies to really 

clear off the bad loan problem. 

 Denouncing populist approach- Central government which is owner of the public sector banks need to denounce 

its populist measures like making banks to give loan to corporate sector which had provided them funding. 

Thus strong political will and wiser banking policies would help to reduce the problems of stressed asset in India. 

Conclusion- 

The government has finally recognised that stressed assets “have reached unacceptably high levels”. And with the 

current ordinance, the RBI is in a stronger position to find a permanent solution to India’s NPA crisis. 

 

Q) What do you understand by financial literacy? It is said that India needs to work on 

financial literacy now more than ever. Examine why. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Financial literacy- 

Financial literacy is the ability to use skills and knowledge to take effective and informed money-management decisions. 

It also involves the understanding, how money works in the world: how someone manages to earn or make it, how that 

person manages it, how he/she invests it (turn it into more) and how that person donates it to help others. More 

specifically, it refers to the set of skills and knowledge that allows an individual to make informed and effective decisions 

with all of their financial resources. 

Financial literacy focuses on the capability to manage personal finance matters in an efficient manner, and it includes 

the knowledge of making appropriate decisions about personal finance such as investing, insurance, real estate, paying 

for college, budgeting, retirement and tax planning. 

Extent of financial literacy- 

Benefits of financial literacy- 

 Financial literacy helps individuals to become self-sufficient so that they can achieve financial stability. 

 Develops a financial road map to identify how he/she earns, how he/she owes, how he/she spends. This topic 

affects all including small business owners, traders etc who greatly contribute to the economic growth and stability. 

 Financial literacy can be used to achieve socio economic development goals decided by government.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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 Financial literacy is the major tool for achieving the financial inclusion and thereby uplifting the standard of living 

of millions. 

 This gives better investment opportunities to the common people who usually invest mostly in gold and real estate. 

 On the other hand the lack of financial literacy can lead to owing large amounts of debt and making poor financial 

decisions.  

 

Why India needs to work on financial literacy now more than ever? 

 As per a global survey by Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (S&P) less than 25% of adults are financially 

literate in South Asian countries. For an average Indian, financial literacy is yet to become a priority. India is home 

to 17.5% of the world’s population but nearly 76% of its adult population does not understand even the basic 

financial concepts. 

 The survey confirms that financial literacy in India has consistently been poor compared to the rest of the world. 

Financial illiteracy puts a burden on the nation in the form of higher cost of financial security and lesser prosperity. 

An example of this is the fact that most people resort to investing more in physical assets and short-term 

instruments, which conflicts with the greater need for long-term investments, both for households to meet their 

life stage goals and for meeting the country’s capital requirements for infrastructure.  

 There are some misunderstanding and lack of conceptual clarity about the financial literacy. The most common 

being the myth that one who is ‘literate’ or ‘rich’ is also ‘financially literate’. Another myth is that financial literacy 

is more important for adults. 

 For a country like India, this plays a bigger role as it is considered an important adjunct to promotion of financial 

inclusion and ultimately financial stability.  

 India is already the world’s second biggest smartphone market with over 220 million smartphone users. Mobile 

internet users in India total 350 million, and are expected to grow 50 million every year till 2020. These numbers 

create enormous possibilities to go digital only when people are financially literate. This also creates new 

opportunities to engage and share financial knowledge with consumers. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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 In India, on one hand, there is a need to reach out to lower income groups and economically weaker sections, and 

on the other, to millennials who are hyper-connected and require tailor-made financial products but have limited 

awareness of the possible financial solutions. 

 Women are increasingly becoming the bread-earner of the families. Further sound financial management by 

women could improve the overall wellbeing of the family. Thus financial literacy becomes all the way important for 

women for effectively using their precious savings. 

Measures- 

 There is a joint effort by all the banking, financial services and insurance companies as well to be able to achieve 

noticeable changes in the perceptions that an average Indian has about financial management. It’s time to bring 

individual efforts under one framework to ensure better outcomes.  

 The beginning has already been made by Financial regulators in India—Reserve Bank of India (RBI), Securities 

and Exchange Board of India (Sebi), Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India (Irdai) and Pension 

Fund Regulatory and Development Authority (PFRDA) and have created a joint charter called ‘National Strategy 

for Financial Education’, detailing initiatives taken by them and also other market participants like banks, stock 

exchanges, broking houses, mutual funds and insurers.  

 It is important to note that empirical evidence points to the fact that digital efforts like video clips, short films and 

interactive quizzes on financial education have had a far greater impact than the traditional medium. Digital fluency 

is expected to increase with government initiatives such as Digital India. 

 The recent mammoth exercise of demonetization should help bring many more people into the organized sector, 

thereby opening up possibilities for financial inclusion and literacy. 

 Financial literacy should be integral part of school curricula particularly for higher secondary and college level, 

which would prepare students to deal with financial decisions at early levels. 

Conclusion- 

Financial literacy and financial stability are two key aspects of an efficient economy. Financial literacy enhances 

individuals’ ability to ensure economic security for their families. The bottom-line, therefore, is that a ‘me-too’ approach 

to financial literacy will not work in India. All stakeholders including consumers must work in conjunction for financial 

literacy through a combination of innovative strategies. 

 

Q) Instead of agriculture, it is said that it is more prudent to collect taxes from the service 

sector where the bulk of black income is generated. Do you agree? In the light of 

suggestions to tax agriculture income from various quarters, critically comment. (200 

Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction :- Agricultural sectors employs 60 % of nations work force but contributes only 15 % to GDP which clearly 

depict the agony in this sector and for the same reason this sector is left from tax umbrella from independent. 

However recently Niti Ayog was of opinion to tax agricultural income has not gone well with public because for following 

reason. 

 No proper land records to segregate agricultural income tax recipients 

 MSP not cover all the crops grown by farmers, thus income is not stable 

 Farmers are in the mercy of unpredictable monsoon by which price keep on fluctuating and so does income. 

 Not the appropriate time: To tax farmers at a time, they are unable to pay their dues would prove to be disastrous 

and may lead to a shoot up in the number of suicides among farmers. 

 Internal Unrest: At a time when farmers are seen throwing away their produce like milk and vegetables on the 

grounds to show their discontent with the government, the prospect of taxing them may lead to internal 

disturbances. 

 Impoverished Lifestyles: The farmers who are already living on the brink on poverty need not be further tortured 

by imposing tax on them. 

http://www.insightsonindia.com/
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This being the fate it’s not the time has not reaped for agricultural tax however the other alternative to increase tax on 

service sector is not rational as. 

 This sector is heavily tax and there is no further scope to increase it. 

 Its add burden on people and thus demotivated and the pint might reach as people might question as why they 

must alone bear the nation’s burden which is very dangerous. 

Hence the idea of taxing service sector still more must be completed negated. The need is long term reform in form of 

financial education among youth which can help their saving to become investment in national development and bring 

spectrum of changed in agricultural from cold storage to reform to remove middle man to awareness of MSP to being 

substantial change in individual’s income . Once all these are done then either increasing tax in service or taxing 

agricultural sector is pragmatic 

 

Q) According to recent reports, the government is planning to provide operational flexibility 

to central public sector enterprises (CPSEs) to take over stressed assets and turn them 

around. How will this step help banking and public sectors? Critically examine. (200 

Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

Stressed assets on the books of Indian banks are now higher than the net worth of the entire banking sector, according 

to a recently released McKinsey & Co. report, “Mastering New Realities: A Blueprint To Transform Indian Banking”. 

One of the contributing factors in this crisis is the inability of private asset reconstruction companies (ARCs) to play a 

meaningful role, in spite of enabling regulations and support from the central bank.  

How operational flexibility to CPSEs help banking and public sectors? 

 Operational flexibility to central public sector enterprises (CPSEs) would allow them to take over stressed assets 

and turn them around and to facilitate the takeover of stalled projects. 

 The cabinet secretariat will coordinate between various CPSEs under different administrative ministries and banks. 

This will improve the coordination between different organizations to tackle the common problem. 

 This would help unburden the banking sector quickly and allow banks to focus on core banking operations that 

give impetus to the growth. 

 Better competence: PSU’s will be able to take better stand in the Indian as well as foreign markets by able to perform 

better with better operational capability. 

However there are some concerns- 

 Between 2009 and 2016, the market value of the Maharatna companies the “crown jewels” of the public sector 

declined by 33% at a time when the Nifty index grew by 9%. Between 2010 and 2014, the market value of private 

sector banks rose by about $30 billion, while the market value of public sector banks (PSBs) fell by about $30 

billion. According to the latest Public Enterprises Survey, the market value of 46 CPSEs decreased by 16.6% in the 

financial year 2015-16. Thus, any initiative which proposes to increase the size of India’s public sector should be 

discouraged. 

 Government has promised to take steps for deregulation that would reduce the government’s excessive control over 

businesses. The proposed solution will achieve exactly the opposite. Transferring stressed assets from PSBs to 

CPSEs will neither be efficient nor effective, since the burden will remain on the government and taxpayers. 

 Also, the turnaround of stressed assets will be attempted by CPSE managers instead of turnaround specialists from 

the private sector. 

Conclusion- 

The government could also explore the option to revisit the idea of setting up a bad bank, transferring stressed assets to 

its balance sheet at fair valuations and then securitizing the assets to distribute risk among a diverse group of investors. 

The bad banks have succeeded fairly well in the China. In 1999, China set up four centrally controlled asset management 

companies, or bad banks, to swallow toxic assets from banks. Today, China’s bad banks are “thriving as alternative 
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lenders, evolving from bad-debt managers into some of the country’s largest financial conglomerates”, according to 

the Financial Times. 

 

Q) Why is domestic consumption important for Indian economy, especially now? Analyse. 

(200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

The global economy has been recovering from the recession of 2009 at a tepid rate (at approximately 2.5 per cent per 

annum). The main causes of the current slow global growth are declining populations, protectionism, de-leveraging and 

no major productivity-enhancing revolution. While for a majority of countries, a high or higher growth rate would be 

elusive, India has a great opportunity before it. 

Why is domestic consumption important for Indian economy at present? 

 With roughly 59 per cent share in India’s GDP, household consumption spending has been the major driver of 

economic growth and has, on many occasions, acted as a protective shield to global demand shocks. 

 India’s vibrant domestic market can make up the losses incurred in the decline in export due to slowing of 

economies in the western world. 

 India also has low reliance on external savings to fund its growth. As per S&P Ratings, the banks are mainly deposit-

funded and don’t rely on wholesale funding to grow their loan books. 

 Population growth boosts economic growth through an increase in the workforce, aided by an increase in 

productivity. India is in the throes of a demographic dividend which would be an impetus to growth, if the new 

entrants to the work force are productively employed. 

 Also thriving domestic market is in better position to attract the investments from the foreign players which in turn 

would give impetus to the economic growth. 

 With the Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana that has led to opening of millions of new bank accounts, and thereby 

more savings, banking sector in India would play important role in sustaining economic growth by disbursing more 

credit to individuals and businesses. 

 The present government’s encouragements to cooperative and competitive federalism, states in India are becoming 

major drivers of economy in India’s growth. 

 Recent economic and tax reforms like GST, increase in FDI limits, single window clearance system etc coupled with 

increasing digitalization offers India unique opportunity in terms of creating more resources, rationalizing 

expenditure and creating inclusive economic growth. 

Conclusion- 

As is the rule, there will be gainers and losers in a changing world. The gainers are likely to be countries less reliant on 

global trade, domestic consumption-driven, with an increasing population, a scope for productivity improvement and a 

low per capita base. It would be fair to conclude that India’s GDP growth rate of 7.5 per cent is good and sustainable: So 

also is the potential target of 8 per cent plus. 

 

Q) What uncertainties still remain in the implementation of GST? Discuss. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- Goods & Services Tax (GST) is an indirect tax throughout India to replace taxes levied by 

the central and state governments. It is introduced as The Constitution (One Hundred and Twenty Second Amendment) 

Act 2017, following the passage of Constitution 122nd Amendment Bill. The GST is governed by GST Council and its 

Chairman is Finance Minister of India. Under GST, goods and services will be taxed at the following rates, 0%, 5%, 12%, 

18%, 28%. There is a special rate of 0.25% on rough precious and semi-precious stones and 3% on gold. 

GST is set to launch from 1July 2017 midnight. 

The reform process in indirect tax regime of India was started in 1986 by Vishwanath Pratap Singh by introduction of 

Modified Value Added Tax (MODVAT). 
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Goods and services tax (GST) taxes including central excise duty, services tax, additional customs duty, surcharges, 

state-level value added tax and Octroi. Other levies which are currently applicable on inter-state transportation of goods 

are also likely to be done away with in GST regime. 

The following taxes will be bound together by the GST: 

 Central Excise Duty 

 Commercial Tax 

 Value Added Tax (VAT) 

 Food Tax 

 Central Sales Tax (CST) 

 Introit 

 Entertainment Tax 

 Entry Tax 

 Purchase Tax 

 Luxury Tax 

 Advertisement tax 

GST will be levied on all transactions such as sale, transfer, purchase, barter, lease, or import of goods and/or services. 

India will adopt a dual GST model, meaning that taxation is administered by both the Union and State Governments. 

Transactions made within a single state will be levied with Central GST (CGST) by the Central Government and State 

GST (SGST) by the government of that state. For inter-state transactions and imported goods or services, an Integrated 

GST (IGST) is levied by the Central Government. GST is a consumption based tax, therefore, taxes are paid to the state 

where the goods or services are consumed not the state in which they were produced. IGST complicates tax collection 

for State Governments by disabling them to collect the tax owed to them directly from the Central Government. Under 

the previous system, a state would have to only deal with a single government in order to collect tax revenue. 

Uncertainties still remaining after implementation of GST :- 

 Effective working of the GST Network (GSTN), the IT backbone of the new tax regime, is critical for successful roll-

out of GST. 

 Another administrative uncertainty is about the consequences of the messy overlapping jurisdiction of multiple tax 

authorities. All except the smallest taxpayers will be under dual control of both the state and Central tax authorities. 

Moreover, suppliers operating in multiple states are required to register in every state where they operate. In other 

words, taxpayers will be in the administrative jurisdiction of all these tax authorities at the same time and could be 

audited by any of them. This imposes a huge compliance burden on the taxpayer and opens the door wide for 

selective rent-seeking.  

 The revenue impact is a third area of uncertainty. The GST was intended to be revenue neutral, but that seems 

unlikely. GST being a consumption tax, producing states are likely to lose revenue. Also, tax rates for most items, 

barring a few, have been fixed close to or below the prevailing rates. Hence, after netting input tax credits and the 

elimination of cascading, i.e., tax on tax, indirect tax revenue is bound to fall. The states needn’t worry about this 

since the Central government is committed to compensating their losses for the next five years. But who will 

compensate the Centre?  

 Closely related to the issue of revenue impact is the question of tax evasion. One of the claimed advantages of a 

value-added tax like GST is that the input tax credit system creates a paper trail of transactions and an incentive 

for those outside the tax net to be brought into it, reducing tax evasion.  

 The impact of GST on resource allocation is yet another uncertainty. When commodities, including services, are 

taxed at different rates that changes relative prices. Commodities taxed at higher rates become more expensive 

relative to those taxed at lower rates. If demand is price sensitive, it shifts away from items that have become 

relatively more expensive.  

 There is uncertainty also about the creation of a national common market. The potential gains in logistics efficiency 

from a common market with no artificial barriers between states are enormous. It could significantly reduce costs 

across the board, with consequent gains in India’s competitive strength in international markets. How much of this 
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potential will be realized remains a question. The requirement that suppliers operating in multiple states must 

register in each state is already an artificial barrier to inter-state trade. 

Conclusion :- These many uncertainties notwithstanding, the GST will prove to be a major step forward in tax reform. 

Undoubtedly the GST, as it has been designed, and the related administrative arrangements are flawed in many ways. 

But these defects can be reduced over time if not altogether eliminated. Gradual but sustained improvement, with 

reversals from time to time, has been the hallmark of tax reform in India during the past 40 years or so. In time, India’s 

GST system will come to be recognized as the best practice in designing a value-added tax for complex federal systems 

with overlapping tax jurisdictions like ours. 

 

Q) Why are companies giving huge offers on products and scrambling to clear old stock 

ahead of GST implementation? Examine. (150 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Ever since the Goods and Services Tax Council began releasing the rates on various items in May, 

companies ranging from e-commerce platforms and car manufacturers to apparel retailers and phone manufacturers 

have been bombarding registered customers and other recipients with messages, emails, and phone calls, offering 

attractive discounts valid till June 30, a day before the GST kicks in. 

Reasons behind these things :- 

 In short these factors include- expectations of change in future prices, stringency of government laws and tax 

complexity. 

 For instance- if companies, like luxury car makers for example, feel that the prices of their products will go down 

in the new tax regime, then they have two reasons to get rid of their current stock. 

 Discount will be crafted in such a way that even the discounted price is higher than the likely price of the car post-

July 1. Now most experts feel that the cost of a luxury car — to be taxed at 28% plus a 15% cess — will come down 

by about 1.5-4.5% under the GST. That works out to Rs. 75,000-Rs. 2, 25,000 on a Rs. 50 lakhs car. 

 Companies are quite sceptic about the Governmental action against ‘Profiteering’, meaning benefiting from a 

reduction in tax rates that have not been passed on to customers. The penalties are strict, including a fine and a 

possible cancellation of the company’s registration. 

 Again another important factor is, during GST regime costs of some commodities will go high and people will be in 

search of substitute goods. So demand will fall and thus supply will also be diminished and the economic fate of 

the respective company will get affected. 

 The stock clearance sale could also have been prompted by a lack of clarity on what will happen to the old stock — 

products that were bought before the GST but need to be sold after its implementation. The government rules that 

this complexity will be settled down by considering the following key factors that- whether the company was a 

registered tax payer before the GST, whether it is a first/second stage dealer or an importer. 

To avoid these hassles-suspense-ambiguities, the companies have become more inclined towards ‘June Rush’. 

 

Q) What is the objective of GST’s ‘anti-profiteering’ clause? Does it make economic sense? 

Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

What is anti-profiteering clause? 

 This clause requires businesses to pass on the benefit of input credit or tax reduction to the end consumer by way 

of a commensurate reduction in prices. 

 This clause further provides for the establishment of an authority against anti-profiteering in order to ensure its 

compliance. While the end consumer may have some reason to cheer, the industry is still doubtful of its 

implementation. 

 The objective of this move is to protect consumers from inflation after GST implementation. 
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The implementation of GST has often led to some inflationary pressures in countries where this tax is already in place. 

But while the objective may sound simple, implementing an anti-profiteering clause is fraught with grave risks. 

Does it make economic sense? 

 With a legal obligation on businesses to pass on the benefit, this will help in instilling confidence in GST among 

people. This will help ensure any spike in prices during transition to GST and thus would act as a check against 

short term inflation. 

 Biggest challenge is that of compliance. The government will have to ask for pre- and post-GST cost sheet of each 

product and calculate the pre-GST tax rate and post-GST tax rate for each and every item to understand the 

quantum of tax benefit that a supplier should get. 

 There is no clarity on how will they calculate the profit an organization made, will it be net basis or gross basis, a 

body will be needed to govern the whole process and for how long and how minutely will they be monitoring 

businesses to understand whether benefits have been passed on. 

 A new body as has been suggested to look into matters of non-compliance is another redundancy since the same 

could have been achieved by referring such matters to CCI which already has experience and expertise in associated 

areas. 

 This clause can increase the bureaucratic interference and can lead to corruption and inefficiencies as the National 

Anti-profiteering Authority has been empowered to foresee that businesses to pass on the profit to consumers and 

penalize the defaulters. 

 Corporates, especially small and medium enterprises, are ill-prepared as the infrastructure is still not in place to 

deal with changes that GST would bring along and in such a scenario, going ahead with something as complex as 

the anti-profiteering clause may lead to a lot of disruption. 

 What corporates are also worried about is whether the anti-profiteering clause will result in witch-hunting by tax 

authorities. The fear among corporates with respect to anti-profiteering is that it gives lot of power to the taxmen 

who may misuse it and harass taxpayers since a slew of indirect taxes will now be out of window and with that, 

their access to taxpayers would lessen. 

 An Anti-Profiteering clause has been introduced in the GST Act to ensure that consumers receive the benefits of 

lowered taxes from the producers. It will be ensured by a NAPA National Anti-Profiteering Agency to punish 

violators and pass on compensation to consumers. 

Conclusion– 

Anti-profiteering is a transitional provision and could be a short-lived concept. It has been introduced to protect the 

interest of consumers and at the same time not harming the industry interest. Efforts should be made in the direction 

of a streamlined and transparent process to identify malign practice if any. Despite various challenges, the clause would 

make economic sense if implemented in right spirit and by taking industry and businesses into confidence. 

 

Q) What do you understand by flexible inflation targeting (FIT)? Critically examine how 

does government and IMF influence RBI’s policies. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Flexible Inflation Targeting- 

A committee headed by then Dy Governor of RBI, Urjit Patel had recommended formulation of Monetary Policy 

Committee as a part of monetary policy reforms. According to this, RBI would adopt flexible inflation targeting regime 

and the Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) has to maintain CPI within the 4 +/- 2 per cent band. The primary objective 

of monetary policy was thus ordained as one of maintaining price stability. The framework is expected to anchor 

medium-term inflation expectations around the CPI midpoint and would contribute to enhanced policy credibility.  

How government influences RBI’s policy? 

 Three members out of six would represent the government in MPC. Thus government can play influential role 

through advocating its views and suggestions. 

 The sole objective of targeting inflation by MPC is directly inspired by the government’s own policy of stabilization. 
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 The government tends to affect the RBI’s policies on the basis of the annual financial statement and its inherent 

principle. The fiscal policy of the government directly affects the monetary policy of the RBI. 

 The government may, if it considers necessary, convey its views, in writing, to the MPC from time to time. 

 The intervention of the government with respect to managing the stressed asset like the NPA’s affects the RBI’s 

policy of dealing with it. RBI has come up with the policies like the Scheme for Sustainable Structuring of Stressed 

Asset (S4A) based on the SARFASI Act of the government. 

 Government sometimes disapproves the policies of RBI publically to compel RBI to follow different strategies than 

existing ones. 

 RBI is ultimately accountable to the government. MPC has to explain to the government, if it could not achieve its 

target of inflation controlling. 

Influence of IMF:  

 Analytical framework for Inflation Targeting Policy was outcome of a “technical collaboration” between the RBI 

and the IMF. 

 The RBI is bound to maintain a minimum foreign exchange reserves as defined by the monetary policy of IMF. 

 It is bound to open its monetary policy is consonance to the IMF’s notification. A closed policy may lead to the 

violation of the IMF regulations. 

Conclusion- 

As an autonomous body, RBI will always try to assert her independence vis-à-vis government. It would be irrational to 

not to expect any friction between the two. In fact disagreements and debates between the two, if handled properly could 

result into better policies and monetary framework for country. 

 

Q) What are the features of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC)? Examine 

the factors on which success of the bankruptcy law is likely to depend on. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Insolvency is when an individual or organization is unable to meet its outstanding financial debt towards its lender as it 

become due. Insolvency can be resolved by way of changing the repayment plan of the loans or writing off a part thereof. 

If it cannot be resolved, then a legal action may lie against the insolvent and its assets will be sold to pay off the 

outstanding debts. Generally, an official assignee/liquidator appointed by the Government of India, realizes the assets 

and allocates it among the creditors of the insolvent. 

Bankruptcy is a concept slightly different from insolvency, which is rather amicable. A bankruptcy is when a person 

voluntary declares himself as an insolvent and goes to the court. On declaring him as ‘bankrupt’, the court is responsible 

to liquidate the personal property of the insolvent and hand it out to its creditors. It provides a fresh lease of life to the 

insolvent. 

Features of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 (IBC)- 

1. Corporate Debtors: Two-Stage Process 

To initiate an insolvency process for corporate debtors, the default should be at least INR 100,000 (USD 1495) (which 

limit may be increased up to INR 10,000,000 (USD 149,500) by the Government). The Code proposes two independent 

stages: 

 Insolvency Resolution Process, during which financial creditors assess whether the debtor’s business is viable to 

continue and the options for its rescue and revival; and 

 Liquidation, if the insolvency resolution process fails or financial creditors decide to wind down and distribute the 

assets of the debtor. 

(a) The Insolvency Resolution Process (IRP) 

The IRP provides a collective mechanism to lenders to deal with the overall distressed position of a corporate debtor. 

This is a significant departure from the existing legal framework under which the primary onus to initiate a 
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reorganisation process lies with the debtor, and lenders may pursue distinct actions for recovery, security enforcement 

and debt restructuring. 

The Code envisages the following steps in the IRP: 

 Commencement of the IRP 

A financial creditor (for a defaulted financial debt) or an operational creditor (for an unpaid operational debt) can initiate 

an IRP against a corporate debtor at the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT). 

The defaulting corporate debtor, its shareholders or employees, may also initiate voluntary insolvency proceedings. 

 Moratorium 

The NCLT orders a moratorium on the debtor’s operations for the period of the IRP. This operates as a ‘calm period’ 

during which no judicial proceedings for recovery, enforcement of security interest, sale or transfer of assets, or 

termination of essential contracts can take place against the debtor. 

 Appointment of Resolution Professional 

The NCLT appoints an insolvency professional or ‘Resolution Professional’ to administer the IRP. The Resolution 

Professional’s primary function is to take over the management of the corporate borrower and operate its business as a 

going concern under the broad directions of a committee of creditors. 

Therefore, the thrust of the Code is to allow a shift of control from the defaulting debtor’s management to its creditors, 

where the creditors drive the business of the debtor with the Resolution Professional acting as their agent. 

 Creditors Committee and Revival Plan 

The Resolution Professional identifies the financial creditors and constitutes a creditors committee. 

The creditors committee considers proposals for the revival of the debtor and must decide whether to proceed with a 

revival plan or liquidation within a period of 180 days (subject to a one-time extension by 90 days). Anyone can submit 

a revival proposal, but it must necessarily provide for payment of operational debts to the extent of the liquidation 

waterfall. 

(b) Liquidation 

Under the Code, a corporate debtor may be put into liquidation in the following scenarios: 

 A 75% majority of the creditor’s committee resolves to liquidate the corporate debtor at any time during the 

insolvency resolution process; 

 The creditor’s committee does not approve a resolution plan within 180 days (or within the extended 90 days); 

 The NCLT rejects the resolution plan submitted to it on technical grounds; or 

 The debtor contravenes the agreed resolution plan and an affected person makes an application to the NCLT to 

liquidate the corporate debtor. 

Once the NCLT passes an order of liquidation, a moratorium is imposed on the pending legal proceedings against the 

corporate debtor, and the assets of the debtor (including the proceeds of liquidation) vest in the liquidation estate. 

2. Insolvency Resolution Process for Individuals/Unlimited Partnerships 

 For individuals and unlimited partnerships, the Code applies in all cases where the minimum default amount is 

INR 1000 (USD 15) and above (the Government may later revise the minimum amount of default to a higher 

threshold). The Code envisages two distinct processes in case of insolvencies: automatic fresh start and insolvency 

resolution. 

 Under the automatic fresh start process, eligible debtors (basis gross income) can apply to the Debt Recovery 

Tribunal (DRT) for discharge from certain debts not exceeding a specified threshold, allowing them to start afresh. 

 The insolvency resolution process consists of preparation of a repayment plan by the debtor, for approval of 

creditors. If approved, the DRT passes an order binding the debtor and creditors to the repayment plan. If the plan 

is rejected or fails, the debtor or creditors may apply for a bankruptcy order. 

3. Institutional Infrastructure 

 The Insolvency Regulator 
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The Code provides for the constitution of a new insolvency regulator i.e., the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India 

(Board). Its role includes: (i) overseeing the functioning of insolvency intermediaries i.e., insolvency professionals, 

insolvency professional agencies and information utilities; and (ii) regulating the insolvency process. 

 Insolvency Resolution Professionals 

The Code provides for insolvency professionals as intermediaries who would play a key role in the efficient working of 

the bankruptcy process. The Code contemplates insolvency professionals as a class of regulated but private professionals 

having minimum standards of professional and ethical conduct. 

In the resolution process, the insolvency professional verifies the claims of the creditors, constitutes a creditors 

committee, runs the debtor’s business during the moratorium period and helps the creditors in reaching a consensus 

for a revival plan. In liquidation, the insolvency professional acts as a liquidator and bankruptcy trustee. 

 Information Utilities 

A notable feature of the Code is the creation of information utilities to collect, collate, authenticate and disseminate 

financial information of debtors in centralised electronic databases. The Code requires creditors to provide financial 

information of debtors to multiple utilities on an ongoing basis. Such information would be available to creditors, 

resolution professionals, liquidators and other stakeholders in insolvency and bankruptcy proceedings. The purpose of 

this is to remove information asymmetry and dependency on the debtor’s management for critical information that is 

needed to swiftly resolve insolvency. 

 Adjudicatory authorities 

The adjudicating authority for corporate insolvency and liquidation is the NCLT. Appeals from NCLT orders lie to the 

National Company Law Appellate Tribunal and thereafter to the Supreme Court of India. For individuals and other 

persons, the adjudicating authority is the DRT, appeals lie to the Debt Recovery Appellate Tribunal and thereafter to the 

Supreme Court. 

In keeping with the broad philosophy that insolvency resolution must be commercially and professionally driven (rather 

than court driven), the role of adjudicating authorities is limited to ensuring due process rather than adjudicating on the 

merits of the insolvency resolution. 

Factors on which success of the bankruptcy law is likely to depend on- 

 The severe capacity constraints of the NCLT in handling the present and past backlog of cases need to be reformed. 

 There is urgent need for the NCLT judges to ramp up their understanding of the complex bankruptcy environment 

and to make themselves capable to handle the cases in an expedient and fair way. 

 It is critical for the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Board of India to quickly develop a robust way to select the most 

qualified IPs. 

 Apart from their technical capabilities, it will be crucial to ensure that the IPs are truly independent and do not 

allow promoters or other key stakeholders to manipulate the resolution process in any unfair manner. 

 The success of IB act will also depend on how institutional capacity is strengthen; how there will be greater 

alignment in the interests of the promoters, creditors and buyers of distressed assets; and, finally, how the 

government and banks show a strong political will to settle a few cases quickly and transparently. 

Conclusion– 

India currently ranks 136 out of 189 countries in the World Bank’s index on the ease of resolving insolvencies. India’s 

weak insolvency regime, its significant inefficiencies and systematic abuse are some of the reasons for the distressed 

state of credit markets in India today. The Code promises to bring about far-reaching reforms with a thrust on creditor 

driven insolvency resolution. It aims at early identification of financial failure and maximising the asset value of 

insolvent firms. The Code also has provisions to address cross border insolvency through bilateral agreements and 

reciprocal arrangements with other countries. 

The unified regime envisages a structured and time-bound process for insolvency resolution and liquidation, which 

should significantly improve debt recovery rates and revitalise the ailing Indian corporate bond markets. 
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Q) The Union Cabinet recently approved the recommendations of the 7th Pay Commission 

on allowances with 34 modifications. What are the major modifications and who will it 

benefit? Also examine how will these accepted recommendations affect both beneficiaries 

and government. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

The Union Cabinet has approved the recommendations of the 7th Pay Commission on allowances with 34 modifications. 

The revised rates which come into effect on July 1, will benefit 48 lakh central government employees. The increased 

allowance, which comes into effect from July 1, will impose an additional annual burden of Rs 30,748crore on the 

exchequer. 

Major modifications and who would benefit from it- 

 HRA: 

HRA rates will be revised upwards in two phases to 27%, 18% and 9% when DA crosses 50% and to 30%, 20% and 10% 

when DA crosses 100%. Keeping in view the current inflation trends, the government has decided that these rates will 

be revised upwards when DA crosses 25% and 50% respectively. This will benefit all employees who do not reside in 

government accommodation and get HRA. 

 Siachen Allowance: 

The government has decided to enhance the rates of Siachen Allowance which will now go up from the existing rate from 

Rs14,000 to Rs 30,000 per month for Jawans & JCOs (Level 8 and below) and from Rs 21,000 to Rs 42,500 per month 

for Officers (Level 9 and above). With this enhancement, Siachen Allowance will become more than twice the existing 

rates. It will benefit all the soldiers and officers of Indian Army who are posted in Siachen. 

 Dress Allowance: 

Dress Allowance is to be paid annually in four slabs — Rs 5000, Rs 10,000, Rs 15,000 and Rs 20,000 per annum for 

various category of employees. This allowance will continue to be paid to Nurses on a monthly basis in view of high 

maintenance and hygiene requirements. The government has decided to pay higher rate of Dress Allowance to SPG 

personnel keeping in view the existing rates of Uniform Allowance paid to them (which is higher than the rates 

recommended by the 7th Pay Commission as also their specific requirements. The rates for specific clothing for different 

categories of employees will be governed separately. 

 Tough Location Allowance: 

These are allowances based on geographical location which has tough living conditions. The areas under TLA have been 

classified into three categories and the allowance will be in the range of Rs 1000 – Rs 5300 per month. The 7th Pay 

Commission had recommended that TLA will not be admissible with Special Duty Allowance (SDA) payable in North-

East, Ladakh and the Islands. The government has decided that employees will be given the option to avail of the benefit 

of SCRLA at pre-revised rates along with SDA at revised rates. 

How these recommendations affect both government and beneficiaries- 

Impact on government- 

 The modifications approved by the Government in the recommendations of the 7th pay commission allowances 

will lead to a modest increase of Rs 1448.23 crore per annum over the projections made by the 7th pay commission. 

 The 7th pay commission, in its report, had projected the additional financial implication on allowances at Rs 29,300 

crore per annum. 

 The combined additional financial implication on account of the 7th pay commission recommendations along with 

the modifications approved by the Cabinet is estimated at Rs 30748.23 crore per annum. 

Impact on beneficiaries- 

 Higher income will result in higher spending and higher savings as well as better standard of living for the 

beneficiaries 

 Higher spending will boost the economy and higher savings will result in a larger corpus for banks to lend from. 

Higher lending will also fuel the growth of private sector 
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 It might increase the prices of commodities ie inflation which have to be compensated by counter cyclical fiscal 

policies. 

Conclusion- 

The acceptance of recommendations is a welcome step. It may lead to positive growth of the economy and at the same 

time a delayed implementation by six months would have lesser impact on inflation. 

 

Q) Why creating of more jobs should be a priority for the Indian government? What are 

the costs of not creating more jobs? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

India is sitting on the cusp of demographic dividend and demographic disaster. This is happening when rest of the world 

is ageing. India aspiring to be one of the leading powers and to revive its ancient glory, in the world has to invest in 

health, education and creating employment to achieve this dream. 

Why creating more jobs should be a priority for the Indian government? 

 Rising population in the working age- 

The new population forecasts put out by the UN underline the scale of the task before the Indian government. By the 

end of this decade, India will have around 800 million people between 20 and 65 years of age—or what can be loosely 

considered to be the potential labour force. It also suggests that there will be slightly more than a billion people in the 

working-age cohort by 2050. 

 Social stability- 

Unless and until government provides quality jobs to the youths, there would be high chances of disturbing the social 

stability which could also turn communal. 

 Need to reduce poverty and improve poor socio-economic indicators- 

India is among the worst performers in socio-economic indicators like number of malnourished children, IMR, MMR, 

number of anemic women, per capita income, HDI etc. Almost all these are result of high poverty and low income of 

majority population. Thus by providing gainful employment, overall standard of living and thereby these indicators can 

be improved. 

 Radicalization of youths- 

Lack of employment has emerged as major reason for radicalization of youths particularly among the minority 

communities. 

 For sustainable economic growth and development- 

If India is to maintain its dream run of recent economic growth and make it sustainable, it needs to make this growth 

inclusive by creating large number of jobs in formal sector of economy. 

 Movement of labor from Agriculture to manufacturing and services sector- 

India has witnessed high number of labor migrating from agriculture to other sectors of economy. Though this is a 

welcome change, government should create quality jobs for these labors so that they live dignified life in burgeoning 

cities. 

 Wisdom of governance- 

Government cannot improve the overall standard of living of population just through the welfare schemes and programs. 

It must work towards creating environment where private sector takes lead in providing majority of jobs in formal 

sectors.  

Cost of not creating more jobs? 

 Internal security issues- 

The left-wing extremism is one of the results of inequitable development and lop-sided job creation in the economy. 
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 Risking social unrest- 

Not creating enough number of jobs would risk the social stability in India and it could also disturb the communal 

harmony. 

 Demographic disaster- 

Lack of quality jobs for rising working age population could convert India’s demographic dividend into demographic 

disaster. 

 More poverty and inequality- 

Without creating more number of jobs, government cannot contain poverty and growing inequality. 

Conclusion- 

The failure to absorb the growing working-age population as well as the millions leaving farming has important 

consequences for social stability. The inability to manage the jobs challenge will in effect mean that governments will be 

forced to use fiscal tools to buy social peace—be it consumption subsidies or unemployment dole or loan waivers. That 

could be the most profound political economy paradox in the coming decades. 

 

Topic: Effects of liberalization on the economy, changes in industrial policy and their effects on 

industrial growth. 

Q) Recently, pharmacies across the country went on a one-day strike this week to highlight 

their concerns about the threat from e-pharmacies. Discuss how e-pharmacies impact 

various stakeholders. Comment if concerns about e-pharmacies are well founded. (200 

Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The recent one-day strike by pharmacists against the e-pharmacies across the India shows the rise of new model business 

in medicinal market and also the lack of clear regulations on the part of government. 

How e-pharmacies would impact the various stakeholders?    

Consumers- 

 Positives- 

1. Consumers will have more options to choose from while buying medicines. They can resist the monopoly of existing 

retail pharmacies. 

2. The consumers could get the best medicines at cheap prices by comparing medicines at different pharmacies online. 

3. The rich and accessibility of medicinal distribution would rise with the home delivery of the medicines. 

 Negatives- 

Lack of digital literacy and awareness about the functioning of e-pharmacies could make consumers susceptible to 

mal-practices of the online retailers. 

Brick and Mortar pharmacies- 

 Their monopoly over the drug distribution would be broken with intense competition from the rise of online 

pharma-retailers. 

 E-pharmacies could also encourage traditional pharmacies to find out innovative practices to attract the 

consumers. 

Government– 

 Government needs to bring out clear rules and guidelines to regulate the online sell of drugs. 

 Government should not bow down before the coercive tactics of traditional pharmacies for asking government to 

blindly ban e-pharmacies. 
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 Government needs to chalk out plan for creating level playing field for both Brick and mortar pharmacies and 

online drug retailers. 

Are concerns about E-pharmacies well-founded? 

Risks associated with e-pharmacies, especially when it comes to the dispensation of prescription drugs without the 

necessary checks should be taken seriously by regulating authorities. Considering high illiteracy and particularly that of 

digital illiteracy makes it imperative for the government to take measures avert any malpractices by the online retailers. 

At the same time apprehensions created by traditional retailers about the e-pharmacies are over-hyped and are related 

to the business. The government cannot turn blind eye to the developments in the digital world. Thus government needs 

to find right balance of policies where both traditional retailers and online retailers are equally placed and have equal 

business opportunities. 

 

Q) In the light of growing competition for IT services business from other geographies, 

examine the future potential of Indian IT sector and measures it should take to face this 

growing competition. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Indian IT sector is majorly known for its outsourcing Jobs and excellence in technical innovation at low cost. Due to the 

Global Slow down and sense of protectionism in developed nations brought a chaotic situation for Indian firms. 

Why the Slowing IT industry – 

 diminishing growth and profitability of IT giants  

 for the first time since 2009, infosys, TCS and wipro (which account for 25% of India’s IT business) grew 

slower than industry average. 

 profitability also took a hit. Top IT firms will lay off at least 50k engineers this year 

 falling stock prices – news of gloomy future hit share prices of most IT firms 

Challenges for India’s IT sector – 

 rising automation in the world-developed countries lead in this area 

 India is just a ‘back-office’ hub 

 increasing protectionism, globally viz. H1B visa restrictions , outsourcing will decline 

 other competetive economies – countries like Philippines, Taiwan, etc. are giving stiff competition to India. They 

provide good quality services at a lower price. 

 hyper-competitive global market  

Following measures can be initiated by the IT firms – 

 IT is changing from manual to automation based dogma. Automation process requires high skilled personnel. So, 

it is better to train employees towards automation. Indian Tech giants like TCS and HCL already started to move 

ahead with it. 

 Innovative products and On-time delivery products holds good value in the Global Market. Indian firms should 

invest their resources in innovating products to create new demand in the global market. 

 Indian MNC’s feel hard to deal with Indian labor laws. It is right time for Indian IT giants, to push government to 

make a reform in labor law, which enhance their profit without the expense of Workers basic liberty. 

 continual innovation and upgradation – A greater emphasis should be put on to the adapting and enhancing the 

newer technologies like Cloud computing, Big data, Artificial Intelligence, Automation of low end jobs at higher 

rate. ‘creative destruction’ is the only way to survive a hyper-competitive sector. 

 create new markets – Exploring other regions around the world like in Africa, Latin America, and Asia pacific, 

instead of completely concentrating on the North America and European Union. 

 Value chain strengthening – integrate value-chains vertically and horizontally, deepen relations with existing 

clients, forge new relations across the value chain. 
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Conclusion – 

Indeed, Indian IT firm should change their perspective towards Indian market. Indian Market is one of world’s largest 

consumers market. IT firms may innovate their products which suitable for local need and creation of new regional 

demand, would enable them to be in stable position. 

 

Q) Critically evaluate performance of the Start Up India initiative. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

Startup India campaign is based on an action plan aimed at promoting bank financing for start-up ventures to boost 

entrepreneurship and encourage start-ups with jobs creation. The campaign was first announced by Prime Minister 

Narendra Modi in his 15 August 2015 address from the Red Fort. It is focused on to restrict role of States in policy 

domain and to get rid of “license raj” and hindrances like in land permissions, foreign investment proposal, 

environmental clearances. It was organized by Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP). A startup is an 

entity that is headquartered in India which was opened less than seven years ago and has an annual turnover less 

than ₹25 crore 

Performance of the start-up India initiative- 

 Less-regulation- 

To facilitate ease of doing business, the government promised a compliance regime based on self-certification. To this 

effect, it issued an advisory to states, union territories, Employees’ Provident Fund Organization and Employees’ State 

Insurance Corporation offices not to inspect start-ups in the first year of set-up and, for the next three years, only with 

the approval of a senior officer. So far, 12 states have confirmed compliance with the advisory. 

Also, the union ministry of environment, forest and climate change has notified 36 industry sectors that are practically 

non-polluting as belonging to a white category. Both measures will assist start-ups in not being subjected to inspection 

or approvals. 

 IPR regime- 

A fast-track, low-cost intellectual property regime was promised. Now, a list of more than 400 empanelled patent and 

trademark registration agents is published, and the government is supposed to pay them for services to recognized start-

ups. However, there are only 1,006 such recognized start-ups that enjoy these benefits. 

All start-ups, regardless of whether they are considered innovative by the government, should be able to enjoy these 

benefits, so as to encourage entrepreneurship and generate jobs. The government should not get into defining rigidly 

and deciding mechanically what innovation means. 

 Closure rules- 

A critical measure to enable start-ups which could go on to fail (and a lot of them do) is the ease of closure. In this regard, 

the rules for voluntary liquidation are still in the works and we hope they will be released and notified soon permitting 

start-ups to wind up business within 90 days. 

 Government procurement- 

The government is a huge buyer of goods and central ministries and departments have been directed to relax the 

turnover and experience criteria for public procurement, so as to promote purchases from start-ups. However, this is 

unlikely to have a meaningful impact unless the number of recognized starts-up is in the thousands. The Government 

e-Marketplace—GeM—is a good beginning but it is not focused on start-ups. 

 Credit facilities- 

Government had announced the formation of fund of funds to the tune of Rs 10,000 crores to fund the start-ups.  So 

far, there have been only limited disbursements—commitments to the tune of about Rs600 crore have been made and 

there is a budget allocation of Rs1,100 crore. This is a small amount compared to the nearly Rs16,000 crore start-up 

funding in 2016. 

Also, the details of the promised credit guarantee fund for start-ups are not out yet except that it is intended to have a 

corpus of Rs2,000 crore, to be built over four years. 
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 Taxation- 

Taxation is usually not the priority issue for most start-ups who are struggling to break even; it is only when they become 

profitable that they have to worry about paying tax. Since start-ups don’t make profits in their early period and the 

minimum alternative tax is still applicable, the benefits of a three-year tax holiday are only notional. 

The Finance Act 2016 allowed exemptions to long-term capital gains if those are invested in units of specified funds. 

Exemption was also introduced for long-term capital gains arising upon transfer of a residential property if such gains 

were invested in an eligible start-up. But there have been few instances of these benefits being lapped up by the start-up 

ecosystem. 

Exemption from “angel tax” was a more relevant sop as investment by residents in eligible start-ups stood to gain from 

this concession. While this amendment is helpful, it falls short of the intended impact as only 13 start-ups have been 

certified so far for tax benefits. 

Conclusion- 

It is commendable that the government thought of start-ups as a separate category, recognized their potential, and came 

out with a visionary plan to promote start-up culture and entrepreneurship in India. However, much of its efforts have 

been restricted by what we can term bureaucratic impediments, so progress has been limited. The government needs to 

review the policy soon, remove impediments and give a stronger impetus to start-ups. Importantly, it also needs to 

reduce the flight of successful start-ups to other jurisdictions. 

 

Q) Do you support the Union Cabinet’s ‘in-principle’ approval for the sale of Air India and 

five of its subsidiaries? Substantiate. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Background- 

Air India was supposed to be the national air-carrier which represented India and made us proud. However, it has come 

to be the symbol of public sector lethargy, corruption, inefficiency and become a national shame. Poor management over 

the years has put it into a huge debt at a time when Air traffic has been growing at more than 10% in India. It continues 

to operate many unviable and economically unfeasible routes while losing the most profitable ones to new private 

players. 

Air India has been surviving on a Rs. 30,000-crore bailout package put together by the United Progressive Alliance 

government in 2012 to help its turnaround, and the debt relief provided by public sector banks. The airline has a debt 

load of over Rs. 50,000 crore on its books, and it is estimated that even a well-executed asset sale may not fully cover its 

present liabilities. 

Arguments in favor- 

 The quality of its service has gone considerably down in past few years. The ratio of flights cancelled or delayed is 

highest among all operators for Air India. 

 As it is bailed out by government every time, it has no incentives to take on other private airlines commercially. 

 Continuation of Airline questions the wisdom of government as government should have no interest in running the 

airline which is persistently registering the losses and government had to invest tax-payers valuable money for 

making up its losses. 

 Government money that keeps Air India from going bankrupt would be much better used to fund important social 

and infrastructure programmes that are starved of precious capital each year. 

 Air India is also accused of many corruption charges particularly during the merger of Indian airlines and Air India. 

The governmental impunity has brought bad name for Air India. 

 One of the objectives of introducing the private players in aviation was also to create competition for Air India and 

to make it more competitive. However the Air India has failed miserably to reform itself. 

 Disinvestment rationale: AI sits on prime real estate, beside holding other valuable assets. Its sale would largely be 

self-financing, besides freeing up valuable capital to cater to other developmental priorities. 
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Arguments against- 

 It runs flights even on economically unfeasible routes which are important from strategic perspective and where 

no other airlines would cater to the passengers. 

 Air India has in past been involved in major rescue operations such as in Kuwait, something which no private flyer 

would ever engage so actively. 

 Many believe it is essential for the government to hold on to it due to some of the extraneous opportunities and 

services it offers. 

Conclusion- 

Government has taken politically courageous decision to privatize the Air India. However many challenges lie ahead as 

how to carry out its privatization. The main question remains is that whether government sells it out rightly or sells 

majority stakes. Further, whether foreign players would be allowed to participate remains to be seen. Overall this is the 

welcome move and government must proceed cautiously. 

 

Topic:  Government Budgeting.  

Q) Parliamentary scrutiny of public finance is a very important aspect for holding 

governments accountable to the people. Do you think establishing a Parliamentary Budget 

Office, an independent and impartial body linked directly to Parliament, is a fitting 

response to this concern? Analyse. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction- 

In present condition the parliament has weak control over the public finance. The quality and comprehensiveness of the 

budget scrutiny process, through the debate and the standing committees remains inadequate. Due to the lack of 

analytical knowledge support, members of Parliament (MPs) are unable to properly scrutinize the demands for grants 

in the respective standing committees. On occasion, MPs seek to reach out to external experts for credible analysis and 

inputs. Such practices help in adding depth to the committees’ work and their reports. While this results in better 

assessment of demands, it is an ad hoc way of bridging the gap in knowledge and analysis. An institutional mechanism, 

such as a parliamentary budget office (PBO), is therefore suggested. 

Need of PBO- 

 Parliament is considered to be “the guardian of the public purse” and must play a greater role in budgetary 

governance. As a budget approving body, it oversees the following: presentation of the budget; scrutiny of the 

budget proposal and demands for grants of various ministries; debate; and consideration and approval of the 

budget. To carry out such functions effectively, the Parliament requires institutional, analytical and technical 

competence. 

 Representative democracy demands an active role of the parliament in budgetary governance and budget decision 

making alongside a well-thought-out legislative–executive balance of power. The role of the parliament cannot be 

restricted only to budget approval and oversight functions. A democratic constitution provides the necessary scope 

to accommodate the legislature’s participation in fiscal governance. 

How Parliamentary Budget office would be effective solution? 

 A PBO is an independent and impartial body linked directly to the Parliament. It provides high-quality technical, 

objective and non-partisan analysis of budgets and public finance to the Parliament and its committees. A PBO is 

an instrument for addressing bias towards spending and deficits and, more significantly, for enhancing fiscal 

discipline and promoting accountability. 

 Further, it can generate quality public debate on budget policy and public finance, enabling parliamentarians to 

engage more meaningfully in the budget process. 

 Parliament’s failure to exert meaningful influence often results in arbitrary taxation policy, burgeoning fiscal 

deficit, and an inequitable allocation of public resources among various sectors. Many ordinary laws have been 

piggybacked as money bills, while the Parliament remains entirely oblivious. The establishment of a PBO would 

eliminate such malpractice as MPs would have been alerted and appropriate action would follow. 
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 A PBO could provide the essential substantive information and knowledge support services for parliamentarians 

and committees. Such timely, accurate, objective, responsive, and non-partisan information is vital for the 

productive working of the parliament and its members. 

 There is an imminent need to establish a PBO, not only as an indicator of good governance, but on the premise that 

an independent, non-partisan, transparent body can bridge the gap between executive decision-making and 

parliamentarian involvement. 

 In order for the development of a PBO to be effective, there must be momentum for change. Parliamentarians must 

seek to hold the executive to account regarding fiscal governance, and the PBO is an appropriate mechanism with 

which to do so. Legislatures may require greater sensitization to the knowledge gap issue in order to develop an 

impetus for change. 

 PBOs can help parliamentarians understand the complex nature of the budgeting process and provide the 

parliament and its committees with the capacity to contribute to the budget process. Parliamentary scrutiny of 

public finance is a very important aspect for holding the government(s) accountable to the people. 

 However, the Parliament as well as the state legislatures are institutionally fragile and ineffective in fulfilling their 

oversight and scrutiny functions. Thus there is a legitimate democratic need in this country to strengthen the 

capacity of Parliament and its members. 

Way forward- 

To be successful, the PBO requires the broad support of all the parliamentary political parties. In order to maintain this 

support, the PBO must be non-partisan, independent and mandated to serve all parliamentarians. Furthermore, the 

core functions of the PBO, including the access to government information and appointments of staff, should be codifi 

ed in law. The output of the PBO, and the methods by which they are prepared, must be transparent, accessible and 

understandable. The PBO should also follow the values of scholarship, impartiality and timeliness, which form a part of 

most parliamentary services. 

Establishing a PBO in Parliament will have a positive impact on its ability to carry out budgetary oversight and fiscal 

decision-making. However, this will not be an easy task. It is likely to attract prime opposition from the bureaucracy or 

the executive. Universally, any aspect of strengthening the parliament (or the state legislatures) is contentious. It is 

generally unwelcome and met with reluctance from the executive. Public pressure and political will is needed to 

overcome such opposition. Parliamentarians spanning all political parties must form the nucleus of the action for 

change. 

 

Topic: Agriculture; Agriculture marketing and other issues; e-technology in the aid of farmers 

Q) “GM mustard exposes our double standards when it comes to technology for farmers.” 

Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

Genetically modified foods or GM foods, also known as genetically engineered foods or bioengineered foods, are foods 

produced from organisms that have had changes introduced into their DNA using the methods of genetic engineering. 

Genetic engineering techniques allow for the introduction of new traits as well as greater control over traits than previous 

methods such as selective breeding and mutation breeding. 

GM mustard: 

 Dhara Mustard Hybrid-11 or DMH-11 is a genetically modified variety of mustard developed by the Delhi 

University’s Centre for Genetic Manipulation of Crop Plants. If approved by the Centre, this will be the second GM 

crop, after BT Cotton, and the first transgenic food crop to be allowed for cultivation in the country. GM Mustard 

claims that its introduction will increase yields and help lessen India’s dependence on the rising imports of edible 

oil. 

 GM mustard can produce the seed: This is fundamentally a technology to make a self-pollinating plant — mustard 

flowers contain both female and male reproductive organs — amenable to hybridisation and exploit the potential 

yield gains from crossing genetically diverse parents from even within the same species. 
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 To facilitate it, a “Barnase” gene coding for a protein that impairs pollen production is introduced into one of the 

parents. Barnase-Barstar-Bar (BBB) technology itself, which is a far more robust and viable system for hybrid 

breeding. It allows for crossing a wider range of Indian and even East European origin mustard lines, to breed for 

both higher yields as well as disease resistance. Conventional hybridisation techniques such as cytoplasmic male 

sterility do not permit this level of flexibility, which also explains why CGMCP’s scientists chose BBB. 

 The resultant male-sterile line can then receive pollen from another parent, which has, in turn, been introgressed 

with a separate “Barstar” gene that blocks the action of the Barnase gene. The progeny from cross-pollination is a 

hybrid plant having a higher yield than either of the parents and also fertile, that is, capable of producing 

seed/grain. 

 The above said question raises the serious issue of hypocritical nature the people have about the technology for 

farmers as compared to technology to other areas of life. There are many issues raised in order to criticize the GM 

mustard. The analysis is as followed with respect to positive points linked with Gm crop adaptation in agricultural 

system. 

 Climate change is one the major reason of crops failure. By introducing GM crops in filed damage caused by the 

change in climate could be protected or minimized effectively. 

 It will positively affect the income of farmers by enhancing the quality & quantity of crops. Thought Gm crops is 

not panacea for the all the farmers problem.GM can definitely resolve some of the problem of our farming sector. 

The section of the society which is complete benefitted from technology, must not try to keep farmers away from 

technology of Gm crops. 

 Gm crop holds huge potential to ensure food security and also reduce the hidden hunger that is one of the problems 

in national food security. 

Conclusion- 

India is importing nearly four lakh tones of rapeseed/canola oil every year, a lot of it being GM and based on the same 

Barnase-Barstar technology. This is apart from the 40 lt-plus of imported soya bean oil, which is entirely GM. If imported 

edible oil can be GM, why should our farmers be stopped from planting mustard that is GM is another dimension of this 

debate. 

 

Q) How can GST help agriculture sector? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

GST raises three important questions regarding the agriculture- 

 One, is the GST going to be inflation neutral, given that food has 45 per cent weight in consumer price index (CPI)? 

 Two, is the GST going to be revenue neutral, and especially, which states could lose revenue and how will they be 

compensated? 

 Three, does it give some incentives to link farmers with the food processing industry, which may help them reduce 

market risk, augment incomes and create new jobs in rural areas? 

Answer to these question gives important insight about the impact of GST on agriculture- 

 Fertilizers, which currently attract VAT varying from 0 to 8 per cent in several states, will now attract 12 per cent 

tax under the GST. That means the price of fertilizers is likely to go up by 5-7 per cent, unless the government 

decides to absorb this by increasing the subsidy. 

 Pesticides are put in a slab of 18 per cent, up from the 12 per cent excise today and a VAT of 4-5 per cent in some 

states. 

 Tractor rates are tricky: Several components and accessories are put in a slab of 28 per cent, while tractors are 

under the 12 per cent slab, up from zero excise and a VAT of 4-5 per cent. Overall, it seems from the inputs side 

that the cost of cultivation for farmers may increase marginally, which in turn may put a mild pressure on agri-

prices. 

 Most raw agri-commodities ranging from rice, wheat, milk, fresh fruits and vegetables, are in the zero tax slab, 

rightly so, as they are consumed by the masses. 
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 However, it may be interesting to note that a state like Punjab which contributes maximum grains to the central 

pool, imposes taxes and various cesses to the extent of 12 per cent on wheat and rice. On top of that, there is the 

arhatiya commission of 2.5 per cent making the transaction cost of these staples in Punjab mandis as high as 14.5 

per cent. 

 Now, with the new GST regime, even if a commission of 2.5 per cent stays, one hopes that all other taxes and cesses 

will go away. As a result, the purchase cost of wheat and paddy (rice) from Punjab mandis will go down by 12 per 

cent. This would be a major gain with several ripple effects. One, that the price of these basic staples in the open 

market should come down by say 5-7 per cent, as most grain surplus states impose at least that much tax. This was 

a major distortion in the mandis, driving the private sector from Punjab. Now, with zero taxes, the private sector 

may come back to buying wheat and rice from these surplus states, giving a fillip to grain milling. 

 At an all-India level, Food Corporation of India (FCI) may save anywhere from Rs 6,000-8,000 crore, which could 

show up in a lesser food subsidy bill. But surplus states like Punjab, Haryana, Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh 

and Chhattisgarh may lose this tax revenue, which they are getting from the FCI or GoI under the current system. 

How they will be compensated is not yet clear even to the FCI, although there is a provision for compensating losing 

states for five years by the Centre. The rationalisation of mandi taxes and associated cess and levies will be the 

biggest gain from the GST as far as agriculture is concerned. 

 However, the taxation structure for processed food is not very encouraging. For example, fruit and vegetable juices 

will be taxed at 12 per cent, up from the current 5 per cent; fruit jams, jellies, marmalades, fruit and vegetable 

purees, etc. are taxed even higher at 18 per cent, up from 5 per cent. This is surprising as it will discourage the 

development of the food processing industry, especially for perishable fruits and vegetables. 

Conclusion- 

It may be worth reconsidering these rates and bringing them down to the 5 per cent slab for stronger linkages between 

farmers and the food processing industry and creating jobs in rural areas. Since the raw material could be sourced 

directly from farmers instead of being entirely depending on middlemen in mandis, e-NAM provides this opportunity 

to graduate to a real pan-India market for agricultural products. A smooth GST regime can break inter-state barriers on 

movement and facilitate direct linkages between processors and farmers. This can transform the operations of mandis 

too if other necessary reforms to free up agricultural markets are undertaken. If this happens, farmers would also 

welcome the GST the way organized industry seems to be. 

 

Q) In Maharashtra, farmers have been on an indefinite strike since June 1, 2017. Why are 

they on strike? What should Maharashtra government do to address agrarian crisis in the 

state? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Beginning 1 June, farmers from at least seven districts in Maharashtra took to the streets, shut down wholesale markets 

and vandalised trucks carrying vegetables. They spilt gallons of milk on the road, and sent vegetable prices soaring in 

major cities. Farmers are protesting in a year when the state witnessed a record food harvest, and agriculture growth for 

the entire country shot up to a five-year high of 4.9%. 

Why the farmers are on strike? 

 Indebtness- 

Data from the Nation Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) shows that Maharashtra accounted for over a third (4,291) of the 

total suicides by farmers and agricultural labourers in India (12,602) in 2015, the highest among all Indian states. A 

staggering 43% of the suicides by farmers in Maharashtra were due to bankruptcy and indebtedness, while 18% suicides 

were due to crop failures. 

 Prices below MSP- 

The price slump, significantly, has come against the backdrop of a good monsoon that led to a bumper crop. The 

production of tur dal, for instance, increased five-fold from last year to over 20 lakh tonnes in 2016-17. Irrespective of 

price fluctuations, MSPs are supposed to enable farmers to sell their produce at remunerative prices. But procurement 

of crops at MSP by the government has traditionally been low for most crops, except a few staples such as rice and wheat. 

This has forced distressed farmers to sell their produce at much lower prices, adding to their debt burden. 
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 Agricultural distress- 

Farmers are losing dignity and self-respect because of persistence failures in getting good returns on their produce. 

Vagaries of nature and inherent hardship of the agriculture are making the profession unprofitable. And when 

production is good, flip-flop policies of the government ruins the hopes of better returns; that is what happening in the 

current case. 

 Demonetization- 

After a satisfactory monsoon in 2016 and a good crop, demonetisation and the resultant currency crunch meant that the 

Rabi produce failed to earn profitable prices. Demonetisation also hit district central cooperative banks, the backbone 

of the State’s crop loan system; DCCBs are now sitting on over ₹2,700 crore in demonetised currency, which the Centre 

is refusing to exchange for new notes. This has raised questions about their lending capacity, and they face the danger 

of being wiped out. 

 Role of middlemen- 

Coincidence of high bumper production of crops and demonetization resulted in a glut in the market. Traders made a 

killing because they were able to buy at lower rates, and when the Minimum Support Price (MSP) kicked in, they sold at 

the MSP, leading to more farmer fury. 

 Swaminathan committee recommendations- 

The Farmers are also demanding the implementation of the National Commission on Famers (NCF) under the 

chairmanship of Dr. M S Swaminathan that had recommended holistic approach to deal with agrarian crisis. (The 

detailing about the report is given at the end of the answer) 

How should Maharashtra government address the agrarian crisis? 

 Though government may have to make hard choice of offering loan waiver at least to the small and marginal 

farmers, it needs to address the structural issues resulting into agrarian crisis. 

 Maharashtra faced drought conditions in 2014 and 2015. Though there was good monsoon in 2016, one year cannot 

make difference in the fortunes of the farmers. Further it also does not ensure that coming years would have same 

situation. 

 Government needs to invest heavily in agrarian infrastructure such as providing cheap drip and sprinkler irrigation 

systems, cold storages, good quality seeds at low prices, removing supply chain impediments etc. 

 Further government needs to ensure consistent and guaranteed MSP policy. MSPs should be offered to crops 

beyond wheat and rice and particularly to the pulses. Similarly farmers should get fair prices for the milk 

production as it offers cushion during the distressed years. 

 Gradually government should align crop production with genuine price signals, while moving ahead with reforms 

to de-risk agriculture by increasing crop insurance cover. 

 Government should encourage agro-forestry, farm-gardening, mixed farming and allied activities like Dairying, 

poultry etc so that farmers have diversify income. 

 APMC reforms are urgently required so that farmers get good price for their produce while consumers buy at cheap 

prices. 

 Government should bring clear law on the contract farming to make farming a commercially viable business for 

corporates and food processing industries. This would also benefit farmers who do not have resources to market 

their goods efficiently. 

 Maharashtra government is mulling over a plan to make buying of agricultural produce below MSP a criminal 

offense. This could ensure the strict implementation of the MSP policy to safeguard farmers from exploitation of 

middlemen. 

Conclusion- 

Though loan waiver could help farmers in short term, it could not become a long term solution for agrarian crisis through 

which Maharashtra is suffering. Thus government must focus on long term structural changes to revive the glory of 

agriculture. 
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Swaminathan report- National commission on Farmers (NCF) 

The National Commission on Farmers (NCF) was constituted on November 18, 2004 under the chairmanship of 

Professor M.S. Swaminathan.  The Terms of Reference reflected the priorities listed in the Common Minimum 

Programme.  The NCF submitted four reports in December 2004, August 2005, December 2005 and April 2006 

respectively.  The fifth and final report was submitted on October 4, 2006.   

Key Findings and Recommendations 

Causes for farmers’ distress 

Agrarian distress has led farmers to commit suicide in recent years.  The major causes of the agrarian crisis are: 

unfinished agenda in land reform, quantity and quality of water, technology fatigue, access, adequacy and timeliness of 

institutional credit, and opportunities for assured and remunerative marketing.  Adverse meteorological factors add to 

these problems. 

Farmers need to have assured access and control over basic resources, which include land, water, bioresources, credit 

and insurance, technology and knowledge management, and markets.  The NCF recommends that “Agriculture” be 

inserted in the Concurrent List of the Constitution. 

1. Land Reforms 

Land reforms are necessary to address the basic issue of access to land for both crops and livestock.  Land holdings 

inequality is reflected in land ownership.  In 1991-92, the share of the bottom half of the rural households in the total 

land ownership was only 3% and the top 10% was as high as 54%. 

Some of the main recommendations include: 

 Distribute ceiling-surplus and waste lands; 

 Prevent diversion of prime agricultural land and forest to corporate sector for non-agricultural purposes. 

 Ensure grazing rights and seasonal access to forests to tribals and pastoralists, and access to common property 

resources. 

 Establish a National Land Use Advisory Service, which would have the capacity to link land use decisions with 

ecological meteorological and marketing factors on a location and season specific basis. 

 Set up a mechanism to regulate the sale of agricultural land, based on quantum of land, nature of proposed use and 

category of buyer. 

2. Irrigation 

Out of the gross sown area of 192 million ha, rainfed agriculture contributes to 60 per cent of the gross cropped area and 

45 per cent of the total agricultural output.  The report recommends: 

 A comprehensive set of reforms to enable farmers to have sustained and equitable access to water. 

 Increase water supply through rainwater harvesting and recharge of the aquifer should become mandatory. 

“Million Wells Recharge” programme, specifically targeted at private wells should be launched. 

 Substantial increase in investment in irrigation sector under the 11thFive Year Plan apportioned between large 

surface water systems; minor irrigation and new schemes for groundwater recharge. 

3. Productivity of Agriculture 

Apart from the size of holding, the productivity levels primarily determine the income of the farmers.  However, the per 

unit area productivity of Indian agriculture is much lower than other major crop producing countries. 

 In order to achieve higher growth in productivity in agriculture, the NCF recommends: 

 Substantial increase in public investment in agriculture related infrastructure particularly in irrigation, drainage, 

land development, water conservation, research development and road connectivity etc. 

 A national network of advanced soil testing laboratories with facilities for detection of micronutrient deficiencies. 

 Promotion of conservation farming, which will help farm families to conserve and improve soil health, water 

quantity and quality and biodiversity. 
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4. Prevention of Farmers’ Suicides 

In the last few years, a large number of farmers have committed suicide.  Cases of suicides have been reported from 

states such as Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, Maharashtra, Kerala, Punjab, Rajasthan, Orissa and Madhya Pradesh.  The 

NCF has underlined the need to address the farmer suicide problem on a priority basis.  Some of measures suggested 

include: 

 Provide affordable health insurance and revitalize primary healthcare centres. The National Rural Health Mission 

should be extended to suicide hotspot locations on priority basis. 

 Set up State level Farmers’ Commission with representation of farmers for ensuring dynamic government response 

to farmers’ problems. 

 Restructure microfinance policies to serve as Livelihood Finance, i.e. credit coupled with support services in the 

areas of technology, management and markets. 

 Cover all crops by crop insurance with the village and not block as the unit for assessment. 

 Provide for a Social Security net with provision for old age support and health insurance. 

 Promote aquifer recharge and rain water conservation. Decentralise water use planning and every village should 

aim at Jal Swaraj with Gram Sabhas serving as Pani Panchayats. 

 Ensure availability of quality seed and other inputs at affordable costs and at the right time and place. 

 Recommend low risk and low cost technologies which can help to provide maximum income to farmers because 

they cannot cope with the shock of crop failure, particularly those associated with high cost technologies like Bt 

cotton. 

 Need for focused Market Intervention Schemes (MIS) in the case of life-saving crops such as cumin in arid areas. 

Have a Price Stabilisation Fund in place to protect the farmers from price fluctuations. 

5. Competitiveness of Farmers 

It is imperative to raise the agricultural competitiveness of farmers with small land holdings.  Productivity improvement 

to increase the marketable surplus must be linked to assured and remunerative marketing opportunities. The measures 

suggested by NCF include: 

 Promotion of commodity-based farmers’ organisations such as Small Cotton Farmers’ Estates to combine 

decentralised production with centralised services such as post-harvest management, value addition and 

marketing, for leveraging institutional support and facilitating direct farmer-consumer linkage. 

 Improvement in implementation of Minimum Support Price (MSP). Arrangements for MSP need to be put in place 

for crops other than paddy and wheat. Also, millets and other nutritious cereals should be permanently included 

in the PDS. 

 MSP should be at least 50% more than the weighted average cost of production. 

 Availability of data about spot and future prices of commodities through the Multi Commodity Exchange (MCD) 

and the NCDEX and the APMC electronic networks covering 93 commodities through 6000 terminals and 430 

towns and cities. 

 State Agriculture Produce Marketing Committee Acts [APMC Acts] relating to marketing, storage and processing 

of agriculture produce need to shift to one that promotes grading, branding, packaging and development of 

domestic and international markets for local produce, and move towards a Single Indian Market. 

6. Credit and Insurance 

Timely and adequate supply of credit is a basic requirement of small farm families. The NCF suggests: 

 Expand the outreach of the formal credit system to reach the really poor and needy. 

 Reduce rate of interest for crop loans to 4 per cent simple, with government support. 

 Moratorium on debt recovery, including loans from non-institutional sources, and waiver of interest on loans in 

distress hotspots and during calamities, till capability is restored. 

 Establish an Agriculture Risk Fund to provide relief to farmers in the aftermath of successive natural calamities. 
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 Promote sustainable livelihoods for the poor by improving (i) Financial services (ii) Infrastructure (iii) Investments 

in human development, agriculture and business development services (including productivity enhancement, local 

value addition, and alternate market linkages) and (iv) Institutional development services (forming and 

strengthening producers’ organisations such as self-help groups and water user associations). 

7. Bioresources 

Rural people in India depend on a wide range of bioresources for their nutrition and livelihood security.  The report 

recommends: 

 Preserving traditional rights of access to biodiversity, which include access to non-timber forest products including 

medicinal plants, gums and resins, oil yielding plants and beneficial micro-organisms; 

 Conserving, enhancing and improving crops and farm animals as well as fish stocks through breeding; 

 Encouraging community-based breed conservation (i.e. conservation through use); 

 Allowing export of indigenous breeds and import of suitable breeds to increase productivity of nondescript animals. 

 

Q) What are the criticism made against GM Mustard by critics? Also discuss justifications 

given by scientists in favour of GM Mustard. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The regulator of the genetically modified crops has given the green signal for commercial cultivation of GM mustard in 

the country. In a submission to the Environment Ministry, Genetic Engineering Appraisal Committee has given a 

positive recommendation but with certain conditions. With the GEAC nod, the GM mustard developed by the 

Delhi University gets closer to become India’s first edible GM crop. Several groups are opposing the GEAC’s 

decision as it might affect allied agricultural activities, health of the people etc. The Centre for Genetic Manipulation of 

Crop Plants (CGMCP), Delhi University South Campus, had submitted an application to the GEAC for the environmental 

release of GM mustard (Brassica juncea) hybrid DMH-11 and the use of parental events (varuna bn 3.6 and EH2 mod bs 

2.99) for the development of a new generation of hybrids. 

Criticism against the GM mustard- 

 India needs technological interventions in agriculture and other fields but the issue of genetically modified crops 

has always been controversial. Mustard is used for edible oil, their leaves are eaten and it is also used as ayurvedic 

medicine. Its impact on health of the people, environment, soil, groundwater or food chain is not known yet. The 

glufosinate-based herbicide to which the proposed GM mustard is tolerant will also have adverse impacts on health. 

A herbicide-tolerant crop promotes constant exposure to a single herbicide which eventually results in weeds 

becoming resistant. 

 There are social and economic concerns attached to any technology as well. In this case, farmers especially in 

Punjab and other mustard growing areas have said that they don’t need new varieties. They need better policy, 

pricing and to rationalize the input costs against the cost which they get after selling it in the markets. If these 

problems cannot be solved, bringing in another technology might not solve the problem. 

 GEAC needs to be a transparent body it should put it in the public domain that on what grounds it has approved 

GM mustard for citizens to analyze and stay aware whether it is good for them or not. If there is a lack of trust on 

the part of people who are to use it, it will be like forcing something upon them. India is a signatory to Cartagena 

Protocolon biosafety where it has committed to public participation in decision making. 

 There has to be strong liability lawsif there are any environmental hazards or if something goes wrong in future 

which are not there in India at present. 

 The pesticide industry’s efforts to influence policymakers and regulators have obstructed reforms globally. Their 

business model aims only at making profit. 

 Allowing the cultivation of GM mustard would lead to a direct attack on women involved in the mustard crop 

weeding. 
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Justification given by scientists in favor of GM mustard- 

 The scientists maintain their stands that thorough investigations and tests have been done on GM Mustard and 

hence it is safe to use it. 

 A system of genes from soil bacterium that makes mustard have been used by the scientists. This is generally a self-

pollinating plant and is better suited to hybridization than current methods. 

 Local crop developers can more easily develop different varieties of hybrid mustard,like GM cotton, and confer 

traits like pest resistance and potentially improving yield. 

 The problem of insects for crops is huge in our country but these seeds are resistant to insects and pests. It also 

requires less water to grow up. 

 India’s dependence on edible oil importsmakes it necessary to harness GM-mustard. About $12 billion is spent by 

India annually on import of edible oil. 

 As the population will increase, India will have to increase its productivityof oilseed crops. 

 DMH-11 is claimed to be one of the promising technologies to improve mustard yield in India, which has been 

almost stagnant since the last two decades. 

Conclusion- 

Agriculture is a state subject therefore, it is important for the Centre to take into consideration the views of State 

Governments as well. It is expected that the Supreme Court will ensure protection of Indian consumers and farmers as 

giving a nod to GM mustard will pave the way for clearance to other GM crops as well whether the impact is good or bad. 

 

Q) Is it political, or is there a socio-economic explanation for the farmer unrest (and riots) 

in Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

Farmers have gone on violent strikes in Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh for the demands of loan waiver and other 

demands related to agriculture. Government of Maharashtra has accused opposition parties for stirring of unnecessary 

strikes. There have been slew of arguments whether the strikes are result of actual socio-economic sufferings of farmers 

or are the farmers have been provoked for some vested political gains? 

Arguments in favor of socio-economic- 

 Agricultural distress- 

Farmers are losing dignity and self-respect because of persistence failures in getting good returns on their produce. 

Vagaries of nature and inherent hardship of the agriculture are making the profession unprofitable. And when 

production is good, flip-flop policies of the government ruins the hopes of better returns; that is what happening in the 

current case. 

 Indebtness- 

High investment and low returns have indebted the large number of farmers. Loans taken from both the private money-

lenders and government banks have piled up for years propelling many of them to suicide. 

 Low social status- 

Nobody wants to be a farmer anymore. Because it is turning out to be un-remunerative profession and involving relative 

hard physical work. Girls are reluctant to marry farmers’ son and the children of farmers aspire for a well-paying urban 

job. 

 Less-opportunities in non-farm sectors- 

People who are moving out of agriculture sector have no respectful jobs in the non-farm sectors. Lack of quality 

education and required qualification complicates the issues. This is leading to frustration and sometimes expressed 

through riots. 
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 Demonetization- 

It turned out to be hurricane for temporary period, an all-round destructive force. The poor farmers need cash to transact 

sales, but there was no cash in the system which hampered their profit badly. 

Arguments in favor of Political- 

 Indian farmers faced two consecutive years of drought in 2014-15 and 2015-16. Such an occurrence — two droughts 

in a row — only happened five times since 1870, and on three occasions in independent India: The mid-sixties, the 

mid-eighties and now. Despite this rare farmer tragedy, Maharashtra and MP did not observe any farmer riots 

during the recent drought years. 

 Politicians outside the BJP have been badly hurt. There is little likelihood of an opposition party, or an opposition 

alliance, coming to power in 2019. Now, even five years may not be enough for an opposition force to arrive. 

 Even after Maharashtra Chief Minister Devendra Fadnavis promised a loan waiver, benefiting the vast majority of 

the indebted poor, farmer riots have continued. 

 Critiques also argue that by highlighting the negatives of demonetization some political parties are trying to cash-

in its benefits by inciting the farmers. One of the objectives according to them, is to discredit the government in the 

eyes of people by showing government as anti-farmers. 

Conclusion- 

Farmers’ strikes are result of number of factors and could not be attributed to any one of them. Though there could be 

political overtone to the farmers’ strikes, it cannot be denied that farmers are visibly disappointed and angry with the 

government. In many areas, despite having good production of pulses, farmers could not be benefited because the policy 

of MSP was not implemented well and they could not reap the benefits of high production. Thus the deep underlying 

factors for strikes are socio-economic issue and the spark could have provided by some of the political parties. 

 

Q) “Demonetisation may not have hit agriculture production but it is the cause for the 

current unrest.” Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

INTRODUCTION – 

Demonetization had an overwhelming effect on nearly all the sectors of Indian economy, agriculture being the backbone 

of our country took the hardest hit. The agrarian economy of India is technologically challenged and mostly cash 

based. This sector is highly informal. Almost all transactions occur in cash. 

Due to lack of monsoon in two consecutive years i.e. 2014 & 2015, farmers were facing cash crunch and huge burden of 

loan. Further even after last year’s good monsoon, it was demonetization which caused them to resent. Because of the 

good monsoon last year agricultural production was good but demonetization caused deflationary effect on farm 

produce causing current unrest among farmers. 

BUMPER PRODUCTION OF 2016 – 

In 2016, good monsoon and high production brought down the prices for Kharif crops. Also government didn’t revise 

MSP for Kharif crops compelling farmers to sell their produce at low rates. 

CASH CRUNCH AFFECTING SUPPLY CHAINS – 

Cash crunch during the demonetization led disruptions, decreased liquidity in farm Mandis, breaks in supply chains and 

wastage of perishables caused revenue losses for farmers. 

CASH CRUNCH AFFECTING FARMERS – 

Cash crunch led to farmers borrowing money on the account of returning it on a later date. But with the farm produce 

unable to fetch them expected returns, they got into debt trap. 

CASH CRUNCH AFFECTING DEMAND – 

Cash Crunch lowers the consumption of  goods like fruits, green vegetables and other high value consumables. This 

decreases their prices and increases losses for farmers. 
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PRECIPITATING FACTORS – 

 Rural Infrastructure in India is not yet suitable for Digital transfers. Indian agriculturalist mainly depends on weak 

rural infrastructure. 

 Government concentrates more on urban areas by neglecting rural economy. So, as compared to major cities, 

second tire cities and rural areas were greatly impacted by cash crunch. 

CONCLUSION – 

The current unrest is the outcome of the deflationary effects  of above sighted factors. The FALLING PRICES of produce 

and DEBT CYCLE are making the farmers helpless and causing them to resent. Demonetization will surely benefit the 

farmers in long run through easy credit for farmers, elimination of middle men and increase transparency in various 

subsidies by decreasing the leakages. But now their situation must be sorted and policies ought to be made to alleviate 

their current position of despair. 

 

Q) Discuss what alternative solutions should state and union governments explore other 

than waiver of farm loans to address farm crisis. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- As demands for farm-loan waivers grow across Punjab, Haryana, Tamil Nadu, Gujarat, Madhya 

Pradesh, and Karnataka–after Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra wrote off loans worth Rs. 36,359 crore and Rs 30,000 

crore respectively–India faces a cumulative loan waiver of Rs 3.1 lakh crore ($49.1 billion), or 2.6% of the country’s gross 

domestic product (GDP) in 2016-17. 

Loan waivers might help the government buy peace with farmers in the short run, but they are unlikely to change much 

on the ground. Loan waivers can also affect the flow of credit as bank lending tends to move away from areas with greater 

exposure to such schemes. It creates distortions in the credit market, as repeated waivers incentivise default, which can 

affect the flow of credit to the sector in the medium to long run. Moreover, loan waivers have fiscal costs. They can not 

only increase the deficit and interest burden, but also limit the ability of the government to undertake capital 

expenditure. Lower capital expenditure affects longer-term growth prospects, including that of the agriculture sector. 

 

Addressing the problems in the agriculture sector means solutions that go beyond loan waivers. 

 Increase farmers income: Major cause of distress among farmers is because less income from agriculture. Govt 

should mobilized its efforts in the direction of increasing farmers income like promotion of Horticulture, drought 

resistant crops or vegetables or fruits as it has aim of doubling farmers income by 2022. 
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 Better Credit Facilities: By falling in the trap of local money lenders, farmers start a vicious cycle of debt. Both govt 

should ensure better availability credits at lower rates. 

 Infrastructure: Major loss to the produce is the post harvesting due to unavailability of adequate infrastructure like 

lack of cold storage houses for perishables items. In this direction Union govt has taken important step by 

establishing Agriculture Irradiation Centres with the help of Russia to mitigate post harvest losses. State 

government can help by giving easy access of land to these establishments as land is state subject. 

 Irrigation: Under schemes like per drop more crop or “Har Khet Ko Pani” , govt ensured better irrigation facilities 

but its effective implementation wont be possible without help of state govt. 

 Diversification of Crops under MSP: More crops should be covered under MSP. State govt should organize 

awareness programme to educate farmers about MSP as 40% farmers are unaware of its existence. 

 Increasing ambit of MSP: Currently the MSP Is announced only for some crops. This should be increased to cover 

other crops as well. 

 Increased cold storage facility: This would ensure that in case of bumper produce farmers can store their produce 

and sell it when the rates procured by the in the market are good. 

 Increased jobs in manufacturing: This will take the burden from farming out by promoting people presently in the 

agricultural sector to take up jobs in the manufacturing sector. 

 Land leasing: This would enable those farmers who don’t want to till their farms to give them on lease leading to 

consolidation of land as well. 

 Price deficiency payment: When the price of a crop falls below the MSP, the reduced amount can be paid by the 

government to the farmer to ensure his income. 

 Flow of more funds: If more funds will flow into agricultural sector, then more investment can be done in irrigation, 

HYV’s etc. 

 

Q) What is the relationship between climate change and agriculture? Also examine how 

do farmers perceive climate change and its effect on them. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction- 

Climate change and Agriculture have complex and intricate relationship with each other with Climate change affecting 

agriculture adversely and latter in turn fueling the former. 

Interrelationship between Climate change and agriculture- 
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Agriculture contributing to climate change- 

 Agriculture contributes significantly to climate change through the emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs) and land 

cover changes. Ploughing fields’ releases carbon dioxide in the soil, and rice cultivation and livestock breeding both 

emit large quantities of methane. Farming uses fossil fuels and fertilizers. Agriculture also involves land-use 

changes, including deforestation and desertification of fragile grasslands. These changes alter the earth’s ability to 

absorb or reflect heat and light. 

 Several estimates suggest that 19% to 29% of total GHG emissions are contributed by the food system. Direct 

emissions from agriculture—crop cultivation and livestock—account for 10% to 12% of total GHG emissions. 

 The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) reports that emissions from agriculture, forestry, and fisheries have 

nearly doubled over the past 50 years and could add an additional 30% by 2050 if more efforts to reduce them are 

not made. 

Effects of climate change on agriculture- 

 Climate change (for example, temperature, rainfall, and so on) affects agricultural productivity through 

physiological changes in crops. 

 Water scarcity due to climate change and the timing of water availability will increasingly constrain production of 

agriculture goods. 

 Extreme climate events (floods and droughts) are increasing and expected to amplify in frequency and severity and 

there are likely to be significant consequences in all regions for food and forestry production. 

 Agricultural sector is most vulnerable to climate change, and Indian agriculture is no exception. This threatens the 

country’s food and nutrition security programme. 

 Adapting agriculture to climate change is a major challenge, especially in a developing country. In India, a majority 

of farmers are marginal and small, less educated, and possess low adaptive capabilities, perhaps because of credit 

and other constraints. 

How do farmers perceive climate change and its effect on them? 

Recently study was conducted by Amarnath Tripathi of the Institute of Economic Growth Delhi, in the villages of 

Faizabad district (UP) to find out how farmers perceive climate change and its effect on them. Their key findings are- 

 It was found that farmers have been perceiving changes in warming, rainfall or rainfall variability, and weather or 

seasonal variability over the last 20 years. However, only 4% (two of 45) of the farmers were aware that the changes 

constituted what is known as “climate change.” Perhaps the farmers’ lack of education was responsible, but it also 

highlights the lack of agricultural extension services in the villages. 

 The majority of farmers reported a gradual increase in temperature or a warming trend; more erratic and less 

rainfall; and an increasing incidence of strong winds. There was unanimous agreement on changes to rainfall and 

wind patterns. However there was little confusion on what constituted a warming trend. Some of the farmers 

mistook sunshine and loo (hot wind) as measures of the warming trend. 

 When asked whether they had noticed any changes in the weather or seasons, most farmers claimed an increase in 

the duration of summer and a decrease in the duration of winter. Many farmers reported an increase in both rainfall 

and in the intensity of the cold. 

 A majority of the farmers perceived climate change had a negative effect on agriculture. They were aware that 

climate change decreased crop production and reduced grain quality. This could ultimately affect their livelihood. 

 Many farmers reported a dependence on off-farm work (daily wages) in the face of decreased income from farming. 

This was particularly true of small and marginal farmers and tenants. 

 Some of the farmers are taking adaptation measures. These include the (i) increased use of groundwater for 

irrigation; (ii) use of PVC pipes to carry water to farms; (iii) change in timing of sowing and harvesting; (iv)use of 

high yield variety of crops; and the (v) use of short duration cultivars, mix-cropping (intercropping), agroforestry, 

and crop diversification. 

 Studies also found that farm households have diversified their livelihood strategies. Many of them had off-farm 

income through government employment or self-employment. Some were working in nearby urban centres as 

salesmen and security guards, while a few of them had opened shops in the village. Changes in farming practices 

and livelihood strategies were mainly triggered by social and economic factors. 
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Conclusion- 

This study made an attempt to know farmers’ perceptions on both climate change and its impact, and adapting to climate 

change using data collected from medium, small, and marginal farmers and tenants in eastern UP. Studies have shown 

that indicate that farmers are aware of changes in climate, especially increasing temperatures and variations in the 

seasonal pattern, and its impact, particularly declining crop productivity, increasing cost of cultivation, and livelihood 

insecurity. Though there are few steps taken by farmers to adapt to the climate change, farmers are slowly changing 

their agricultural and farming practices to deal with socio-economic changes. For a more purposeful adaptation, climate 

information, agriculture extension services, and capacity-building programmes will be crucial. 

 

Q) The Indian farmer faces pressure from both the demand and the supply sides. How can 

technology help solve some of his problems?  Examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Some of the problems faced by farmers- 

 Farmers living in rain-fed and drought-prone areas contribute 60% of the cultivated area but contribute only 45% 

of the total agricultural production. These are the farmers without the financial wherewithal to withstand the 

vagaries of nature. A single crop failure due to drought, flood or similar reasons can destroy them. 

 Crop insurance programmes have not been able to recover farmers’ investments in most cases due to lack of 

accurate farm-level data that can be used to settle claims. 

 Farm economics are beholden to the economics of demand and supply. With every recurring phenomenon of high 

production that is in excess of demand, there is the consequent (and drastic) fall in prices. 

 There is no commodity-based farmers’ organization in the country to address these issues. In other countries, such 

organizations advise farmers on global projections of demand and supply for specific crops and help in moderating 

acreages in line with projected demand. 

 Neither are there platforms for farmers to highlight issues to key stakeholders such as policymakers, economists 

and scientists. Existing farmer organizations are aligned with political or other special interest groups and are 

neither objective nor scientific in their approach. Hence, the need for the development of a non-partisan platform.  

 Another high-input cost today is that of farm labour, itself a much misunderstood and maligned issue. Most of us 

thinks there is ample farm labour available. But the problem is the availability of labour at the right time and at the 

right cost. The cost of labour has risen due to social welfare programmes and minimum wage levels. At peak times, 

like sowing, transplanting, harvesting, etc., it is very difficult to get sufficient farm labour. 

How technology can solve the farmer’s issues? 

Supply side- 

 Genetically Modified Crops- Government needs to invest more in technological research & development to 

reduce use of pesticides and make crops less water intensive. GM crops could prove as great solution for this. 

 PUSA is manufacturing Digital Soil Test and Fertilizer Recommendation (STFR) to help in determining the nature 

of soil and to suggests crops aptly suited for soil. 

 Government needs to promoter the role of Micro-irrigation technologies such as drip-irrigation, sprinkler, SRS etc 

particularly in rain-fed and drought prone areas. 

 Platforms like DD Kisan Channel, KIsan call centres, m-kisan portal etc must be used for spreading best scientific 

agriculture practices. 

 Use of latest technology like drones, satellite images mobiles etc for crop damage assessment under PMFBY etc 

must be used. 

 Climate smart agriculture- Agriculture is severely impacted by climate change phenomena. Climate change 

adaption techniques will be a big push in this situation. 

Demand side- 

 Government should provide critical infrastructure like cold storages, godowns, all-weather roads, transport 

facilities to ensure that vegetables and other perishable agricultural produce reaches to consumer in quick time. 
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 e-NAMs and E-Mandies: Online Connectivity of markets will ensure optimum price and profitability. 

 Government needs to create agro-irradiation centers in rural areas that increase the longevity of the crop. 

 Government needs to provide quick forecast/weather updates so that farmers can take preventive measures to 

reduce damage in cases of nature’s vagaries. 

 Farmers themselves should organize into non-political organization that could help them to get rightly cooperation 

and help from government. Also government should help farmers to anticipate and predict the demands of various 

crops for future. This could help famers to sow accordingly. 

Conclusion- 

We need to overhaul our thinking and approach towards addressing farmers’ challenges which are complicated and 

structural in nature. Waiving farm loans is a lazy option for governments and a costly option for the banking 

system. Thus government should invest in technological improvements for finding long term solution. 

 

Topic:  Issues related to direct and indirect farm subsidies and minimum support prices 

Q) Will a rise in the minimum support price (MSP) solve the problem of farm distress? 

Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Violent farmers’ strikes have been witnessed recently in Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh. One of the major demands 

along with loan waiver was of the guaranteed and reliable MSP policy beyond the wheat and rice. 

MSP and farm distress- 

Agricultural distress is often viewed as a short-term phenomenon in which farmers look for support from various 

quarters on account of being unable to get a gainful return due to price crash, poor marketing facilities, rising credit 

burden, increasing cost of inputs and frequent occurrence of natural calamities.  

Agricultural distress has become a permanent feature due to the failure of not only elected governments to find a lasting 

solution but also local institutions such as community or social networks which are supposedly weakening because of 

increasing individualization. The consequence is that helpless farmers are increasingly pushed to the brink of 

committing suicides. 

 How MSP can help farmers in distress- 

1. Price volatility makes life difficult for farmers. Though prices of agri-commodities may soar while in short supply, 

during years of bumper production, prices of the very same commodities plummet. MSPs ensure that farmers get 

a minimum price for their produce in adverse markets.  

2. High MSP normally lifts the overall prices of produce in the open market and farmers have good chances of making 

the money out of their produce. 

3. MSP acts as cushion for the farmers because even if they don’t get fairer price in open market, they have surety of 

minimum prices from government side. 

 Something more than MSP- 

1. Thus MSP plays important role for farmers in ensuring good prices for their produce. However there are also many 

shortcomings in the policy of MSP and other structural problems make agriculture a difficult profession to practice. 

2. The Government of India has an MSP for 23 crops, but official procurement at the MSP is effectively limited to rice 

and wheat, and that too concentrated in a few States only. Awareness about the MSP is limited to States such as 

Punjab, Haryana and Andhra Pradesh where such procurement takes place. According to the National Sample 

Survey’s (NSS) Situation Assessment Survey of Agricultural Households 2013, even for paddy and wheat, less than 

one-third of farmers were aware of the MSP; for other crops, such awareness was negligible.  

3. Further, a substantial proportion of crops are sold to local private traders and input dealers to whom the resource-

poor marginal and small landholders are obligated to sell their crops due to tie-up with credit. 
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 Role of state governments- 

Further, the response of various State governments to a glut in the market appears to be muted. There exist intervention 

schemes to undertake the procurement of commodities whose market prices go below the MSP, but on most occasions 

the marketing season of bumper crops gets over by the time a bureaucratic decision on procurement is taken. Ultimately, 

the farmers are left at the mercy of unscrupulous traders to sell at whatever price they offer. 

 Credit disbursement- 

1. Governments claim to have increased institutional credit flow to the agricultural sector through increased 

budgetary allocation on crop loans. According to NSS data, over 40% of farmers still rely on non-institutional 

lenders, who mostly happen to be moneylenders-cum-traders and input dealers. 

2. Further, analysis of credit disbursement data from the Reserve Bank of India reveals that out of total advances to 

agriculture, the share of indirect finance has increased substantially over time, while that of direct finance to 

farmers has declined. This means that at the macro level, it would appear that there is an increase in credit flow to 

the agricultural sector but this has actually accrued to agro-business firms/corporations and not directly to the 

farmers. Consequently, marginal and small farmers continue to rely on traders and input dealers. 

 Increasing input cost and proportional decrease in output- 

1. Analysis of data from the Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare reveal that income from cultivation of many 

cereals and pulses has declined between 2004-05 and 2013-14 despite a considerable increase in MSP during this 

period. Income from the cultivation of even horticultural crops is uncertain due to the heavy investment involved 

and the high volatility in market prices. 

2. Most acute is the rise in prices of fertilisers: between 1991-92 and 2013-14, while the price of urea increased by 

69%, that of DAP (diammonium phosphate) and potash rose by 300% and 600%, respectively. 

 Infrastructural bottlenecks- 

Many infrastructural projects are lying stagnant since many decades. Further governments have failed to provide 

irrigation facilities to the majority of farmers in the rain-fed areas. Rural roads, quick transport facilities, Cold storages, 

irradiation centers are grossly inadequate for the bringing swiftness in the agriculture. These all have cumulated to 

cripple the growth of agriculture. 

 Market reforms- 

All states need to bring reforms in the APMC markets. Middlemen and traders have created havoc through hoardings 

and cartelization. Laws for contract farming are still not in place. Thus farmers are squeezed from both the sides. 

Conclusion- 

Hence only MSP is not a cause of farm distress. Unless the fundamental problems of crop and regional bias of MSP 

policy, government procurement and access to institutional credit are addressed, mere increase in MSP will not benefit 

most farmers in the country. 

 

Topic: Economics of animal rearing 

Q) Critically analyse soundness of laws and rules regulating animal livestock markets in 

India. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Background- 

Recently Parliament enacted the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, 1960, Section 38 whereof empowers the Central 

Government alone to make rules. The Government notified the Rules for constituting and regulating animal markets for 

transacting sale and purchase of animals without subjecting them to cruelty. Rule 22, which has attracted the most 

controversy, requires certain measures for ensuring that in animal markets, cattle are transacted for agricultural 

purposes only, and not for slaughter. The other provisions in these rules constitute Animal Market Committees and lay 

down several measures for preventing cruelty to animals. 
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Soundness of the laws and rules regulating animal livestock markets in India- 

 The primary objection against these rules is that they violate the right of butchers to practise their trade and 

occupation freely [Article 19(1)(g)]. It is now an established position that even though Directive Principles are 

themselves not enforceable by courts, yet Fundamental Rights are to be read in such a manner that the Directive 

Principles do not remain mere empty declarations. One of the Gandhian DPSP prohibits the slaughter of the cow 

and other milch animals which is in confrontation with the right to practice and trade feely. 

Judicial pronouncements- 

1. The question of whether slaughter of milch cattle could be prohibited in its entirety, took nearly half a century to 

be settled. 

2. While in 1958, the Supreme Court in Mohd. Hanif Qureshi v. State of Bihar rejected the argument that religious 

freedom was hindered on account of such prohibition, although it did hold that the prohibition to slaughter even 

those animals ceasing to be capable of yielding milk or of breeding or working as draught animals, was unjustified 

as it run foul of the butcher’s right to freedom of trade and occupation under Article 19(1)(g). 

3. A larger seven-Judge Bench of the Supreme Court revisited this reasoning and overruling it, held in State of Gujarat 

v. Mirzapur Moti Kureshi (2005) that bovine animals did not become useless on their ceasing to be capable of 

yielding milk or of breeding or working as draught animals. Relying on Directive Principles to hold these 

restrictions as being reasonable and in public interest, thus saved by Article 19(6), the Court further held that 

economically, bovine animals can never be useless on account of the value and utility of their dung and urine. 

Finally, the Court struck a chord of compassion towards animals and reasoned that cruelty to any living creature 

must be curbed and desisted. 

The contention based on the fundamental right to religion under Article 25 even in respect of cow protection laws has 

been categorically rejected throughout in all these judgments. It is thus specious to say that the 2017 Rules are violative 

of any fundamental rights. 

 The law under which the rules have been notified is the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act, 1960, is a Central law 

and falls squarely within the Concurrent List entry of ‘prevention of cruelty to animals’ [Entry 17, List III]. The 

argument breaching federalism is clearly fallacious as List II of Schedule VII reveals that no entry can be connected 

with prohibition of animal slaughter so as to vest exclusive power in the State legislature or executive. 

For instance, Entry 15 of the State List provides “preservation, protection and improvement of stock and prevention of 

animal disease; veterinary training and practice”, but that is neither the purpose of the Act nor of the rules – the purpose 

being to prevent cruelty to animals, and not to improve animal stock or prevent animal disease. 

Conclusion- 

It is thus difficult to say that the 2017 Rules do not meet constitutional muster. The hue and cry on the validity of these 

rules is on account of the conflation of desirability and legality. Rule of law requires that the legal examination of these 

rules, albeit challenging, insulate itself from the din of propriety and desirability surrounding these rules. 

 

Q) Examine the economic impact of the recent decision of the Ministry of Environment 

prohibiting trade of cattle and other animals meant for slaughter. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- he recent decision of the Ministry of Environment prohibiting trade of cattle and other animals meant 

for slaughter is baffling. This is sought to be accomplished by issuing a notification under the Prevention of Cruelty to 

Animals (Regulation of Livestock Markets) Rules 2017 (‘Rules’). 

Cattle under the new Rules include bulls, bullocks, buffaloes, cows, heifers, steers, calves and camel. Apart from a written 

declaration that cattle will not be sold for slaughter, an undertaking will have to be given to market committees that 

cattle will be sold for agricultural purposes and not for slaughter. Under the Rules, records of such sales will have to be 

preserved for six months. Given this, the grievance of the States that the Union is seeking to interfere in areas within 

their exclusive domain is justified, despite a facile clarification by the Finance Minister. 

ADVERSE IMPACT  :- 

 The government is not unaware of the adverse consequences of the notification on livelihoods of the more than 22 

lakh people employed in the meat industry. 
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 Farmers too would suffer. Maintenance of uneconomic cattle costs a farmer Rs. 40,000 a year, a huge cost for small 

farmers to pay. 

 Of the overall meat production, cattle are a bare 5%, buffalo 23% and poultry 46%. After the new definition of cattle, 

28% of the meat trade will be affected. 

 In 2014, India toppled Brazil and became the highest beef exporter globally with a volume of $4 billion. 

 The leather industry too will be badly hit. Meat exports fell by 13% during April-December 2016. The worst is yet 

to come. 

 Hides and bones of slaughtered cattle are used not just in the leather industry but also in the manufacture of soaps, 

toothpastes, buttons, paint brushes, surgical stitches, pharmaceutical products and musical instruments. India’s 

leather industry accounts for around more than 12% of the world’s leather production of hides and skins. 

 India also accounts for 9% of the world’s footwear production. If cattle are not slaughtered, they would need to be 

protected and cared for. 

 This will, in turn, impose an unprecedented burden of Rs. 3000 a month on owners, apart from massive adverse 

economic consequences. 

 What is under threat is the ‘mixed crop-livestock farming’ system. Livestock supplement farm incomes by providing 

employment, draught animals and manure (Economic Survey: 2015-2016). The state itself slaughters the highest 

number of buffaloes (6.2 million). With the new Rules, none of them can be bought from the market. 

Conclusion :- 

Hence government should reconsider the ban and regulation rather than outright ban should be the way out. 

 

Topic:   Public Distribution System- objectives, functioning, limitations, revamping 

Q) Discuss critically recent reforms made in the targeted public distribution system. (200 

Words) 

The Indian Express 

PDS in India: 

Public distribution system (PDS) is an Indian food security system. Established by the Government of India under 

Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food, and Public Distribution and are managed jointly by state governments in India, it 

distributes subsidized food and non-food items to India’s poor. This scheme was launched in India on June 1947. Food 

Corporation of India, a Government-owned corporation, procures and maintains the PDS. In coverage and public 

expenditure, it is considered to be the most important food security network. 

The public distribution system of India is not without its defects. With coverage of around 400 million below-poverty-

line (BPL) families, a review of the PDS has discovered the following structural shortcomings and disturbances: 

 Growing instances of the consumers receiving inferior quality of food grains in ration shops. 

 Deceitful dealers replace good supplies received from the F.C.I (Food Corporation of India) with inferior stock and 

sell FCI stock in the black market. 

 Illicit fair price shop owners have been found to create large number of bogus cards to sell food grains in the open 

market. 

 Many FPS dealers resort to malpractice, illegal diversions of commodities, holding and black marketing due to the 

minimum salary received by them. 

 Numerous malpractices make safe and nutritious food inaccessible and unaffordable to many poor thus resulting 

in their food insecurity. 

 Identification of households to be denoted status and distribution to granted PDS services has been highly irregular 

and diverse in various states. The recent development of Aadhar UIDAI cards has taken up the challenge of solving 

the problem of identification and distribution of PDs services along with Direct Cash Transfers. 

 Regional allocation and coverage of FPS are unsatisfactory and the core objective of price stabilization of essential 

commodities has not met. 
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 There are no set criteria as to which family is BPL and which is APL .This non-ambiguity gives massive scope for 

corruption and fallouts in PDS systems because those who are actually meant to be benefitted are not able to taste 

the fruits of PDS. 

The recent reforms in public distribution system has been drawn from National food security act which guarantees 75% 

and 50% coverage in urban and rural India respectively through Antodaya Anna Yojana (AAY) and Priority Households 

(PHH) schemes. 

 

The act has specifically mentioned about below said PDS reforms: 

(a) Doorstep delivery of food grains to the Targeted Public Distribution System outlets 

(b) Application of information and communication technology tools including end-to-end computerisation in order to 

ensure transparent recording of transactions at all levels, and to prevent diversion 

(c) Leveraging “Aadhaar” for unique identification, with biometric information of entitled beneficiaries for proper 

targeting of benefits under this Act 

(d) Full transparency of records 

(e) Preference to public institutions or public bodies such as Panchayat, self-help groups, co-operatives, in licensing of 

fair price shops and management of fair price shops by women or their collectives 

(f) Diversification of commodities distributed under the Public Distribution System over a period of time; (g) support to 

local public distribution models and grains banks 

 (h) Introducing schemes, such as cash transfer, food coupons, or other schemes, to the targeted beneficiaries in order 

to ensure their food grain entitlements specified. 
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Analysis of Reforms: 

 Digitalisation: 

All 36 states and UTs have digitised ration cards now. There is provision wherein Once records and databases have been 

fixed, one moves to the online allocation of foodgrains, down to the FPS (fair price shop) level. 

 Automation: 

Automation of the supply chain management (delivery orders, release orders, truck chalans, gate passes, receipts and 

issuance of food grains, monitoring of stock positions, payments and SMS alerts when opted for) has done successfully 

by substantial number of states. 

 End-to-end computerisation of the TPDS: 

It is the most difficult step in hierarchy of reforms as it needs collective efforts by various stakeholders in forward and 

backward supply chain. Many states have initiated the process and progress is remarkable till date. 

 Ensuring food security in remote areas: 

Adequate supply of food grains made using multi-modal transport in North Eastern States despite disruption in rail 

route due to gauge conversion from Lumding to Badarpur. 80,000MT foodgrains moved through roads every month 

besides creating additional storage of 20,000 MT in the region. Foodgrains also inducted into Tripura via riverine route 

passing through Bangladesh. 

 Linking consumer protection: 

Consumer Protection Bill 2015 that seeks to simplify and strengthen consumer grievance redressal procedure introduced 

in the Parliament this tear. Setting up of a Central Protection Authority which will have powers to recall products and 

initiate class suit against defaulting companies, including e-retailers proposed. E-filing and time bound admission of 

complaints in consumer courts is another important provision made in the Bill. 

Conclusion- 

High level Committee under the chairmanship of Shanta Kumar, MP was constituted to make recommendations on re-

structuring of FCI. Based on the recommendations of High Level Committee on restructuring of FCI, several measures 

have been initiated to improve the functioning of FCI and to bring in cost efficiency in its operations. 

 

Topic: Infrastructure 

Q) Discuss the nature and consequences of India’s push towards a low carbon economic 

transition. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

Low carbon trajectory means adopting the ways and means that result in only a relatively small net release of carbon 

dioxide into the atmosphere. A low-carbon economy is an economy based on low carbon power sources that has a 

minimal output of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions into the biosphere, but specifically refers to the greenhouse gas 

carbon dioxide. GHG emissions due to anthropogenic (human) activity are the dominant cause of observed global 

warming (climate change) since the mid-20th century. Continued emission of greenhouse gases will cause further 

warming and long-lasting changes around the world, increasing the likelihood of severe, pervasive and irreversible 

impacts for people and ecosystems. 

Globally implemented low-carbon economies are therefore proposed by those having drawn this conclusion, as a means 

to avoid catastrophic climate change, and as a precursor to the more advanced, zero-carbon economy. 

India’s steps towards low carbon economy: The scope for a low carbon trajectory for India has been 

explored in two ways broadly 

1. a) Reducing energy demand in different sectors by shifting to more energy-efficient technologies. 

2. b) Increasing the contribution of renewable energy in the energy mix 
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The nature and consequences can be analysed in following manner 

 Promoting energy efficiency in industry 

Industry is the largest single user of energy and there is scope for increasing efficiency in energy use in industry. The 

Perform Achieve and Trade (PAT) initiative, started in 2012, has shown the way. 

 Energy conservation in transport 

The transport of passengers and freight is another area which offers potential energy savings. Improved logistics would 

help by rationalizing the movement of freight and removing inter-state barriers and check posts with long waiting times. 

The introduction of a well-designed goods and services tax would be a major benefit in this context. 

 Energy use in cities: buildings and urban transport 

With growing urbanization, cities will account for a large part of total energy demand in the form of electricity used in 

buildings for lighting and other appliances, and petrol and diesel used for inner-city transport. There is huge scope for 

increased energy efficiency in both these areas. 

 Pricing issues for renewable energy 

The costs of solar energy have been falling and the latest bids for solar projects have produced solar tariffs that seem 

comparable to the price of conventional electricity supplied to the grid. However, the supply of solar and wind energy is 

intermittent, and induction of large-generation capacity from intermittent sources into the system is only possible if the 

distribution companies contract balancing capacity for the lean period or there is scope for storing the electricity 

produced during the peak period and using it in the lean period to deliver a pattern of supply which matches the demand 

profile. 

 Taxation to offset social costs of fossil fuels 

The use of fossil fuels produces global warming and also local air pollution because of particulate matter released by 

thermal power stations and automobile exhausts. Since these costs are borne by society at large and not the energy user, 

there is a case for imposing taxes on the polluting activity. 

 Energy pricing 

Energy prices are critical for promoting energy conservation because even if energy-efficient options exist, they will be 

adopted only if they are cost-effective. For example, improved pumps and foot valves in irrigation can save energy, but 

these pumps are more expensive, and farmers have little incentive to use them because electricity for agriculture is either 

free, or very heavily subsidized. It follows that if we want to promote energy conservation; we should avoid energy 

subsidies and set prices at a level that covers full economic costs. 

Conclusion- 

Numbers of policy interventions are needed in different areas to combat climate change. Some are in the domain of the 

central government, while others are in the domain of state governments. Within each government, action often lies 

with different departments and thus in future the synergetic method has to be adopted to gain results in the field of low 

carbon development trajectory. 

 

Q) Critically evaluate the feasibility and merits of  government’s recent decision to approve 

the construction of ten 700 MW Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors (PHWRs). (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Pressurized Heavy Water Reactor- 

A pressurized heavy water reactor (PHWR) is a nuclear power reactor, commonly using unenriched natural uranium as 

its fuel, that uses heavy water (deuterium oxide D2O) as its coolant and moderator. The heavy water coolant is kept 

under pressure, allowing it to be heated to higher temperatures without boiling, much as in a typical pressurized water 

reactor. While heavy water is significantly more expensive than ordinary light water, it yields greatly enhanced neutron 

economy, allowing the reactor to operate without fuel enrichment facilities (mitigating the additional capital cost of the 

heavy water) and generally enhancing the ability of the reactor to efficiently make use of alternate fuel cycles. 
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Feasibility of government’s decision to approve the construction of ten 700 MW PHWRs- 

 

Merits- 

 No GHG emission- 

Nuclear energy stands as one of the cleanest sources of energy as it does not generate any greenhouse gases and could 

help India to meet its ever-increasing need of electricity generation. 

 Stable and reliable source of electricity- 

Unlike other renewable energy sources like wind, solar that depend on the weather conditions, nuclear energy offers 

stable and reliable source of energy all-round the year. The fluctuations in the electricity production are minimum. 

 Job creation- 

As predicted by government that around 34000 jobs will be created by implementing this plan. 

 Technical superiority: 

India can prove its technical superiority by indigenously making these reactors and in the future can take up projects in 

other countries as well. 

 Boost to make in India: 

This would lead to a huge boost to Make-In-India initiative that could be followed in other sectors too. 

Demerits- 

 Economically unviable- 

2. Although the 700 MW PHWRs are cheaper than imported reactors, their electricity is likely to be costly. Even prices 

for solar power have dropped below those of nuclear power. For example, the winning bid at the auction for the 

Bhadla Phase-IV Solar Park in Rajasthan held last month was Rs. 2.44 per unit, which is fixed for 25 years. 

3. The capital invested in any plant yields no returns while the plant is being constructed. At the end of 

construction, the government fixes a tariff by calculating a rate of return on the nominal amount of capital 

invested, disregarding the value this amount could have accumulated during this idle time. As a result, the 
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effective rate of return on equity invested in nuclear energy is significantly lower than the rate of return 

provided by other sources of electricity that have shorter gestation periods. 

 Jobs created are not in proportion to the money invested- 

A widely cited study by three analysts from the University of California, Berkeley, found that nuclear power created only 

0.14 job-years per gigawatt-hour of electricity produced. In contrast, solar photovoltaic sources were more than six times 

as labour intensive, creating about 0.87 job-years per gigawatt-hour of electricity.  

 Safety hazards and environmental issues- 

1. All nuclear reactors produce radioactive waste materials because each fission event involving nuclei of 

uranium or plutonium gives rise to radioactive elements called fission products. Some of these remain 

radioactive for hundreds of thousands of years. Despite decades of research, nuclear waste remains an 

unavoidable long-term problem for the environment. 

2. Nuclear reactors are also capable of catastrophic accidents, as witnessed in Fukushima and Chernobyl. A 

single nuclear disaster can contaminate large tracts of land with radioactive materials, rendering these areas 

uninhabitable for decades. More than 30 years after the accident at Chernobyl, about 650,000 acres are still 

excluded from inhabitation. 

 Lack of credibility of nuclear companies- 

Both Areva and Westinghouse had entered into agreements with the Indian government to develop nuclear plants and 

both have went bankrupt in their respective nations. 

Conclusion- 

Thus both the merits and demerits of the government’s decision shows that considering the availability of cheap 

renewable energy and high safety and environmental hazards from nuclear waste, it would be unfeasible to invest such 

high financial resources in the PHWRs. 

 

Q) Electric vehicles (EVs) seem to be gaining in prominence as part of the renewable energy 

movement. What challenges will India face in mainstreaming electric vehicles and how 

these challenges can be overcome? Examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

 According to the Niti Aayog report, switching to EVs as part of the larger “shared, electric, and connected” mobility 

paradigm will cut India’s energy demand (from the road sector for passenger mobility) by 64%, its carbon emissions by 

37%, and save the country $60 billion in energy bills by 2030. Environment-friendly EVs will reduce air pollution, lower 

India’s dependence on imported oil, and contribute to the fight against climate change. 

Background  – 

Govt. is aggressively promoting EVs – Govt officials and agencies to use only EVs, public buses to become ‘electric’ AND 

a National EV Policy is in the offering. 

 Benefits of EVs – 

 environment sustainability – emissions reduction will contribute to India’s share against climate change, 37% CO2 

emissions reduction (passenger transport sector) 

 reduce air pollution – deaths and diseases due to air pollution have risen to alarming proportions in recent years. 

 Imported energy bill – lower demand for hydrocarbons will shrink India’s oil-import bill AND save India $60 Bn 

by 2030.  

Challenges – 

 Electricity generation – SHOULD BE INCREASED and should come from clean sources if the goal of 

“sustainability” is to be met. 

 Infrastructure – charging stations and other transport infrastructure. 

 Other alternatives are being ignored – like hydrogen-powered fuel cells and CNG vehicles, which can prove more 

efficient and less costly. 
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 Govt is intervening in free-play of market forces – the market should decide the winning technology, not the Govt. 

WAY FORWARD – 

 Niti Aayog recommends that to push EVs, the government must subsidize the EV industry while penalizing 

conventional cars. It calls for lowering taxes and interest rates for loans on EVs while limiting the sale and 

registration of conventional cars, and using taxes from diesel and petrol car sales to create electric charging 

stations. 

 It also suggests the government open a battery plant by the end of 2018. 

 Infrastructure strengthening – charging stations, electricity generation. 

 The government will have to ensure that it doesn’t put all its eggs in one basket ignoring other options , which can 

prove detrimental. 

CONCLUSION – 

Govt’s move to promote EVs is a good step towards achieving renewable energy targets . But instead of trying to pick 

winners, the government should focus on building an enabling business environment that supports research and 

innovation. Thus, instead of pumping money into one project or firm, it should support clean energy research in general. 

That way, the government does its part in steering the policy ship towards clean energy while still being technology-

agnostic. 

 

Q) India’s renewable energy push has created huge global expectations. Do you think 

India’s political economy can sustain renewable energy momentum? What should India 

do to sustain this momentum? Discuss. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- Green technology and Sustainability is to the 21st century what Industrial revolution was to 19th and 

20th century. It has both economical and environmental implications. India has been in the forefront of this energy 

revolution adding more power from renewable sources than coal. Continuing the moment would require : 

 Funds : Since renewable energy projects have higher capital requirement, the cost of power is still above that of 

non conventional sources. This sector requires the help of government in form of subsidies. Green bonds and 

public-private partnerships are the way to go. 

 Innovation : India has untapped potential of engineers, technicians and researchers. India could become the R&D 

capital of the world for green technology. This would require improving the quality of our institutions and 

promoting research. 

 Global Climate Action/ National Plans : Committing ourselves to pollution targets, reducing our dependence on 

fossil fuels would help this sector immensely, reduce our current deficit. 

 Electric Automotive : Our Auto-sector should pivot towards electric vehicles, this should be boosted by strong 

domestic demand. Government schemes like FAME would be instrumental in increasing their demand. 

 Roof Top Solar : Subsidies for roof top solar power/water heater. Local governments have not been successful in 

ensuring building owners install solar heaters.  

 Awareness & NGO’s : Support for government policies and green energy/tech industry, would be only possible if 

people are aware of the need for climate action and sustainable development. 

Conclusion :- To meet the global expectations, India needs much more proactive and creative actions. It needs to 

ensure that proposed RE capacity transforms the consumable energy mix. To do so, India must balance between 

complementing generation capacities rather than pushing for preferred technologies. In addition, given the 

unpredictability of RE generation, the time is ripe for storage capacity development. The proposed policy goal of electric 

vehicles is a welcome step, but it needs to be creatively used for storage, while reaping other co-benefits. Finally, the 

state must facilitate a domestic coalition for energy transformation, by aligning interests. 
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Q) Compare and contrast which is more suitable for India – nuclear power or solar power. 

(200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

While advanced countries like France and Germany are reducing their share of nuclear energy, India is moving ahead 

with plans to produce it more. When options of cheap renewable energies are opening up, India’s quest for nuclear 

energy is being looked with skepticism and wisdom behind it is being questioned. 

Nuclear power Vs Solar power- 

Benefits of Nuclear power vis-à-vis Solar and other renewable energies- 

 Solar power is available only when the sun is shining unless it is stored in some way. In a year, a solar PV plant of 

one KW capacity generates no more than 2,000 KWh of electricity, whereas a coal-based or nuclear plant can 

generate around 7,000 KWh/year per KW of capacity. To provide power when the sun is not shining, we need some 

balancing power which could be definitely nuclear one. 

 India’s potential for hydro power is 150,000 MW at 35 per cent load factor that means around 460 billion units per 

year. It is unevenly distributed across months. The generation from run-of-the river plants during the lean month 

may be as low as 10 per cent of generation during the peak month. 

 Nuclear plants have been run in the past with more or less constant load. However, with some design change it 

should be possible to run them in a load following mode. France has been operating some nuclear plants in this 

mode. 

 The cost of nuclear electricity will depend on how it is financed. With a capital cost of Rs 10 crore per MW, with a 

debt/equity ratio of 4/1, debt interest of 12 per cent, return on equity of 15 per cent, and annual generation of 7,000 

MWh, the capital charge is Rs 2.10/kWh. The operating cost at 2.5 per cent of capital cost comes to Rs 0.36/kWh 

and fuel cost for pressurised heavy water reactor is Rs 0.16/kWh. The total cost is Rs 2.62/kWh. 

 If we compare these with similar financing charges of solar PV with storage that gives 6,000 MWh/year it will cost 

Rs 2.75/unit and cheap storage systems are yet to be developed. 

Solar and other renewable energy vis-à-vis nuclear- 

 Prices for solar power have dropped below those of nuclear power. For example, the winning bid at the auction for 

the Bhadla Phase-IV Solar Park in Rajasthan held last month was Rs. 2.44 per unit, which is fixed for 25 years. This 

is not an isolated example, but part of a trend of falling prices in the renewable sector. 

 Nuclear power poses its own set of threats to the environment and public health. All nuclear reactors produce 

radioactive waste materials because each fission event involving nuclei of uranium or plutonium gives rise to 

radioactive elements called fission products. Some of these remain radioactive for hundreds of thousands of years. 

Despite decades of research, nuclear waste remains an unavoidable long-term problem for the environment. 

 Nuclear reactors are also capable of catastrophic accidents, as witnessed in Fukushima and Chernobyl.  

 Solar energy and other renewable energies do not come with such high socio-economic and environmental costs. 

 Further job creation capacity in renewable energy sector is more than nuclear sector. A widely cited study by three 

analysts from the University of California, Berkeley, found that nuclear power created only 0.14 job-years per 

gigawatt-hour of electricity produced. In contrast, solar photovoltaic sources were more than six times as labour 

intensive, creating about 0.87 job-years per gigawatt-hour of electricity.  

Way forward- 

Considering above arguments it is clear that both the energy sectors have their own positives and negatives. Hence 

discarding any one of them completely could be harmful for India’s high energy demands at present. Though 

development of renewable energy is always a better deal, such infrastructure cannot be set up in short time. Further 

India is short of oil, gas and even coal. More than 70 per cent of petroleum products, 40 per cent of gas and 20 per cent 

of coal consumption are based on imports. India’s known extractable coal reserves will run out in about 40 years if our 

coal consumption keeps growing as it has over the past 25 years. 

Thus India needs to keep the nuclear power option alive. For India, from a long-term perspective, renewable energy is 

inevitable and nuclear option should be retained as insurance. 
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Topic: Science and Technology- developments and their applications and effects in everyday 

life 

Q) What do you understand by ‘internet of things’ (IoT)? How ill digitization help IoT and 

how will both help India in turn? Examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

WHAT IS IoT – 

 Internet of things is an integrated system in which devices are connected in a network of information in such a way 

that they can communicate with each other without any human intervention. 

 It creates an intelligent system of systems which can manage multiple activities of human concern like traffic 

control, health management, optimal use of electricity and inventory management etc. 

 IoT requires data to work. This data is then turned into meaningful information for processing. Accessibility to data 

is indispensable for the working of IoT and this is being facilitated by digitization. 

 Digitization is a process which interconnects the world into an integrated network enabling sharing of data and 

information across systems. Thus, IoT connects devices but this connectivity is provided by digitization of 

information. In brief, digitization is enabler of IoT. 

HOW DIGITIZATION WILL HELP IoT – 

 Data provision – Internet of things bringing the physical, digital, cyber and virtual worlds together requires 

extensive information processing capabilities provided by digitization. 

 Connectivity – With complete and proper digitization more and more people will be connected with the internet 

that make people aware about internet of things and its uses. 

Digitization is increasing in India under Digital India mission and market of IoT too is growing day by day. Both are 

useful in the following ways – 

 Standardize the economy- usage of them would modernize our business practices, banking structure and trade 

market. They develop a hedge against adversity and soothes the process of a landmark transformation. 

 Easier mode of payment – Anyone can make transaction very easily without any physical contact between 

consumer and producer. 

 Reduce tax theft – By promoting digitization one cannot hide its expenditure and gain so that will come under the 

eye of govt. 

 Facilitating and enabling environment- IoT would ease the process of work by managing areas like insurance, bills, 

regulation of energy usages, loan installment and other periodical liabilities. It would save man hours and would 

increase their economic productivity ultimately boosting the growth of Indian economy. 

 Easier lives – Example : Healthcare system- better tracking of cholesterol level, blood pressure level and sugar level 

would enable early tracking of health changes and would make India a country of healthy people with reduced 

health expenditures. 

Conclusion – 

IoT and digitization have huge potential to bring radical changes in the way we interact with people and things. But it 

would require a robust information system with assured transparency, privacy and security features. 

 

Q) According to recent reports, China has combined satellite technology and the 

elusiveness of quantum mechanics to demonstrate how secret information can be 

transmitted over a thousand kilometres. What is quantum mechanics? How is it being 

used by China to transmit secret information to long distances? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Quantum mechanics (QM; also known as quantum physics or quantum theory), including quantum 

field theory, is a branch of physics which is the fundamental theory of nature at small scales and low energy levels 

of atoms and subatomic particles. Classical physics, the physics existing before quantum mechanics, derives from 
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quantum mechanics as an approximation valid only at large (macroscopic) scales. Quantum mechanics differs 

from classical physics in that energy, momentum and other quantities are often restricted to discrete values 

(quantization), objects have characteristics of both particles and waves (wave-particle duality), and there are limits to 

the precision with which quantities can be known (uncertainty principle). 

 China — as a study in the journal Science reports — has combined satellite technology and the elusiveness of 

quantum mechanics to demonstrate how secret information can be transmitted over a thousand kilometres — a 

tenfold increase over what has so far been achieved — with the guarantee that any unauthorised attempt to decipher 

it would be immediately discernible. 

 Pairs of photons share their quantum properties no matter how long they are separated or how far they have 

travelled. These can even be created in a laboratory and are called entangled photons. Modern, electronic secrecy 

works by two parties encrypting the messages they want to exchange and sending each other ‘keys’ (which are 

chains of numbers) that can be used to decrypt the information. The trouble is that a third eavesdropper can 

intercept these keys. An “un-crackable” system would be one where both parties know if an intruder is trying to pry 

out information from the keys. 

 Enter the entangled photons of QM. Connected just like the ends of a see-saw, in that one going up necessarily 

means the other is going down, and using such photons to forge a key would mean that any change in their state 

indicates that someone’s been trying to manipulate them. 

 While this principle has been understood fairly well since the 1980s, it has been hard to transmit entangled photons 

through the atmosphere because they are extremely fragile and can disintegrate through contact with other 

particles in the air. Until last week the world record was a transmission of a few hundred kilometres. 

China’s Efforts :- 

 The Chinese set-up transferred entangled photons through a satellite, called Micius, between two ground stations 

that were 1,200 km apart.  

 The researchers shot a laser beam into a light-altering crystal in the satellite. The crystal emitted pairs of photons 

entangled so that their polarisation states (or how they are oriented in space) would be opposite when one was 

measured. 

 The pairs were split, with photons sent to separate receiving stations in Delingha and Lijiang, which are telescopes 

on mountains, 1,200 km apart. Both stations are in the high mountains of Tibet, reducing the amount of air the 

fragile photons had to traverse. 

 This team then simultaneously measured more than 1,000 photon pairs. They found the photons had opposite 

polarisations far more often than would be expected by chance. 

China has made breakthrough in using this technology for secure communications. It has launched a 

satellite dedicated for its study. 

 Encryption : Encryption involves the encrypted message and a key, the receiver needs the key to de-crypt the 

encrypted message. A ground station beams a laser light encoded with the key to the satellite. Satellite will split the 

beam into entangled photons and beam them to different places(one to receiver and one to sender).  

 Tackling Eavesdropper : If a eavesdropper intercepts the photon he changes it’s property and the entangled 

photon’s property. This would flag the receiver to stop them from sending in the encrypted message. 

 Applications : This could be utilized for secure military, administrative communications and secure financial 

transactions. 

Though the technology still in its infancy, this is quite an achievement by the Chinese. 

 

Q) A recent discovery pushes the history of human evolution back to at least 3,00,000 

years. Discuss the significance of this discovery. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Scientists have just clocked back human history 3 lakh years with the recent research on fossils unearthed from Morocco 

in 1960s. This has lead up to huge excitement and conjecture in the paleontology community that reversed many prior 
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assumptions. The findings which comprise of a tranche of a jaw, tooth and skulls are quite significant in the history of 

evolution of mankind- 

Myths busted- 

Till now, it was believed that mankind had its roots to some 2,00,000 years back but the age analysis of the Moroccan 

findings quell this belief as they indicate an underestimation on our part and suggest that mankind could well be some 

3,00,000 years old. 

Locations diversified – 

In the previous decades, the fossils of human precursors such as homo habilis and homo erectus were usually found in 

the East African Rift valley giving rise to the notion of the region being “the Cradle of mankind’ but the recent findings 

in South Africa and now Morocco have put questions over East Africa’s claim. 

Confusing Traits – 

Earlier scientific community used bipedalism, tool making, brain volume and social strata as the traits of mankind and 

tried to decipher its evolution through such traits but now it is increasingly evident that these traits are widely distributed 

over the animal kingdom giving rise to much more confusion. 

Mankind’s technological advancement – 

The other significance is the technological progress we humans have been able to achieve especially in the 

anthropological domain. The Complex techniques of Electron Spin Resonance Dating, Thermo- luminescence and 

Genome Sequencing are being employed to uncover the mysteries of our origin.  

This new discovery leaves new questions for scientists on how the earliest humans lived in these new areas being 

explored and how did the civilisation evolved from West to East Africa. It leaves a whole 1,00,000 years of history 

unexplored and gives an opportunity for historians to explore and increase understanding.  

 

Q) What do you understand by knowledge-based economy?  What are the powers and 

components of knowledge-based economy? Can India be considered as knowledge-based 

economy? Substantiate. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

Knowledge Based Economy (KBE) is an economy in which knowledge and information are the main drivers of the 

economy. Many OECD economies could be considered as KBE economies, in contrast to economies like India and China 

which rely upon cheap labor for its growth. 

Components of an Knowledge Based Economy (KBE):- 

 INNOVATION & R&D: 

There is huge investment into future technologies like Robotics, Artificial Intelligence etc. 

 INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY: 

There is great deal of digitization encompassing all walks of life. 

 HIGH SKILL SET LABOR: 

Skill set of the labor is high and are usually involved in management and research than in actual delivery of service or 

manufacturing. 

 AUTOMATION: 

Since advanced economies face ageing population, they tend to reduce reliance on human labor, automating the process. 

 EMPHASIS ON QUALITY EDUCATION: 

There is a cyclic linkage between government policies, industries and academia in pursuit of knowledge. 
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India – not a KBE – 

 Though service sector contributes more than 50% to the GDP, there are no substantial high value technological 

investments in the sub-sectors (even in IT). For example- Indian IT companies with thrice the employees as Google 

(US company) makes only third of its profit. 

 The competitiveness of Indian exports is entirely based on cheap labor across the sectors. 

 Indian Technical education is poorly funded and lags behind. Consequently, India is at 60th position in World 

Innovation Index by WIPO, which is ranking based on patents and research papers filed. 

Why do we need to move towards knowledge based economy? 

Automation threatens labor intensive industries. Avoiding demographic trap is hence difficult. Government and policy 

makers have to coordinate with industry and academia to encourage out-of-box thinking and research, while 

accommodating risk-taking. Unnat Bharath Abhiyan like initiatives should be given more thought and funding. 

India striving to become KBE – 

 India is the 2nd largest country in the global distribution of tertiary degree holders’ share at nearly 78 million after 

China in STEM (science, technology, engineering, mathematics) subjects. 

 Bengaluru is the fastest changing and most dynamic city in the world according to the JLL City Momentum Index 

2017. It has done in terms of the ‘speed of progress in property’, ‘economics’ and ‘digital success’. 

 TeamIndus, the only Indian team in Google LunarXPRIZE competition, has built a privately funded spacecraft 

capable of soft landing on the Moon. Along with this, PSLV-C37 successfully launches 104 satellites from a single 

rocket in its low cost space exploration programme deserves ‘celebration’. 

Conclusion – 

Developing and nurturing the educational institutions, ensuring their linkages to the needs and challenges of the nation 

– including its economic needs; inducing young minds to grapple the challenges the nation and society faces can help 

India become a Knowledge base economy. 

 

Q) It is argued that given the Aadhaar infrastructure and the proliferation of cellphones in 

India, blockchain technology can easily be adapted to fight voter fraud. Discuss. (200 

Words) 

Livemint 

INTRODUCTION – 

The growth of any country is dependent on how well it provides an environment for scientific community and replicates 

the technology available for the social benefits. As Election Commission is facing questions on it’s role of conducting 

free and fair elections, EC is looking at various means including block chain technology to remain hack proof and can 

live up to the trust of the people. 

The block chain technology is usually used in financial transactions like in Bitcoin and it ensures the secure and hack 

proof transaction. Recently, AICTE also conducted Hackathon event for university students to find solutions to various 

problems faced by he country. And EC also conducted Hackathon to ensure the trust of voters on it’s EVM machines. 

These events are all providing a conducive environment for the adoption of technology in various uses. 

The deep penetration of cell phones and unique identification-Aadhar system along with Block chain technology could 

act as a practical and feasible tool to fight voter fraud and alleviate vote authentication. 

Aadhaar infrastructure linking with Voter ID card seems to be a welcome step in removing duplicacy in voter list. It 

cannot only speed up our sluggish voter enrollment process but also make the voting system electronic. Further, with 

increase in cell phone penetration linking Aadhar number and Voter ID Card, casting votes has become quite fast and 

easier process. 

ADVANTAGES: 

 Transparency and Anonymity: This technology is a based on transparent mechanism using public ledger where all 

the transactions which be of any type are recorded in the database using cryptography, therefore voters will be 

satisfied with their secure transaction. 
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 Multiple database and Security of fraud: The transactions are recorded and saved in multiple location on real time 

synchronisation, and it is nearly impossible to delete or modify any transaction illegally, because of redundancy, 

and multiple saved locations, this will make voting fraud nearly to zero. 

DISADVANTAGES: 

 Currently this technology in India is in research stage and this will take time to be incorporated in elections as even 

advance countries are not using this technology currently in major wide scale elections. But in future they are 

intended to do so. for example- Australia. 

 Technical and Cyber security professionals: Currently the blockchain platform is in a nascent stage in India, 

therefore, there is a huge gap in blockchain technology and professionals. 

 Layman may not be able to understand the complexity of the technology. A large population of rural India still lacks 

internet access. Smartphones are still beyond the reach of a large mass in India. Technological illiteracy can come 

in the way of proper implementation. 

CHALLENGES – 

 High cost. 

 Blockchain technology not used much for non-financial purposes. 

 Infrastructure needed to be developed. 

Given the benefits, the challenges can be easily handled. This has multiple benefits and will help in strengthening the 

democracy and will help in restoring the faith of people in the election procedure of India. 

 

Q) What are the powers given to RBI under the Banking Regulation (Amendment) 

Ordinance, 2017? Do you think these powers could be used by RBI to fight its recent 

credibility crisis? Critically examine. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

The Banking Regulation (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017 was promulgated on May 4, 2017.  It inserts provisions in the 

Banking Regulation Act, 1949 to handle cases related to stressed assets.  Stressed assets are loan accounts where the 

borrower has defaulted in debt repayment or where the repayment schedule has been restructured.  

Powers given to RBI under the Banking Regulation (Amendment) ordinance 2017- 

 Initiating insolvency proceedings:  The Centre may authorize the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to issue 

directions to banks for initiating proceedings in case of a default in loan repayment.  These proceedings would be 

under the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016.  

 Issuing directions on stressed assets:  The Ordinance allows the RBI to issue directions to banks for 

resolution of stressed assets.  

 Committee to advise banks:  The RBI may specify authorities or committees to advise banks on resolution of 

stressed assets.  The members on such committees will be appointed or approved by the RBI. 

Could these powers help RBI to fight its credibility crisis? 

Provisions that could boost the credibility of the RBI- 

 The wide range of discretionary powers granted to RBI provides ample scope of boosting its credibility by laying 

out the action plan in a transparent way putting it in a public domain. 

 Selecting rating agencies and requiring them to make rating process transparent and allowing public scrutiny. 

 Welcoming the various views from public forum by encouraging the culture of dissent and debate. 

Shortcomings- 

 The ordinance fails to provide any indication on the process which the government or the RBI need to follow to 

arrive at a decision and presumes good faith on the part of the officers in the government and the regulator. 

 Wide range of powers paves the way for mismanagement, arbitrariness and corruption too. 
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Way forward- 

 A better alternative would have been promoting transparency in the decision-making process. A standard operating 

procedure must be developed through comprehensive stakeholder consultation and released in the public domain 

for arriving at decisions and for recording the rationale and process adopted. Decisions where clear rationale is 

absent or lacking the necessary transparent process run the risk of ruining market confidence and denting the 

country’s growth story. 

 The RBI must use its enhanced powers under the ordinance to adopt a transformational approach to deal with bad 

debts, and regain trust in the regulator. This can happen only when it takes hard decisions including designing 

transparent decision-making process, fixing accountability, and punishing non-compliance, especially its own 

officers. It must encourage the culture of dissent and debate, promote public disclosures, and welcome scrutiny to 

regain its credibility and public confidence. 

 

Q) What are the difference between Zika Virus and Dengue? Also write a note on advances 

made in finding a cure to both Zika and Dengue. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Zika virus and dengue are two illnesses that are transmitted by mosquitoes. Both Zika and dengue are illnesses that are 

growing a problem. Although there may be many similarities between the two, they both have their own unique 

differences, which helps to diagnose them and determine proper treatment. 

Dengue was first recognized in the 1950s when epidemics broke out in the Philippines and Thailand. Zika was first 

discovered in 1947 and got its name after the Zika forest in Uganda, Africa. Dengue commonly affects Asian and Latin 

American countries, and Zika is growing in tropical Africa, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific Islands. As of recently, a large 

Zika outbreak has been seen in Brazil and cases are popping up around the world. 

Difference between Zika virus and Dengue- 

 

Symptoms 

Both Zika and Dengue have similar symptoms which include conjunctivitis, muscle and joint pain, rashes, headaches 

and fever. The difference is that Zika symptoms last for a few days or weeks and then they subside, but as for dengue the 

fever can last for weeks and can lead to bleeding and bruising. The dengue hemorrhagic fever can be dangerous and even 

fatal, hence medical attention is needed. Zika infected people rarely get very sick to go to hospital and are unlikely to 

die, but those infected with dengue usually needs hospital care because of the severity of persistent symptoms. 

Transmission 

Zika and dengue are known to be transmitted by mosquitos especially the Aedes Aegypti species. It is for this reason 

that mosquito reduction and protection from the bites are the major ways of protecting yourself from the diseases. 

However, evidence has emerged that the Zika virus can actually be transmitted through sex and blood transfusion. This 
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is an element that has also created some difference between the two even though the sexual transmissions are still on 

the low. Apart from exercising mosquito related preventions, people need to exercise safer sex to reduce Zika infections. 

Incubation period- 

Incubation period for Dengue is four to ten days after the bite from an infected mosquito. Symptoms last for two to seven 

days 

Incubation period for Zika is not known well, but researchers estimate it is anywhere from a few days to a few weeks. 

Complications 

Microcephaly is the known possible Zika complication, but Dengue does not lead to such. There also seems to be a close 

link between Zika virus and Guillain-Barre syndrome, but this hasn’t been the case with Dengue. It means, therefore 

that Zika infections can have long term implications, especially for unborn babies, hence pregnant women need to be 

extra careful especially when living in affected areas or when travelling. 

Advances made to find a cure for both Zika and Dengue- 

There have been many efforts worldwide to develop vaccines.  

 Scientists have identified antibodies capable of protecting against Zika – which they say is a ‘significant step’ toward 

developing a vaccine, as well as better diagnostic tests and possibly new antibody-based therapies. compounds are 

identified that could potentially be employed to inhibit the replication of virus as well as mar its ability to damage 

brain cells. 

 A vaccine, GLS-5700, for preventing zika virus has been successfully tested on animals.  

 A new predator for aedes mosquito called ‘lutzia fuscana’ has recently been discovered by Calcutta University as a 

potential biological control agent. India has been using ‘mosquito fish’ till now for the same. 

 CEPI, of which Indian scientists are also a part of, would be developing new vaccines using the WHO priority list 

which includes both dengue and zika virus.  

 Human Genome Project-Write worldwide initiative can also provide potential solutions for dengue, zika virus, 

malaria etc. 

 

Topic: Awareness in the field of Space; biotechnology 

Q) What were the objectives of setting up of India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO)? In 

the light of public opposition to INO, how do you think public support can be mobilised in 

favour of scientific research in India? Critically comment. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

INDIA based neutrino observatory is a particle physics research observatory. The objective of the INO project is to study 

atmospheric neutrinos in a deep cavern in BODI WEST HILLS in Theni district of Tamilnadu. Neutrinos are tiny 

particles which can travel at near light speed and almost massless, which are born from violent atmospheric events such 

as exploding stars or gamma rays burst . When this project is completed, the main magnetised iron calorimeter (ICAL) 

experiment include the world’s most massive magnet, four times larger than the 12,500-tonne magnet in the Compact 

Muon Solenoid detector at CERN in Geneva, Switzerland. 

Public Opposition to INO – 

 People fear that explosives used in construction are threat to environment. 

 Secondly safety studies for second phase of neutrino experiment have not been done. 

 since neutrino is radioactive particle it can add the additional radioactive wastes to the country. 

Objectives – 

 STUDY NEUTRINO: The observatory would conduct basic research on elementary particle called neutrino. 

 DEVELOP TECHNICAL SUPERIORITY: A large number of countries are doing research in this area and India can 

prove its worth by being in the elite group, by conducting research on it. 
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 WORLD CLASS FACILITY: It would provide a platform to Indian students to pursue cutting edge research in the 

field of physics, while being in India. 

 TECHNICAL ADVANCEMENT: By using its applications in the real world, technical advancement in real life can 

be achieved. 

Gaining public support – 

 Scientists & research scholars can organise seminars in higher educational institutions to develop interest of young 

minds of India towards science projects.  

 NGOs can play a significant role in spreading awareness among the local masses with the help of local government.  

 Training teachers to impart right information about neutrinos in schools by assigning general projects to students 

& organising debates. 

 Spreading awareness through journals, newspapers & documentaries portraying examples of countries where 

project is already been under operation & what they have achieved. 

Conclusion – 

As every coin has two aspects, in the same way each & every development project whether scientific or other has its pros 

& cons. But development is the need of hour without which India’s dream to emerge as a super power & developed 

economy could not be acheived. There is need to choose a mid path by establishing a balance between development & 

environment both. Where Government plays a significant role in boosting infrastructure financial & physical to promote 

more R&D. And rest responsibilities lie on local masses by providing rational support to these R&D & projects. 

 

Q) Critically analyse features and feasibility of Tesla founder Elon Musk’s specific plans 

for the colonization of Mars. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction :- Elon Musk, the founder of SpaceX and Tesla, has released new details of his vision to colonise parts of 

the solar system, including Mars, Jupiter’s moon Europa and Saturn’s moon Enceladus. His gung ho plans – designed 

to make humans a multi-planetary species in case civilisation collapses – include launching flights to Mars as early as 

2023. 

Critical analysis :- 

 In reality, the temperature on Mars drops from about 0°C during the day to nearly -120°C at night. Operating in 

such low temperatures is already extremely difficult for small landers and rovers. In fact, it is an issue that has been 

solved with heaters in the design for the 300kg Exo Mars 2020 rover – but the amount of power required would 

likely be a show-stopper for a “self-sustaining city”. 

 Musk doesn’t give any details for how to warm the planet up or compress the atmosphere – each of which are 

enormous engineering challenges. Previously, science fiction writers have suggested “terraforming” – possibly 

involving melting its icecaps. This is not only changing the environment forever but would also be challenging in 

that there is no magnetic field on Mars to help retain the new atmosphere that such manipulation would create. 

Mars has been losing its atmosphere gradually for 3.8 billion years – which means it would be hard to keep any 

such warmed-up atmosphere from escaping into space. 

 The final major problem is that there is no mention of radiation beyond Earth’s magnetic cocoon. The journey to 

and life on Mars would be vulnerable to potentially fatal cosmic rays from our galaxy and from solar flares. 

Forecasting for solar flares is in its infancy. With current shielding technology, just a round-trip manned mission 

to Mars would expose the astronauts to up to four times the advised career limits for astronauts of radiation. It 

could also harm unmanned spacecraft. Work is underway on predicting space weather and developing better 

shielding. 

 Making fuel on Mars and stations beyond it is something he also proposes, to make the costs feasible. Experiments 

towards this are underway, demonstrating that choosing the right propellant is key. 

 The Moxie experiment on the Nasa2020 rover will investigate whether we can produce oxygen from atmospheric 

CO2 on Mars. This may be possible. But Musk would like to make methane as well – it would be cheaper and more 

reusable. This is a tricky reaction which requires a lot of energy. 
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 Yet, so far, it’s all fairly doable. But the plans then get more and more incredible. Musk wants to launch enormous 

spaceships into orbit around Earth where they will be refuelled several times using boosters launched from the 

ground while waiting to head to Mars. Each will be designed to take 100 people and Musk wants to launch 1,000 

such ships in the space of 40 to 100 years, enabling a million people to leave Earth. 

 Musk doesn’t give any details for how to warm the planet up or compress the atmosphere – each of which are 

enormous engineering challenges. Previously, science fiction writers have suggested “terraforming” – possibly 

involving melting its icecaps.  

 The final major problem is that there is no mention of radiation beyond Earth’s magnetic cocoon. The journey to 

and life on Mars would be vulnerable to potentially fatal cosmic rays from our galaxy and from solar flares.  

 The final major problem is that there is no mention of radiation beyond Earth’s magnetic cocoon. The journey to 

and life on Mars would be vulnerable to potentially fatal cosmic rays from our galaxy and from solar flares.  

 

Q) The question of whether India should allow commercial production of GM crops has 

been one of the more enduring public policy debates over the last decade-and-a-half. In 

your opinion, how should promoters of GM foods convince general public and those who 

are opposing GM crops? Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- Genetically modified crops (GMCs, GM crops, or biotech crops) are plants used in agriculture, 

the DNA of which has been modified using genetic engineering methods. In most cases, the aim is to introduce a 

new trait to the plant which does not occur naturally in the species. Examples in food crops include resistance to certain 

pests, diseases, or environmental conditions, reduction of spoilage, or resistance to chemical treatments (e.g. resistance 

to a herbicide), or improving the nutrient profile of the crop. Examples in non-food crops include production 

of pharmaceutical agents, biofuels, and other industrially useful goods, as well as for bioremediation. 

GM CROPS INDIA :- 

The Genetic Engineering Approval Committee has recently given a green signal for further trials of genetically modified 

Â mustard before making a final decision about the commercial cultivation of the crop. Unlike Bt brinjal, which had its 

roots in a gene developed by American multinational Monsanto, the GM mustard variety, technically called â€œ DMH 

11â€•, has been developed by Delhi University’s Centre for Genetic Manipulation of Crop Plants, led by Prof Deepak 

Pental. 

The country has yet to approve commercial cultivation of a GM food crop. The only genetically modified cash crop under 

commercial cultivation in India is cotton. 

 Bt Cotton – For the time being, the only genetically modified crop that is under cultivation in India is Bt cotton 

which is grown over 10.8 million hectares. Bt cotton was first used in India in 2002. 

 Bt Brinjal – The GEAC Â in 2007, recommended the commercial release of Bt Brinjal, which was developed by 

Mahyco (Maharashtra Hybrid Seeds Company) in collaboration with the Dharward University of Agricultural 

sciences and the Tamil Nadu Agricultural University. But the initiative was blocked in 2010. 

 GM Mustard – GEAC has recently given a go ahead for tests of GM mustard before taking a decision on 

commercialization. 

Promoters of GM crop should convince people based on following arguments:- 

The proponents, argue that the GM technologies have been around for about 15 years and they have been in use across 

the world including in countries such as Brazil and China. During a visit to India in March 2005, Norman Borlaug – 

widely regarded as the father of the Green Revolution – supported producing genetically modified (GM) food to 

eradicate hunger from the world. “It is better to die eating GM food instead of dying of hunger,” said the Nobel laureate, 

who passed away in 2009. 

 Former prime minister, Manmohan Singh, saw biotechnology as key to food security and warned against 

succumbing to “unscientific prejudices”. 

 “The concerns over their (GM crops) perceived risks should be addressed by following internationally accepted 

procedures for assessing safety parameters. ICAR, which is involved in developing useful products and technologies 
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in this field, must contribute to the public discourse and provide clarity on this sensitive issue,” – President Pranab 

Mukerjee. 

 Indian intelligence agency names anti-GM groups such as Greenpeace India and Gene Campaign as one of the 

many “anti-national” foreign-funded NGOs hampering India’s economic progress. 

 Agriculture scientists from research institutions including IARI, ICAR and various Universities demanding “field 

trials” for GM crops, arguing that “confined field trials are essential for the evaluation of productivity performance 

as well as food and environmental safety assessment”. 

 A group of prominent scientists had met under ‘father of green revolution’ MS Swaminathan at National Academy 

of Agricultural Sciences ( NASA) and issued a 15-point resolution in favour of GM crops. 

 “A brinjal crop normally requires up to 30 sprays of insecticides. This goes into the human consumption indirectly. 

If we grow and consume Bt brinjal, we will consume some of the genes that have been built into the seeds to make 

the crop pest- and herbicide-resistant. Ultimately, we have to see which of the two is less harmful for consumption” 

– S.S. Gosal, Director of Research, Punjab Agriculture University. 

Following are the advantages of GM crops :- 

 Better Pest and Disease Resistance – Genetic modification of crops can produce varieties that are more resistant 

to pests and diseases, reducing losses and lessening the dependence on pesticides. For example, a gene that gives 

resistance to a fungal infection in a wild plant can be inserted into a food plant that lacks this protection. The crop 

is then less susceptible to this disease. 

 Improved Stress Tolerance – Genes that give greater tolerance of stress, such as drought, low temperatures or salt 

in the soil, can also be inserted into crops. This can extend their range and open up new areas for food production. 

 Faster Growth – Crops can be altered to make them grow faster, so that they can be cultivated and harvested in 

areas with shorter growing seasons. This again can extend the range of a food crop into new areas or perhaps allow 

two harvests in areas where only one is currently practical. 

 More Nutritious Crops – Plants and animals can be engineered to produce larger amounts of essential vitamins 

and minerals, such as iron, helping to solve nutrition problems in some parts of the world. They can also be altered 

to change the amounts of protein, carbohydrates, and saturated and unsaturated fats that they contain. This could 

lead to the production of foods designed specifically for a healthy diet for all consumers. 

 Production of Medicines and Vaccines by Crops – It may be possible to have plants and animals produce useful 

medicines and even vaccines, so that prevention and treatment of human diseases in some places can be achieved 

cheaply and efficiently through the diet. 

 Resistance to Herbicides – Crops can be modified to be resistant to specific herbicides, making it much easier to 

control troublesome weeds. Farmers can simply apply the weed killer to a crop field, killing the unwanted plants 

and leaving the food crop unaffected. For example, GM oilseed rapeseed – the source of canola oil – is resistant to 

one chemical that’s widely used to control weeds. 

 Better Tasting Foods – Foods can be engineered to taste better, which could encourage people to eat more healthy 

foods that are currently not popular because of their taste, such as broccoli and spinach. It may be possible to insert 

genes that produce more or different flavours as well. 

 

Topic:  Issues relating to intellectual property rights 

Q) One of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) articulated by the United Nations 

in 2015 is to “Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages”. Examine 

how does robust intellectual property (IP) environment will help India achieve this goal. 

(200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction – 

The United Nations Organisation put forward Sustainable development goals to eradicate social, economic and 

environmental problems and provide humane conditions for each and every individual. “Ensure healthy lives and 

promote well being for all at all ages” is one of the 17 SDGs that will be achieved by 2030. 
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Background – 

Globally, great progress in medicine innovation has been made. Unfortunately, the pace of biomedical innovation has 

not been up to expectation in India. As a result, Indian patients have not fully reaped the benefits of the unlimited 

potential of medical innovation and new drug discovery. The basic problem seems to be that innovation is not adequately 

incentivised and IP is not fully protected in India. It is crucial for innovative biopharmaceutical companies to reap the 

benefits provided by a robust IPR system that ensures investments in developing life-saving medicines are justified. New 

medical technologies and treatments are born out of proprietary inventions critical to improving patient care, spurring 

economic growth and strengthening an innovation economy. For the long-term benefits of improving patient health and 

economic growth, innovators must be able to secure and effectively enforce patents, and protect their intellectual 

property. 

Indian scenario – 

A robust intellectual property environment will ensure affordable health care, high global innovation index, meet India’s 

welfare objectives, reduce time to market of drugs and improve ease of doing business of the pharmaceutical sector by 

simplifying the business environment.  

 Tax concessions- strong IPR policy environment will foster innovation by offering tax concessions in research and 

development of the pharmaceutical sector which is critical to medical care and public health, and foster increased 

private investment in healthcare. 

 Evergreening of licenses , compulsory licensing – Debarring evergreening of licenses ensures that only a significant 

improvement in the drugs will be patented this regulates the drug pricing mechanism, compulsory licensing allows 

essential drugs to be available to public in developing and underdeveloped economy, thus providing affordable 

health care. 

 Changing nature of diseases – Rise in non-communicable diseases calls for advanced medical innovations, thus a 

system of pre and post grant opposition ensures that only deserving patents are granted. 

 Data exclusivity – DE is not specifically provided thus generic drug markets don’t have to perform separate clinical 

trials, this keeps a check on price of drug; however data exclusivity might act as an incentive to the pharma sector 

for research and development. 

 Global scenario – Global drug brands led by US companies have been pushing for changes to India’s intellectual 

property rules for quite some time now. Big Pharma companies and their Govt. have lobbied to force India to dilute 

provisions. They have often complained about India’s price controls and marketing restrictions. A robust IPR policy 

framework that strikes a balance between international standards(TRIPS) and domestic circumstances is the need 

of the hour. 

 The National IPR policy 2016 – It encompasses enforcement and adjudication mechanisms for combating IPR 

infringements attempts to treat generic drugs as spurious or counterfeit and undertake stringent measures to curb 

manufacture and sale of misbranded, adulterated and spurious drugs. 

Conclusion – 

Innovation, both in drugs that cater to unmet medical needs and in the delivery of health services, is essential for 

achieving the health goal. Fundamental to innovation is a world-class intellectual property system that provides the 

assurance needed to incentivise research and encourage sustained investment over many years in order to develop new 

products and technologies. It is important for India to enforce an intellectual property (IP) environment that recognises 

the value of medicine and rewards innovation. Thus , India’s commitment to SDG goal 3 necessitates a strong IPR 

framework. India is all set to become the youngest country by 2020 and a healthy workforce is a demographic asset. 
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Topic:  Achievements of Indians in science & technology; indigenization of technology and 

developing new technology.  

Q) What is cryogenic technology? Why is it important for India and how has India acquired 

this technology? Examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Cryogenic technology- 

 Cryogenic technology involves the use of rocket propellants at extremely low temperatures. The combination of 

liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen offers the highest energy efficiency for rocket engines that need to produce large 

amounts of thrust 

 A Cryogenic rocket stage is more efficient and provides more thrust for every kilogram of propellant it burns 

compared to solid and earth-storable liquid propellant rocket stages. Specific impulse (a measure of the efficiency) 

achievable with cryogenic propellants (liquid Hydrogen and liquid Oxygen) is much higher compared to earth 

storable liquid and solid propellants, giving it a substantial payload advantage.  

 However, cryogenic stage is technically a very complex system compared to solid or earth-storable liquid propellant 

stages due to its use of propellants at extremely low temperatures and the associated thermal and structural 

problems.  Oxygen liquifies at -183 deg C and Hydrogen at -253 deg C. The propellants, at these low temperatures 

are to be pumped using turbo pumps running at around 40,000 rpm. It also entails complex ground support 

systems like propellant storage and filling systems, cryo engine and stage test facilities, transportation and handling 

of cryo fluids and related safety aspects.  

 The engine works on “Gas Generator Cycle” which has flexibility for independent development of each sub-system 

before the integrated engine test, thus minimising uncertainty in the final developmental phase and reducing 

development time. This engine generates nearly 2 MW power as compared to 1 MW generated by the engine of 

Cryogenic Upper Stage (CUS) engine of GSLV. The high thrust cryogenic engine is one of the most powerful 

cryogenic engines of upper stages in the world. 

Why this technology is important for India? 

 India is only the 6th country to develop the cryogenic engine after the USA, France, Japan, China and Russia. 

 It is important technology for India because India could launch heavy satellites (of weight more than 2500-3000kg) 

with the help of Cryogenic engines and its critical for the success of GSLV program. 

 The technology also holds importance in the context that India was denied this technology in 1990s by the USA 

when India was making deal with Russian agency to transfer of technology. 

 With this technology India does not have to depend on the other space agencies. 

 It will not just help ISRO probe deeper into space but will also bring it extra revenue, enabling it to make 

commercial launches of heavier satellites. By providing the cost effective and reliable services India can tap the 

Asian and African space markets, which are looking towards India on this front. 

How has India acquired this technology? 

 ISRO had planned the development of a cryogenic engine way back in the mid-1980s when just a handful of 

countries — the United States, the erstwhile USSR, France and Japan — had this technology. 

 To fast-track its development of next-generation launch vehicles — the GSLV programme had already been 

envisioned — ISRO had decided to import a few of these engines. It had discussions with Japan, US and France 

before finally settling for Russian engines. In 1991, ISRO and the Russian space agency, Glavkosmos, had signed 

an agreement for supply of two of these engines along with transfer of technology so that the Indian scientists could 

build these on their own in the future. 

 However, the United States, which had lost out on the engine contract, objected to the Russian sale, citing 

provisions of Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) that neither India nor Russia was a member of. MTCR 

seeks to control the proliferation of missile technology. Russia, still emerging from the collapse of the USSR, 

succumbed to US pressure and cancelled the deal in 1993. In an alternative arrangement, Russia was allowed to 

sell seven, instead of original two, cryogenic engines but could not transfer the technology to India. 
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 These engines supplied by Russia were used in the initial flights of first and second generation GSLVs (Mk-I and 

Mk-II). The last of these was used in the launch of INSAT-4CR in September 2007. But ever since the cancellation 

of the original Russian deal, ISRO got down to develop the cryogenic technology on its own at the Liquid Propulsion 

Systems Centre at Thiruvananthapuram. It took more than a decade to build the engines and success did not come 

easily. 

In 2010, two launches of second generation GSLV rockets, one having the Russian engine and the other indigenously 

developed, ended in failures. The big success came in December 2014 with the experimental flight of third generation 

(Mk-III) GSLV containing an indigenous cryogenic similar to the one used in GSAT-19. This mission also carried out an 

experimental re-entry payload, that ejected after reaching a height of 126 km and landed safely in the Bay of Bengal. 

After that, there have been three successful launches of second generation GSLV (Mk-II), the latest one, in May 2017, 

being GSLV-F09 that launched the South Asian satellite. 

 

Q) Discuss the significance of launch of Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle, the 

GSLV Mark-III. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

The Indian Space Research Organisation has crossed a significant milestone with the successful developmental flight of 

the country’s heaviest Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle, the GSLV Mark-III. This is the first time a satellite 

weighing over 3.1 tonnes has been launched from India to reach the geostationary orbit about 36,000 km from Earth. 

Significance- 

 The Mk-III can launch satellites weighing up to four tonnes, which almost doubles India’s current launch capacity. 

With communication satellites becoming heavier (up to six tonnes), the capability for larger payloads is vital. 

 Another key achievement is the use of an indigenously developed cryogenic stage, which uses liquid oxygen and 

liquid hydrogen; the 2010 GSLV launch using an indigenous cryogenic stage ended in failure. It can now be said 

without hesitation that India belongs to the elite club of countries that have mastered cryogenic technology. 

 The Mark-III will be operational with the success of one more developmental flight, which is set to take place within 

a year. This will make India self-reliant in launching heavier satellites, bringing down costs substantially. Till now, 

heavier communication satellites have been launched on Europe’s Ariane rockets. 

 The multi-billion international satellite market is a big attraction for India and it is quite clear that ISRO has its 

eyes set on this commercial opportunity with the GSLV Mk III launch.  A successful launch could give India 

significant cost advantages in this market, making it a preferred destination for many countries that need to launch 

heavier satellites in the coming years. ISRO over the years has proved itself to be a reliable and cost effective choice 

in the PSLV segment for small and medium satellites and gaining proficiency over GSLV Mk III could have a similar 

impact in the heavy communication satellite launch market. 

 With fewer propulsion stages and, therefore, control systems, the Mk-III is far more reliable than the GSLV and 

the PSLV. 

 Heavier satellite launch vehicle also means enhanced capacity to undertake deep space exploration in a more 

serious manner. Combined with its ability to carry eight to 10 tonnes into a low Earth orbit, the Mk-III can be 

considered for human-rating certification (to transport humans) once some design changes are made. Compared 

with the two-member crew capacity of the GSLV, the Mk-III can carry three astronauts and have more space to 

carry out experiments.  

Conclusion– 

All of these developments combine to make it one of the most critical flights in Isro’s history. Although the space 

technology frontier has moved on, promising to keep Isro engineers busy for a long time, GSLV Mark III is the 

culmination of all that Isro initially set out to do when first set up in the 1960s. When fully ready, it would give Isro self-

reliance and the ability to put any satellite into any orbit.  
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Q) Examine the contributions made by Indians to the U.S.-based Laser Interferometer 

Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO) project. Also discuss significance of India – LIGO 

association. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction :- The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) is a large-scale physics experiment 

and observatory to detect cosmic gravitational waves and to develop gravitational-wave observations as an astronomical 

tool. Two large observatories were built in the United States with the aim of detecting gravitational waves 

by laser interferometry. 

The initial LIGO observatories were funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) and were conceived, built, and 

are operated by Caltech and MIT. They collected data from 2002 to 2010 but no gravitational waves were detected. 

CONTRIBUTION BY INDIANS :- 

 Indians have made a significant contribution to this, with nearly 67 Indians from 13 institutions across the country 

taking part in the theory and experiment: CMI, Chennai; ICTS-TIFR, Bengaluru; IUCAA, Pune; and IISER Kolkata, 

to name just a few. 

 The jubilation over their participation is, however, tempered by the fact that the two existing detectors are not 

sufficient to locate exactly where in the sky the signals are coming from. With the Italy-based VIRGO detector set 

to join operations soon, this issue will be addressed. However, there will still remain some blind spots which can 

be overcome if the LIGO-India project enters the fray, as planned, in 2024. 

 Amidst such anticipation, it is necessary to take stock of the challenges ahead in building up this fourth player in 

the gravitational wave-detection game. There will be many firsts for India. Its experimental requirements will 

spearhead the evolution of many new research areas. Work on some of them has already begun in many centres: 

like the study of squeezed light in IIT-Delhi and IIT-Madras; mirror surface physics, in Saha Institute of Nuclear 

Physics, Kolkata, and TIFR, Hyderabad; and fibre-based laser technology in IIT-Madras. 

SPECIFIC CONTRIBUTION BY INDIANS :- 

Indian groups contributed significantly to the historic search for gravitational waves. The key tasks they carried out 

included the following: 

 Understanding the response of the LIGO detector to the signals and terrestrial influences 

 Bounding the orbital eccentricity and estimating the mass and spin of the final black hole 

 Estimating energy and power radiated during merger 

 Confirming that observed signal agrees with Einstein’s Theory of Relativity 

 Searching for a possible electromagnetic counterpart using optical telescopes. 

Some of these jobs were carried out in high performance computing facilities at IUCAA, Pune and ICTS, Bengaluru. 

The group, led by Bala Iyer at the Raman Research Institute in collaboration with scientists in France, had pioneered 

the mathematical calculations used to model gravitational wave signals from orbiting black holes and neutron stars. 

Another group led by Sanjeev Dhurandhar at IUCAA initiated and carried out foundation work on developing data 

analysis techniques to detect these weak gravitational wave signals buried in the detector noise by looking for the best 

match between the calculated waveforms and the detector signal. 

 

Q) Write a note on the advances made in basic brain science research in India and the 

world. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

BACKGROUND – 

 The scientific world is currently in a frenzied wave of exploration centered on the human brain. Former US president 

Barack Obama announced the US’ BRAIN (Brain Research through Advancing Innovative Neurotechnology) Initiative 

in 2013, the European Union added its own Human Brain Project a couple of years later, as did China in 2016. Major 

centres around the world—the Karolinska Instituted in Sweden, the Riken Brain Science Institute in Japan, the Allen 
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Institute for Brain Science, Seattle, Janelia Campus at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Virginia, the Blue Brain 

Project at IBM and the The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, to name a few—are engaged in cutting-edge research. 

Today’s brain research projects are the first ones in the age of social media and inter-disciplinary collaboration across 

institutes using modern and flexible tools of collaboration, and are likely to produce a treasure trove of insights.  

ADVANCES IN BRAIN RESEARCH IN THE WORLD :- 

 HUMAN GENOME PROJECT has helped in study of neurogenetics; sequencing technology has allowed 

understanding of the cause of neurological and psychiatric disorder. It has also helped in understanding of genetic 

signature of Alzheimer disease , schizophrenia, depression and autism among other. 

 OPTOGENETICS has allowed scientists to turn specific neuron on and off; thus enabling in understanding of 

neuron specific activity. It also helped in understanding of GLIAL cell. 

 A brain connected retinal implant has helped to overcome lost EYESIGHT. 

ROLE OF INDIA IN BRAIN RESEARCH – 

 In INDIA, basic brain research is conducted at only few places through clinical research at NATIONAL BRAIN 

RESEARCH CENTER in Gurugram, Haryana. So we are at the early stage of it. 

 BUT our scientists and doctors are the leaders in brain science research in other countries because of lack of 

opportunity available at home. So we should adopt China like model of THOUSAND TALENT PLAN to bring back 

our scientists and Doctors home. 

 Recently launched VISITING ADVANCE JOINT RESEARCH FACULTY (VAJRA) scheme by Department of S&T 

enables NRI and Overseas scientific community to research and development in India. 

 INSPIRE (Innovation in science pursuit for inspired research) to attract youth to science. 

CONCLUSION – 

With many countries taking up innovations in brain science, India is well equipped to take up initiatives and it is in its 

prudence to act soon. The welfare of its citizens are the main objectives of such understanding and this is definitely in 

India’s interests. 

 

Q) In recent years there has been a greater focus on developing indigenous capabilities 

through technology transfers and joint production projects with international partners. 

How will these efforts help build a “defence industrial ecosystem” in India? Critically 

examine. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Recent instances of technology transfer and JVs- 

 Tata Advanced Systems Ltd and US plane-maker Lockheed Martin Corp. signed an agreement at the Paris Air Show 

to produce F-16 fighter jets in India.  

 Reliance Defence entered into a strategic partnership with Serbia’s Yugoimport for ammunition manufacturing in 

India. 

 Reliance Defence joined hands with France’s Thales to set up a joint venture that will develop Indian capabilities 

in radars and high-tech airborne electronics. 

 In Moscow, defence minister Arun Jaitley and his Russian counterpart signed off on a road map for strengthening 

bilateral military ties. 

How technology transfers and JVs help in building ‘Defence Industrial Ecosystem’? 

 It will provide opportunity to build capacity, competitiveness and efficiency of Indian defence manufacturer. 

 India as being a major consumer of defence sector will be a lucrative destination for major foreign key defence 

manufacturers. 

 Major recommendations of Dhirender Singh Committee on Defence procurement policy (DPP) had been 

implemented in DPP 2016 along with ease in FDI in defence sector investments. 
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 The MoD identifying private players as strategic partner which will tie up with key foreign manufacturer to produce 

big-ticket platforms will catalyze the indigenous defence industry. 

 A major focus on defence sector in Make in India programme to build it into an important export lever providing 

export and employment opportunity.  

Despite such efforts, some of the major challenges are- 

 Ministry of Defence (MoD) has kept a limitation on strategic partners to focus on one of the sectors for which it has 

been identified as strategic partner. 

 Small and Medium Enterprises (SME’s) which provide niche-technology should be well integrated. 

 Indian Defence Procurement Policy still tilted towards major state run PSU’s and ordinance factory. 

 There is lack of structural framework to prepare Human resources for building and sustaining defence ecosystem 

which should be taken care by creating dedicated institutions along with modifying existing curricula to focus on 

defence and security sector.  

 Huge investment and large gestation period required. 

Way forward- 

Government is acting moreover as facilitator to encourage private sector participation in defense manufacturing. Some 

Industries keen to participate even though huge investment, long gestation period involved such as Bharat Forge, TATA, 

Reliance etc. However to encourage full-fledge participation with vigor, enabling environment should be created by 

eliminating some contentious clauses. These clauses need to be revisited. 

 Less flexible ‘Offset’ clause 

 ‘Strategic Partnership Model’ recommended by Dhirendra Singh committee. 

 The resistance faced by industries at the state levels and the inability of the lower bureaucratic levels to appreciate 

or understand business requirements have seen several projects stalled and caught in bureaucratic mire 

 

Q) Some NGOs and activists have compared India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) with 

the dangers of having a nuclear power plant or radioactive material in the neighbourhood. 

Do you agree with this comparison?  Discuss the benefits of INO. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO)- 

 India-based Neutrino Observatory (INO) is a particle physics research project under construction to primarily 

study atmospheric neutrinos in a 1,300 meters (4,300 ft) deep cave under Ino Peak near Theni, Tamil Nadu, India. 

This project is notable in that it is anticipated to provide a precise measurement of neutrino mixing parameters. 

The project is a multi-institute collaboration and one of the biggest experimental particle physics projects 

undertaken in India. 

 The project was originally to be completed in 2015 at an estimated cost of ₹ 1,500 crores, has been cleared by 

the Ministry of Environment (India) for construction in the Bodi West Hills Reserved Forest in the Theni district of 

Tamil Nadu. Although delayed, the project is underway as of 2015. 

 When completed, the main magnetised iron calorimieter (ICAL) experiment include the world’s most massive 

magnet, four times larger than the 12,500-tonne magnet in the Compact Muon Solenoid detector at CERN in 

Geneva, Switzerland. 

INO’s comparison with the nuclear power plant- 

The fears of comparing INO with having the danger of nuclear power plant or radioactive material are not true because 

of the following reasons- 

 Since the neutrinos, whether they are naturally occurring in the atmosphere or from the sun, or are emitted by far 

away man made nuclear reactors and sent in beams of neutrinos with few GeV energy, are very feeble and weakly 

interacting particles that we can’t even see or feel without the help of an observatory. 
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 Beams of neutrinos are being sent to the NOvA neutrino detector in the U.S. and to the T2K neutrino detector in 

Japan every day. 

 Moreover, being the lightest matter particles, the neutrinos do not decay into any other particles, as everything else 

is heavier — so they are not like uranium which decays radioactively into smaller atoms. 

 All the INO would do is to provide the lens to observe neutrinos as they are too feeble or faint to be detected by the 

naked eye. It does not create a radiation hazard or put us in harm’s way. 

 While we should ensure that the tunnel is dug with proper environmental safeguards and the project has various 

clearances, raising the spectacle of radiation hazards and comparing it with nuclear or thermal power plants is 

spreading false fears and is unscientific. 

Benefits of INO- 

 We get to observe fundamental laws of Physics. 

 Most of the advanced countries are already working on neutrino science which includes USA, China, Japan etc. 

India can emerge as a key player in neutrino science. 

 Neutrinos are regarded as the most mysterious particles of the universe. The potential of making path-breaking 

discoveries is high. 

 Neutrinos may have a role to play in nuclear non-proliferation through the remote monitoring of nuclear reactors. 

Hence, Neutrino research can be our answer to ensure that no terror group ever acquires nuclear weapons. 

 Understanding neutrinos can help us detect mineral and oil deposits deep in the earth. They may also help us to 

detect early geological defects deep within the earth, and thereby might be our answer to an early warning system 

against earthquakes. 

 Neutrinos can pass right through the earth. They may open up a faster way to send data than the current ‘around 

the earth’ model using towers, cables or satellites. 

Conclusion- 

Keeping in mind the tremendous potential of neutrino science, its importance for scientific progress and technological 

growth, the project should be allowed to proceed. However, it should also be ensured that the tunnel is dug with proper 

environmental safeguards and the project has various clearances. 

 

Topic:  Environmental pollution; conservation; 

Q) Burning of biomass and crop residue is one of the leading factors contributing to air 

pollution in India. What prompts farmers to burn crop residue and biomass? What 

measures can government take to discourage this practice? Examine. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

The burning of crop residue has become a severe problem in North India, particularly in the Delhi and NCR. Despite the 

various orders by Supreme Court and National Green Tribunal, problems is persisting and posing huge threat to the 

lives of millions of people. 

Why farmers burn crop residue and biomass? 

 Agriculture is getting transformed, with irrigation and multiple cropping, plus more cultivation of wheat. This 

squeezes the time available for manually taking out stubble, perhaps more serious in November-December, 

relatively less in April-May. In general, there is a window of 10-15 days between crops, not two months. 

Mechanization, not manual extraction, becomes the answer. Labour has become expensive and is often not 

available. Combine harvesters have become easier to buy or rent. Therefore, the use of combine harvesters for 

reaping, threshing, winnowing is increasing. 

 But combine harvesters leave stubble. That stubble has value as fodder, more for wheat, less for rice. Even for rice, 

it is possible to think of power from biomass and other uses. However, right now, this isn’t viable because of 

assorted reasons, including the expenses of decentralised collection and aggregation. One has to deal with fodder 

in the field in various ways — use rotavators to mulch crop residue into the soil, introduce stubble distributors or 
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straw management systems in combine harvesters or use happy seeders to plant through the residue. Despite such 

possibilities, the economics is still loaded in favour of burning. 

Measures to be taken by government to discourage this practice- 

 Satellite-based monitoring mechanisms should be adopted by the states through the State Remote Sensing Agency 

for acting against stubble burning in open fields, and weeds and top soil biomass burning along roads, highways 

and canals. 

 Establishment of ambient air monitoring stations in the states to capture and build a database on stubble burning 

and crop residue burning under the National Air Monitoring Programme. 

 Putting agricultural residue to alternative uses like energy generation, and for producing ethanol, paper and 

packaging material, to benefit the farmers and also to protect the environment. 

 Implementation of the National Policy for Management of Crop Residue. The states should take steps to educate 

and advise farmers through the media, gram panchayats and corporations about how crop residue burning is 

injurious to health and can cause serious air pollution. 

 States should also tell farmers that it is now banned or prohibited by law, and make farmers aware of how 

agricultural residue can be extracted and utilised for various purposes, including manufacturing of boards, fodder, 

rough paper manufacturing and as a raw material for power generation. 

 Though one of the options could be legislation banning the burning of crop residue, it would be difficult to 

implement and fines may not deter the farmers from doing so. Thus government needs to incentivize the farmers 

so that they don’t burn the residue. Recently National Green Tribunal issued the order in this direction. 

 NGT stated that every State will provide machines, mechanisms and equipment or its cost to the farmers to ensure 

that agricultural residue in the field in these states are removed, collected and stored at appropriate identified sites. 

Such equipment like happy seeders would be provided to small farmers having land area less than 2 acres free of 

cost to put the straws back into soil to improve its nutrients. Government could charge the rich and medium level 

farmers for the same. 

 The removed straw should be taken to the biomass energy plants by state governments. This would also require 

separate markets in which the straw would be purchased from the farmers and then used for generating electricity 

Conclusion- 

Stating that the Environmental Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority, set up by the Supreme Court, and the NGT 

have both called upon the governments to put up sufficient infrastructure and collection points to bring the straw 

together for power generation. The process has started but the scale of implementation is still limited. Thus government 

should increase the scale of the operations by investing in new technologies and equipments. 

 

Q) What do you understand by bioremediation and bio-mining? Examine their application 

in solid waste management in Indian cities. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

Enormous quantities of organic and inorganic compounds are released into the environment each year as a result of 

human activities. In some cases these releases are deliberate and well regulated (e.g. industrial emissions) while in other 

cases they are accidental (e.g. chemical or oil spills). Detoxification of the contaminated sites is expensive and time 

consuming by conventional chemical or physical methods. Bioremediation and Biomining can be very effective in such 

cases. 

Bioremediation- 

Bioremediation is process of using naturally occurring or laboratory cultivated micro-organisms to reduce or eliminate 

toxic pollutants. Petroleum products are a rich source of energy and some organisms are able to take advantage of this 

and use hydrocarbons as a source of food and energy. This results in the breakdown of these complex compounds into 

simpler forms such as carbon dioxide and water. Bioremediation thus involves detoxifying hazardous substances instead 

of merely transferring them from one medium to another. This process is less disruptive and can be carried out at the 

site which reduces the need of transporting these toxic materials to separate treatment sites. 
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Bio-mining- 

Biomining is a technique of extracting metals from ores and other solid materials typically using prokaryotes or fungi. 

These organisms secrete different organic compounds that chelate metals from the environment and bring it back to the 

cell where they are typically used to coordinate electrons. It was discovered in the mid 1900’s that microorganisms use 

metals in the cell. Some microbes can use stable metals such as iron, copper, zinc, and gold. Biomining is 

an environmentally friendly technique compared to typical mining. Mining releases many pollutants while the only 

chemicals released from biomining is any metabolites or gasses that the bacteria secrete.  

Their application in solid-waste management in Indian cities- 

 Bioremediation and biomining techniques are used to degrade highly toxic metals, chemicals, effluents and 

pollutants from the environment. 

 Heavy metals from tanneries if not degraded by algae produce toxic oxides; these oxides produce lungs cancer, 

asthma, paralysis, brain damage, memory loss etc.  

 Biomining also allows us torecycle resources by extracting useful components from the waste. 

 Bioremediation and biomining processworks successfully for old dumps as well a new. 

 It removes the garbage hills and their lingering ill effects, which permanently achieves near-zero emission of 

harmful gases (such as methane, hydrogen sulphide, and ammonia) and contaminated leachate. 

 As an alternate to the use of chemicals and artificial mechanisms that are to be used for the cleaning processes, it 

has no side effects, pollution free environment is the outcome. 

 Processes likeincineration requires a lot of energy whereas bioremediation and biomining is energy independent 

process thus saving a large amount of energy. 

 Microorganisms are especially genetically modified for biomining and bioremediation e.g. bacteria like 

Deinococcus and Radiodurans are helpful in absorption of mercury and aromatic hydrocarbons like toluene.  

 As more innovators are discovering new and easier processes of bioremediation and biomining, the process is 

becoming simpler and cheaper. 

 The land which was hosting waste dumps is now fully recovered for alternate uses. 

Conclusion- 

With Solid Waste Management Rules 2016 in place, government should be more proactive in implementing them in 

true letter and spirit and these techniques can be better utilised in alignment with Schemes like Smart Cities, AMRUT 

and Swach Bharat Mission. 

 

Topic: Security challenges and their management in border areas; linkages of organized crime 

with terrorism 

Q) In recent weeks, infiltration bids by Pak sponsored terrorists into India is increasing. 

The focus of the infiltration seems to be in the Uri area, followed by the Naugam (Lipa) 

sector and Machil. Should India be worried? How should it manage these infiltrations? 

Discuss. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

Uri is strategically located on the Line of Control which can give easy access to the infiltrators to reach in the Kashmir 

valley. Tough terrain conditions in Uri sector make it difficult for the security forces to keep strict watch in the area. 

Further Uri offers multiple choices for targeting. The distance, of 46 km to Baramulla, has several army camps, labour 

sites, the National Hydro Power Corporation campus and frequent army convoys — all these offer lucrative targets. In 

December 2014, a terror attack on an artillery gun position at Mohora, on the Jhelum road, led to large-scale casualties. 

Infiltrated groups can travel further inwards, along routes which are difficult to monitor, and reach Rafiabad, where 

they become part of the Sopore and Baramulla terror grids. 

This has led to more infiltration from the Uri, machil and nearby areas. 
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Why India should be worried? 

 Terrorists have carried out lethal attacks on India’s security forces in the recent past. The Uri attack 2016, being 

the latest one. Such attacks take high toll of security forces and demoralize them. 

 Infiltrators and terrorists can stir up the unrest or aggravate the existing tense conditions in the Kashmir region. 

 There have been numerous instances where infiltrators were actively engaged in recruiting the local youth for terror 

activities. They use radicalization techniques and train them either in PoK or in Pakistan. 

 Infiltrators across the borders are also known to supply arms and ammunition to the local terrorist to fight against 

the police and other security forces. 

 Infiltrators and terrorists also disrupt the civilian life and hamper the local economy. 

 State sponsored infiltrators from across the border are the major cause of concern for the Indian government. Such 

terrorists are well trained and well-funded and have huge potential to create havoc in Kashmir and India. 

 Pakistan seems driven by a perception that it has never been strategically stronger — and the situation in Kashmir 

was never so much in its favor. This makes Kashmir situation more volatile and vulnerable to more attacks. 

How should India manage these infiltrations? 

 Specially trained commandos- 

In a situation where actual war between the two nuclear powered countries seems rare, the infiltrations and terrorist 

activities have acquired more importance. Thus Indian security forces need specially trained personnel who could take 

over these infiltrators in an effective manner. 

 Advanced equipments- 

Advanced equipment like thermal sensors, night vision goggles, bulletproof jackets, better guns should be provided to 

all the security personnel involved in anti-insurgency operations. 

 Intelligence- 

Collecting intelligence forms the core area in fighting effectively against the terrorists in Kashmir. Security forces need 

to evolve strategies and methods so that infiltration attempts are neutralized without any Indian casualties. 

 Better fencing- 

The international border remains porous on the many sections which provide easy access to the infiltrators. Further 

there have been terrorist attempts to enter by destroying the fencing itself. Thus India need better fencing, cameras and 

other technique to keep fencing in better shape. 

 Reaching out to Kashmiri youths- 

In the recent years many Kashmiri youths are felling to the false propaganda of the terrorists and separatists of the 

Kashmir. There is also growing anger against the security forces which was evident from the stone pelting events. This 

could have detrimental effect in near future. Thus government and security forces should reach out to Kashmiri youths 

and make efforts to solve their grievances. 
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Conclusion- 

Infiltrations in the Kashmir region are proving to be headache for Indian government and to local population. There is 

visible anger against the administration and state apparatus. Unless and until government addresses these core issues, 

there will always be incentive for the Pakistan to send infiltrators to generate more unrest. Reaching out to Kashmiri 

and addressing their concerns should be the top priority. 

 

Topic: Various Security forces and agencies and their mandate 

Q) The recently released joint doctrine of the armed forces outlines the manner in which 

they expect to fight the next war. Critically evaluate features of this doctrine. (200 Words) 

EPW 

Introduction- 

A “joint doctrine” providing for deeper operational synergies among the army, navy and air force was unveiled on 

Tuesday with an aim to coherently deal with all possible security threats facing India including conventional and proxy 

wars. 

Debate over Joint doctrine: 

The debate on jointness within the Indian military has been going on for almost sixty years. As we now know Lord 

Mountbatten, the architect of India’s Higher Defence Organisation, was keen to appoint a Chief of Defence and lobbied 

repeatedly for creation of a Joint Staff. However, there was reluctance from India’s political and bureaucratic class that 

were fearful of an empowered military. Later, the services also resisted jointness as they privileged the autonomy 

afforded by the single service approach. 

Positive sides of joint doctrine are: 

 The document listed a range of security threats confronting the country including transnational threats, “proxy 

war” in Jammu and Kashmir and Left-wing extremism in various parts of the country and indicated that “surgical 

strikes” could be a key feature in counter-terror operations. 

 India has moved to a pro-active and pragmatic philosophy to counter various conflict situations. The response to 

terror provocations could be in the form of ‘surgical strikes’ and these would be subsumed in the sub-conventional 

portion of the spectrum of armed conflict. 

 The joint doctrine proposes joint training of personnel, unified command and control structure besides pushing 

for a tri-service approach for modernisation of the three forces. 

 The doctrine will facilitate establishment of a broad framework of concepts and principles for joint planning and 

conduct of operations across all the domains such as land, air, sea, space and cyberspace. 

 The doctrine also talked about the steps initiated for the establishment of the ‘Defence Cyber Agency’, ‘Defence 

Space Agency’ and ‘Special Operations Division’. 

 As per doctrine having an ‘Integrated Theatre Battle’ to ensure decisive victory in a network centric environment 

across the entire spectrum of conflict in varied geographical domains, will be the guiding philosophy for evolution 

of war-fighting strategies. 

 The doctrine aims to achieve ‘jointness’, so essential that personnel from the three services serve together in 

organisations across the military-strategic, operational and tactical levels. 

Lacunae in the doctrine: 

 Doctrine fails to mention anything about the joint Andaman and Nicobar Command. As global militaries are 

increasing converging towards joint commands (President Xi Jinping being the latest to force this on the Chinese 

military), what is the exact model of jointness that the Indian military wishes to follow has not been answered. 

 It creates an unnecessary controversy about India’s nuclear doctrine by describing it as “credible deterrence” 

instead of “credible minimum deterrence”. If there is a change in the nuclear doctrine, then messaging it through 

the joint doctrine is peculiar. 

The doctrine is progressive step yet needs a more detailed explanation of important areas for defence system of country. 
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Q) Write a critical note on Indian Navy’s humanitarian role. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

One of the defining characteristics of navies in the postmodern era is their involvement in irregular security missions. 

From anti-piracy to anti-trafficking, counter-terrorism and migration control, the scope of unconventional security tasks 

undertaken by maritime forces in recent years has expanded significantly. The most prominent of these tasks has been 

humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR), aimed at helping populations in coastal areas survive natural 

calamities. 

Indian Navy’s humanitarian role- 

The Indian Navy has played a leading role in humanitarian operations in the Indian Ocean littorals. 

 Beginning with the 2004 tsunami, when 19 Indian naval ships conducted relief operations in Sri Lanka, Indonesia 

and the Maldives, the Indian Navy and Coast Guard have regularly participated in HADR missions in South Asia, 

West Asia and even the South China Sea, carrying out relief operations, search and rescue and emergency 

evacuations of people in need of urgent assistance. 

 After major floods and landslides killed over 200 people in Sri Lanka, Indian naval ships rushed to provide relief 

to the affected people in the island state. In what was widely reported as the worst spell of rainfall since the 1970s 

in Sri Lanka, Indian naval vessels played a key role in stabilizing the island nation’s flood-affected areas, providing 

critical relief supplies and medical assistance. 

 Bangladesh, where cyclone Mora had caused significant destruction of property and life. The Indian warship 

rescued 33 people swept into the sea by the cyclone—the second time in less than a month that Indian naval assets 

had been involved in a rescue of this nature, after INS Kirch and a Dornier aircraft carried out a search and salvage 

operation off the Maldives, recovering a local landing craft lost in the waters between the Thulusdhoo and Gan 

islands. 

 The Indian Navy’s humanitarian impulse also manifests in the many evacuation operations from countries in the 

grip of political turmoil and rapidly deteriorating security conditions that Indian warships have undertaken in 

recent years. 

 In April 2015, Indian ships were involved in the safe evacuation of over 2,000 Indian expatriates and over 1,300 

foreign nationals from an intense combat zone in Yemen. Indian naval ships have previously carried out rescue 

missions in Libya, Lebanon and Somalia, where political turmoil left scores of Indian nationals stranded in conflict 

zones with little hope of survival. 

Unfortunately, the Indian Navy’s humanitarian cause has been adversely affected by the absence of a dedicated platform 

for disaster relief missions. Unlike the US and China, whose navies have hospital ships fully equipped for medical 

assistance, India deploys regular warships and amphibious vessels converted for search, rescue and relief missions. 

In terms of both optics and utility, India’s improvised platforms do not match the US navy’s medical ship USNS Mercy or 

the PLA navy’s Peace Ark—custom-made hospital ships that enable specialized medical services on a grander, more 

visible scale, allowing for the leveraging of humanitarian service for diplomatic gains. 

Conclusion- 

The Indian Navy’s humanitarian mission is likely to remain a key factor in India’s projection of diplomatic soft power 

and a potent symbol of New Delhi’s neighbourhood-first policy. 

 

Q) What difficulties does police involved in terror investigation face in India? Do you think 

India is systematically diluting the capacity and skills of the local police forces? Critically 

examine. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

India has been facing regular and robust terrorist attacks. However her performance in bringing to books the 

perpetrators of these heinous crimes is far from encouraging which has its roots in the difficulties faced by police in 
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terror investigation. In wake of any criminal or terror activity, the local police are the first responders. Thus, they play a 

crucial role in crime investigation and prosecution. 

The problems faced by the local police are as follows: 

 Politicization of issue: 

Be it the international stage (ex. Pakistan) or national one (Communists in reference to Left Wing Extremism), issues 

are being politicized. This has encroached upon the space of police force to freely investigate the terror attacks. 

 Lack of training, personnel and modern forensics: 

Indian police forces are under-staffed, poorly skilled and lack the latest technology to probe terror cases. 

 Human rights issues: 

International perceptions of poor manhandling of the accused, subjection of the accused to systematic tortures by the 

police in India are major roadblock. 

 Non-uniformity –  

Admissibility of certain evidences as a proof in a court is debatable. (POTA bill controversy). 

 Institutional and infrastructural support – 

Local police in India have no proper police chawkies with modern inspection systems and investigation equipments. 

They are relied on state governments for any new procurement of weapons and infrastructure, which most of the time 

get delayed due to lackadaisical attitudes of governments towards needs of local police. 

 Lack of Autonomy to the local police – 

Problem of political interference which prevails at all levels of police force but at local level police suffers from 

interference by police at higher levels too. Local police is used as supplementary despite having first-hand experience of 

local situations and nitty-gritties. 

 Overburdened police – 

Police is overburdened due to activities other than law and order maintenance. It worsens the police-people ratio in the 

country which is already below the required level. 

Dilution of their role – 

 The local policemen generally perform just basic functions under the supervision of central agencies which act as 

hindrance in development of proper human resources and also lead to demoralization of police force. 

 Lack of co-ordination with various specialized central agencies such as NIA, CBI, etc. which leads to improper 

dissemination of critical information among the investigators. 

 In this age of highly sophisticated and organized crimes, with the use of cyber-technology, etc. Indian police 

establishment has failed to develop capabilities to match the challenges. The proliferation of large number of 

central agencies ,lack of funds for capacity building, prominence of CBI, etc. in major cases, etc. have led to a 

situation where local police are not even considered for major and complex cases, thus leading to their 

underdevelopment. 

Conclusion – 

The success of 1993 Mumbai blast case and 2008 Taj attacks case are testimony of the resolve and grit local police 

comprise of. The changing security dilemma of 21st century necessitates India to reform the police force and increase 

international cooperation for effectiveness. 
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Topic: Role of external state and non-state actors in creating challenges to internal security 

Q) Britain effectively prevented terrorist attacks on its soil between 2013 and 2017. 

However, it has witnessed three terrorist attacks in 2017. Examine why it was successful 

earlier and has lately failed to prevent terrorist attacks. Also examine what lessons should 

India learn from Britain’s experience. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Introduction- 

Britain recently witnessed three terror attacks in short period of time. This has raised the serious concerns over the 

intelligence agencies of the Britain over the intelligence gathering. Even in some cases, despite having clear intelligence 

inputs, the attacks could not be prevented. 

Why Britain was successful in preventing the terror attacks between 2013 to 2017? 

 The major reason for Britain being able to prevent attacks between 2013 and 2017 was the success of its 

controversial “Channel” programme under the counter-terrorist policy known as “CONTEST”, which was originally 

unveiled in 2003 and amended later. This strategy has four strands called “Four Ps”: Prevent, Pursue, Protect and 

Prepare. “Channel” is under “Prevent”. “Counter-narratives” to respond to insidious jihadi propaganda is 

attempted through this. 

 In 2009, the scope of this programme was enlarged to include local councils, community groups, businesses, 

hospitals and emergency services. The Counter-terrorism and Security Act 2015 is the seventh such law in the UK 

since 9/11, widening the responsibility to sectors other than the police. 

Why terror attacks were witnessed in 2017? 

 The main counter-terrorist agency of Britain MI5 is under the immense workload that has resulted into the 

inefficient working of the agency. In 2015, MI-5 chief Andrew Parker publicly revealed the “growing gap between 

the increasingly challenging threats and the availability of capabilities to address it”. 

 The intelligence agencies repeatedly warn that they do not have the resources to mount 24-hour physical 

surveillance of more than a small number of the 500 suspects regarded as being of concern. 

 The return of some British fighters from Syria has added to a complex picture, which means the UK’s counter-

terrorism agencies are feeling heat from all sides. 

 Both the Islamic State and Al-Qaida have encouraged its followers from the European countries to strike at home 

mainly through the ‘lone-wolf attacks’ which are more difficult to prevent. 

What lessons should learn from Britain’s experience? 

 India’s police and security forces are already reeling under the high workload. This could affect their efficiency and 

effectiveness to fight terror attacks. Thus, India urgently needs to increase it human resource capability of law-

enforcement agencies. 

 India national security is manned by plethora of central and state based security forces. There have been problems 

of coordination and intelligence sharing among them. As a result, India has already witnessed high numbers of 

terror attacks. Hence, India needs to evolve a strategy where all security forces work in tandem to prevent any 

terror attack in future. 

 India should increase its surveillance capacity so that suspected individual those could carry potential terror attacks 

are apprehended before the actual commitment of crime. 

 India needs to carry out de-radicalization methods among the youths who have susceptibility to get attracted 

towards the terror organizations. Such efforts can prove very effective in preventing lone-wolf attacks. 

 India should closely track the movement of people travelling to west Asia and particularly to the region occupied 

by ISIS. This could help in identifying the individual who could carry out terror attacks after returning. 

 Adopting advanced technology, monitoring the social media, keeping vigil on the online material/content could 

help intelligence and security forces to reduce possible terror attacks. 

 India needs to build international consensus and cooperation to fight terrorism at the global level. This could help 

in intelligence sharing, exchange of information on terrorists, quick actions and for extradition of terrorists. 
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Conclusion– 

India owning to its inherent weakness could emerge as fertile ground for breeding radical thinking among youths and 

minorities that could have disastrous effects on its peace and stability. The early actions and preventive measures are 

the most important steps to be followed by government of India in eliminating terror attacks. 

 

Q) Why the recent US tag of ‘global terrorist’ for Salahuddin matters to Indian government? 

Examine. (200 Words) 

The Indian Express 

Who is Syed Salahuddin? 

Known for his anti-Indian-government stand, Mohammed Yusuf Shah aka Salahuddin, 71, hails from Budgam in Jammu 

and Kashmir. He unsuccessfully contested the assembly elections from Amirakadal constituency in 1987. It was after 

joining Hizb-ul Mjahideen that he changed his name from Yusuf Shah to Syed Salahuddin. He is currently the chief of 

Hizb-ul-Mujahideen, one of several homegrown militant groups that have been operating from the Valley for decades. 

What does the designation of global terrorist mean? 

Under the US Executive Order 13224, an individual or group is placed under the category of Special Designated Global 

Terrorist (SDGT). Terror outfits are designated ‘Foreign Terrorist Organizations’ and individuals who are part of such 

organisations are designated SDGT. Such categorisation is aimed at disrupting the financial support network for 

terrorists and terrorist organisations. Through the Office of Assets Control (OFAC), the designation authorises US 

government to block the assets of foreign individuals and entities that commit, or pose a significant risk of committing, 

acts of terrorism. It deters donations or contributions to designated individuals or entities, and heightens public 

awareness and knowledge of individuals or entities linked to terrorism. The notification was first signed into law by 

George W Bush as President in September 2001. 

Why tag of US’s global terrorist to Salahuddin matters to India? 

 This is the first time a Kashmiri militant has been designated a “global terrorist”. 

 By doing so, the United States has accepted that Salahuddin’s Hizb-ul Mujahideen is not an “indigenous terror 

group” in Kashmir and poses a greater threat to the world. 

 The US move is recognition of India’s longstanding position that cross-border terrorism is behind the crisis in 

Kashmir, particularly in the past one year. 

 Hizb-ul Mujahideen maintains close links with Pakistan-based terrorist outfits such as Lashkar-e-Toiba and Jaish-

e-Mohammad but, unlike these, it has had no global agenda thus far. The outfit has confined itself to the Kashmir 

Valley, maintaining that its struggle is limited there. This move would give more teeth to the India’s fight against 

terrorism in Kashmir. 

 The move could also strengthen the ties between India and USA on other related matters like CCIT, Mashood Azhar 

etc. which could be used to neutralize china’s repeated attempts to protect Pakistan. 

 Sanctions can help in curbing down the activities of extremist groups in kashmir and can be instrumental in 

bringing peace to the valley. 

 This would strengthens India’s stand that present situation in Kashmir is due to cross border terrorism and is not 

due to human right violations as claimed by Pakistan. 

Conclusion– 

In short term the move would help in curbing the terrorist activities of the Hizb-ul-mujahideen. However India should 

not depend on the US patronage to blacklist any terrorist or organization. India needs improve its anti-terrorist 

operations in firmer way till Pakistan stops export of terrorist and agrees for peaceful resolution of matters. 
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Topic: Role of media and social networking sites in internal security challenges, basics of cyber 

security; 

Q) In the light of recent terrorist attacks in Europe and elsewhere, discuss critically how 

internet has become a ground for non-state actors to spread new wave of terrorism across 

world. (200 Words) 

The Hindu 

Introduction- 

Europe in the recent time has witnessed the spate of attacks beginning with the attack in January 2015 on the Charlie 

Hebdo offices in Paris, followed by a series of major terrorist incidents in Brussels, Paris, Nice, Berlin and Istanbul 

during the past two years. The most common yet disturbing thing was the use of internet to carry out such deadly attacks. 

How internet has become a ground for non-state actors to spread new wave of terrorism across the 

world? 

 Radicalization via the Internet has attained a whole new dimension. Propaganda via the Internet today involves far 

more than mere recruitment imperatives, even though elaborate recruitment videos continue to be distributed via 

the social media, which depict the IS fighters as ‘knights’. All these still remains highly appealing to some frustrated 

youths. 

 Nevertheless, a far more dangerous aspect today is the arrival of ‘Internet-enabled’ terrorism. This has introduced 

a far greater degree of indeterminate complexity into an already difficult scenario. The result is that the ‘lone wolf’ 

is no longer alone. 

 Internet-enabled terror involves violence conceived and guided by “controllers” thousands of miles away. The 

attacks are masterminded from far, guided via the Internet, and the actual perpetrators of violence act almost like 

robots. 

 ‘Remote-controlled’ or Internet enabled terrorism is fundamentally different from anything seen previously. 

Remote controllers choose the target, the actual operative, the ‘nature’ of the attack, and even the weapon to be 

used. Operating behind a wall of anonymity, this helps obscure the role played by individual members of terrorist 

groups, who utilize various individuals to carry out attacks and leave no trace. 

 The IS appears to be in the lead in this respect as of now. Other international terrorist organizations are also 

beginning to resort to ‘remote-plotting’. Such situations will result in little or no dependence on the maintenance 

of safe havens for the plotters, since the plotters are anonymous. 

 Visa restrictions and airport security, including perimeter security of the installations to be targeted, would again 

mean little to attackers, since they will strike where they live, and will no longer have to travel abroad or long 

distances for both training and action. 

 We are nearing to the world of ‘cyber-planners’, who will be responsible for planning terror attacks, identifying 

recruits, assess possible opportunities, act as “virtual coachers”, and provide guidance and encouragement 

throughout the process. These elements could be involved in every single planning stage of an operation, including 

where to obtain weapons that will be needed for use. All the while, the ‘cyber planners’ and ‘cyber controllers’ would 

be able to maintain almost total anonymity. 

Conclusion- 

The Internet has thus become a dangerous ‘plaything’ in the hands of the many of the new-era terror outfits. Some like 

the IS are said to be also preparing to use the ‘deep web’ and the ‘dark net’. The ‘dark net’, in particular, could become a 

vicious instrument in the hands of terrorist groups such as the IS. 
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Topic: Basics of cybersecurity; 

Q) The Indian government has embarked on a programme to turn the country into a digital 

economy. Briefly discuss these programs, the threats they face from cyber-criminals and 

hackers and measures needed to safeguard digital data and transactions. (200 Words) 

Livemint 

Introduction- 

The Indian government has embarked on a programme to turn the country into a digital economy. It has unveiled a 

series of initiatives—from introducing Digital Locker, which eliminates the need for people to carry hard copies of 

documents issued by the government, to demonetization, which has spurred the use of digital payments across the 

country. The move towards a digital economy is likely to help trigger a fresh wave of economic growth, attract more 

investment, and create new jobs, across multiple sectors. 

Programs- 

 Digital India Programme: It is nation-wide programme, in the form of a vision plan to achieve the digitization 

of the economy, by enabling provision of digital services, promoting digital literacy, and by encouraging the growth 

of start-ups dealing with digital technologies. 

 Digital Locker: This initiative eliminates the need for people to carry the hard copies of the certificates issued by 

states, municipal agencies, and other bodies. Birth certificates, school and college leaving certificates, residence 

and marriage proof, and even PAN cards will be digitized. For this, the government is expected to roll out a national 

depository that will hold these records. 

 Digital Life Certificates: The ‘Jeevan Pramaan’ scheme launched by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi has 

given a sigh of relief to a million of retired government employees. With this, the pensioner will do away with the 

requirement of submitting a physical life certificate in November each year and can now digitally provide proof of 

their existence to authorities for continuity of pension every year.  

 Bharatnet: The objective of this scheme is to ensure internet connectivity in the 2.5 lakh gram panchayats across 

the country, and which had replaced the NOFN( National Optical Fiber Network) programme.  

 Digital Boost to MGNREGA: Another commendable initiative is the digital boost to the flagship rural job 

scheme MNREGA. A total of 35,000 gram panchayats are covered to ensured better implementation through 

mobile monitoring system. This initiative will help the implementation agencies with live data from the worksites, 

an online and real-time updation of data base, real-time visibility of the data for complete transparency, and 

location of assets with geo-tagging for easy verification. 

 Madad (Help): Launched by the External Affairs Minister, the portal ‘Madad’ will enable Indian citizens living 

abroad to file consular grievances online to address the complaints promptly. The initiative will speed up 

forwarding and handling of complaints, improve tracking and redressal and escalate unresolved cases. 

 SMS-Based Cyclone Warning System: As part of the Digital India initiative, this program is to create an SMS-

based weather information and disaster alert system. Information on warnings will be disseminated to officials 

involved in administration, district magistrates/collectors besides fisherman, farmers, and general public. 

 Online Facility for Firms to File Single Return: In an effort to ease down the complexities of doing business 

and reduce cost, the Labor Ministry launched an online facility for firms to file a common return on its portal to 

comply with as many as eight labor laws at one go. 

 eMoney: The Department of Posts (DoP) has planned to provide electronic money order service to 70% of its total 

post offices by December. According to officials, this service will enable India Post to remit money next day to the 

doorstep that earlier took about a week. Also, it will make the whole process secure and fast. People can send a 

maximum of Rs 5,000 through e-money order.  

 PRAGATI: It is an interactive platform launched by the Prime Minister Narendra Modi for public grievances 

redressal. It is aimed at monitoring and reviewing programs and projects of the Government of India as well as 

state government initiatives and also addressing common man’s grievances. This step is expected to make 

governance in India more efficient and responsive. 
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Threat from cyber-criminals and hackers- 

 The cost of cyberattacks in India currently stands in excess of Rs25,000 crore ($4billion). It is important to note 

that there are many cyberattacks that go undetected and unreported as well, so this number could be much higher. 

 Data-theft: Lack of resilient cyber security standards may result in data-theft. 

 Cyber ransom: The data is held at ransom by the cyber-security attackers till their vested interests are met. 

 The existing firewall systems have shown the lacunae in them with the recent cyber attacks like WannaCry and 

Petya that brought several systems and services to a grinding halt in various parts of the globe. 

 Since a huge data is now stored online, any security breach can lead to sensitive data theft which may lead to loss 

of faith of millions in the digital space. 

 The losses emanate from operational disruptions, loss of sensitive information and designs, customer churn and 

impact on brand image, as well as increase in legal claims and insurance premium. 

Measures needed to safeguard digital data and transactions- 

 It is also important that government organizations, financial institutions and companies run regular stress tests, 

which simulate real-life attacks. This can help identify places in the environment (systems, data, etc.) which will be 

affected the most in case of attacks and assess the organization’s detection and response preparedness. 

 Further, organizations need to start cooperating with peers to learn from each other’s experiences—identify 

potential attack scenarios, identify hidden threats and co-develop a security framework. 

 Organizations also need to enlist their employees in the fight against breaches. There is a need to change the 

perception of cybersecurity from being a passive agent, to an active business enabler. It is a must to ensure active 

participation across the organization. 

 The regulators need to ensure they are covering all aspects at their end. This includes regulations that set minimum 

standards on cybersecurity for companies across the country. Maybe, even some rating system that classifies 

companies based on their preparedness on this front. 

 At the same time, tough laws are needed to be put in place for perpetrators of cybercrime to ensure such criminals 

are deterred effectively. 

Conclusion- 

India is sitting on the cusp of digital evolution. The government has overcome its detractors with an eagle-eyed focus to 

achieve this goal for the country. It is now up to companies to ensure they are ready and prepared to harness and exploit 

the opportunities this evolution will bring. The only way to do that is to ensure that cybersecurity finds its way into the 

boardroom agenda. 
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